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oUywood was the most powerful media centre in Depression America. It was from
this town that Amencan fiims were created. It was also from this town that many

of America's beliefs about itself were aeated. This thesis will investigate the
power of Hollywood in Depression America.

It will look towards an

understanding of the powers which guided Hollywood filmmalcers in the creation oftheir productions,

as well as an understanding of the effects which these productions had on the nation. Filmmaken of
this period were accused of being both cultural stewards and ruthiess businessmen. Hollywood wili
be examined in both of these roles in order to understand the foundations of this duality and to offer

a possible third role which filmmakers were attempting to fll. The thesis will also investigate who
the perceived audience for Hoilywood films were and how the films reflected this audience. By

understanding who these films were directeci towards, it wili define in many ways what this audience
believed about themselves, their neighboun and their nation. The effect that the Motion Picture
Production Code had on the films ofthe Depression and how movies adapted to the changing market

will also be a focus.
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Technical N o t e s

The CD ROM that is included with this thesis contains the 6 . b clips referenced to
throughout the thesis. The video clips can be viewed on any IBM compatible computer

with Windows 95 or higher. The quaiity of the clips will depend on the power of the
graphics card in the computer as weil as the speed of the processor and the amount of
RAM available. The clips are saved in the .MOV format, which means that they can be

viewed by both the Microçofi Wk~dowsMedia Piayer and the QuickTime Movie Viewer.
it is recornmended that the rnovie viewer be set to the d e s t screen size so as to allow
for the smoothest play back of the clips. Included with the CD is a copy of Apple
Cornputer's QuickTime Video Piayer 4. The instillation instnictions are in the file
"Insraii QuickTuiie 4".

-

he opening quotation, "The Moral Importance ofEntertainment," in the above title,
is taken from the Motion Picture Production Code of' 1930, a document which

provided the fiame around which many films of the 1930s were constmaed. It
was not only a code which told motion pichire producers what not to produce, it

also guided them in their roles as developers of Arnerican mords. America, at the time of the
Depression, was beginning to redehe the moral leadership of the nation and as a consequence,
Hollywood was increasingly viewed as a significant leader in national moral education. This
perception ascribed a good ded of power to motion p i ~ entertainoient
e
and this thesis wid examine

the bais ofthat power while also attempting to assess audience reaction to HoUywood productions.
The thesis will examine those who controlled the images coming Born Hollywood as well as those

who comprised the audiences of these films.
Since it is one of the most thorough studies on Hollywood duhg the I W O s , any serious mdy

of the subject should begin with Thomas Cripps's 1997 work H o i ~ d 'High
s Noon:Movemabng
and S ' e s ,before Television. in this work, Cripps outhes what effea Holiywood's films had on

society pnor to the rise of television in America. He uses his background in studying blacks in

Hollywood and Society to create a valuable book on what audiences, black or white, may have felt
while watchhg Hollywood's

films. Cripps also looks at immigrants, Jews and other minorities in

Amena, investigating what effect cinerna had on them and what effect they had on cinema. He notes
that though Hollywood was the largest producer of 6ims in A m e r i q these minority groups also made

films. By noting this and outlioing the types of films producai, Cripps reminds historians that

Hollywood was not alone in film production in America. Cnpps also looks at Hoiiywood as a
buisness, taking the reader fkom the beginnings of fiim making in America in the early Twentieth
Centuq, through the yean of the Hollywood studio qstem to the near coiiapse of this system in the
1950s. It is the breadth of Cripps's analysis, which makes his study so valuable. For example, he

argues that films did camy messages, but how these messages were received by audiences depended

on their social position.' Audiences were not homogeneous masses, as Hollywood may have wished
them to be. Cripps points out that class, race and religion al1 had paris to play in how a mone was

viewed by the audience, as did the venue in which the films were seen.
This thesis will attempt to buiid on Cripps's wo* particularly his point that the films were
o d y a portion of the equation, the audience and the film makers being the rest of it. Like Cripps this

thesis wiii also examine the importance of both the filmmaken and their audiences in order to
demonstrate the reciprocal relationship. As a starting point, the f h t chapter of this thesis will

examine the traditional heads of Hollywood,the rnoguls, in an effort to assess their importance in
shaping this relationship.

%ornas Cri= HoIIywood'.~
High N o o n : i C f ~ ~ i e m a k j n g m d ~ i e ~ BTelevision
e f i r e (Mhm,Maryland:
The John Hopkins University Press, 1997), p.52.
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The moguls are important to Depression fiims not only because it was their input which
helped shape the films of Hollywood, but because they played a pivotal role in the business side of
Hollywood. In demonstrating this point. this thesis follows the work of Tho Balio, whose Grand
design: Holl'md as a Modern Business Enterprise. 193O-l939 ptovides a detailed examination of

the structure of the motion picture business. Indeed, Balio notes that Hollywood was essemidy a

business, and this fact affecteci the character of the movies which were released, as well as the way
in which Hollywood reaaed to its audience. This thesis wili investigate the specific consequences
of this business mentality on both the films and the Motion Picnire Produdion Code. A good many

studies have impiied that an understanding of the moguls lads to an understanding of the studios and

their film styles. For example, one of the most ment works, Sirncha Jacobovici's documentary,
Hol~ywOOdim:Jews. MoMes mld the Americon Dream (which was based on Neal Gabler's 1988
book, An Empire of Their Own: How Jews bwented Holi'md), argues that the moguls, who were

mostiy ofEastern European Jewish heritage. inserted their reiigious and cultural ideas into theû f
h
.
This argument will be investigated in Chapter One, dong with Jacobovici's secondary argument, that

the entrepreneurid backgrounds of the rnoguls also had a large impact on film making.
Despite their clear business mentaiÏty the moguls who watrolied Hollywood, also wanted to

been seen as entertainers, or even artists. They wanted Arnericans to look at th&

films as

distractions, as entertainment, a theme which is repeated over and over again in the Production
Code.3 In addition, Hollywood wanted to be seen as "ail-Amerid' ((touse the coiiege football terni)

and the moguls,who controlled production, made films with very pro-American themes. The movies

S
of the 1930s rarely attackeû the govemment. nor did they attack the "Amencan way of W' (as
Hollywood interpreted it). They were atternpting to foiiow the middle line in American politics, newr

leaning too far to the "lefi." never leaning too far to the "nght ." This thesis wiil attempt to uncover
the motives behind Hollywood's dual purpose of entertainment and patriotism as weli as the audience

reactions to such constructions.

One vocal group made their response known through the Production Code. The Code was
created by the Motion Picture Produaion and Distniution Association (MPPDA) in 1930. but was
not implemented until 1934,under mounting public pressure. This thesis wiii look at who was behind
this public pressure and what elements of American society they represented. It wiii also investigate

the motives behind the various groups who saw to the administration and adoption of this Code. In
doing so it will follow the iead of authors Leonard J.

Lee and Jerold L. Simmons, in their The Dame

in the Kimono: Hoi5wood. Cetisorship. and the Production Code From h e 1920s to the 1960s.'

The two authors use six films to look at the effects of the Motion Pictue Production Code on
Amencan film. FoUowing the development of the Code fiom the 1920s until its b a l form in the
1960s. Leff and Simmons offer many examples of how this document shaped Amencan films for

A detailed diwlission of the films of the Depression era Hollywood, will be another focus of

of this thesis. F h was (and d
lis) a reflective art, displaying to the audience a view ofitxifon the
saeen The view offered was distorted though, and these distortions will be a theme of this thesis.

Especidiy during the 1930s, Arnerican filrnmakers have argueci that their films were not couriers of

'T'he value of this wodt is m Îts caetailed M p t i o n of the foras whch sbaped t
k Code, and the biographis
of the major alayers in its creaîion

messages.' It has been argued that Hollywood could set trends in unessentiai, but profitable areas,
such as fashion, fumishings and rnake-up; however, officiaiiy, it would not challenge the way their
audience felt about its govcmment, international relations, race relations or gender relations. This
claim, that Hollywood was either unwilling or unable to challenge directly the audience with taboo

topics, wili be studied closely in the thesis.

One method of quahfytngHollywood's daim to have avoided messages is to see how issues
such as gender and race were unconsciously represented in their motion pictures. Because of film's

reflective nature, it becornes a useful tool in understanding how the audience of a film saw
themselves. Howard Good' s w o t Girl Reporter: G e d r , Joumalism mxi the Movies, offen one
approach to the study of race and gender in film history. Good looks at the use of fernale journalists

in 1930s and 1940s film to discover how women were viewed both on and off of the screen in
Amenca. By focussing on the Torchy BIane film series, a B-movie series f e a t u ~ ga blond female

reporter, Good challenges the ways in which Hollywood portrayeci women and the ways in which
women watched Hollywood. He uses the image of Torchy to argue that these tilms were not
reflections of a real society but of a dreamed one in which women were employed in fulfüling careers.
Good notes that wMe the nurnber of women employed in the United States dec~easecîin the 1930s
the number of women playing employed women on the screens increased6 He dso points to the rise

of such stars as Torchy Blane's Glenda Farrell as ewmples of how Americans could believe that

Tor dOcumentationon this famousHoilyvood quote see Peter R o 5 m and TiRirdy, TheHo~l'OOdSocioI
Problem Film: iUurines. Despair, and Politiajhm fhe Depresàon to the Fîiftis (Blmmington, Indiana: h i h a
University Press, 198l), p.6.
PHmardGaxî, Girl Reporter: Gender, Journalism and the Movies (L1998), p.49.

Maxyfandr Scarecrow Press,

America stiil worked. Good argues that these images were used to convince the nation that

everything would be the, "di setbacks would be temporary; hard work and perseverance would
someday pay off;and Amenca, despite evictions and breadlines and bankmptcies. was still the land
of oppminjty."'

In addition to Good. many others have often found films as a useful source for midy of

gender. The compilation of works edited by Pat Kirkham and Janet Thunnin titles You Tmzun:
Masctliinity, Movies d M e n , is one of the very few books exclusively dedicated to the study of men
in films.' Other works, such as MoUy Haskell's From Reverence 10 Rape: The treatment of Women
in the MoMes. and Marjorie Rosen's Popcorn Ke'enus: Women.MMovies andthe American Dream. look

at women both in film and in the audience. The findings of these studies will be employed in chapters

Three, Four and Five, which examine the implicit and overt messages placed in Hollywood films and
what effect, if any, they had on their audiences.

The dates chosen for study in this thesis, 1933 and 194 1, were selected as usefùl reference
points rather than particular milestones. Nineteen thiny-three was been chosen as the start date
because that year saw the inception of the Motion Picture Production Code, although it was not
officiailyadopted in Hollywood util 1934. Nineteen thirty-three is dso the year in which Hollywood
began to rebound f?om the Depression. The box office retums of that year began to rebound to their

pre- 1929 high, signabg to many in Hollywood that the audiencewas retumingto theatres. Nmeteen
forty-one has b e n chosen for much simpler reasons. It was in this year that the United States

Mellen's, Big Bod Wobes:~U'cuIiniry in the Amencm Film isanotherwurk on mascnlinity, howexer,
it does not focus on the Depression era

officially entered the Second World War. Holiywood was employed by the g o v m e n t to help in
the war effort, something which filmmakm were more than happy to do.

Overail. it is hoped that this thesis will give a more wrnplete perspective on the motives

behifid the produaion of the filmsof the 1930s. We will focus on Holiywood, but it will be made
clear that the California studios were only where the films were made. Many of the decisions

concerning their content, production and distribution were made elsewhere in Arnerica. The thesis

wiii argue that though the moguls were in charge of film productio~they were limited in what they
could put ont0 the screens. Films were not produced in a vacuum, and it is this larger world which
wili be a focus of this work. It is also hoped that the readers will receive a fuller understanding of

the audience's input into film content. Ummately, this thesis' central claim is that the audience was

not passive in their viewing of films, but helped to shape what finally appeared on screen. For this
reason, Holiywood films are valuable social documents for the hiaonan seeking to understand the
Lhited States during the Depression.

etween 1933 and 1941 Hollywood created what many believe are sorne of the most

time honoured films in the history of American cinema. HoUywood was the centre
of the American film industry. In this Los Angeles, California, suburb the "dreams
of the nation" were dramatized in film for the consumption of the masses. When
looking at these movies, it is important to understand who was creating the images which inhabited

the screens of the nation. The studio heads ofHollywood, or "moguls,"asthey were termed by those
in the business, were unofficially in charge of film production. Because the studios were owned by

companies in New York officially they were controlled by men in New York. However, in reality
this was rarely the case. California was the real power behind the American film business. This
chapter wiii outhe the personalities of the moguls, investigating what their motives were when they
created their films. It will look at the role which marketing and distribution played in creating the

dominance ofHollywood in the Arnerican film industry. A h , this chapter will show why HoUywOOd
was able to dominate over other forms of rnass entertainment to becorne one of the most infiumtial

and valuable modes of entertainment. Beginning with the moguls and ending with the movies and
their audience, this chaptet wiii outiine the beliefi which led Hollywood through the Depression.

Though the moguls were forced to work within conventions, such as those laid out in the

Production Code of 1930'. or those placed on them by the men in New York, they were still the final

word in whaî was put into production on th& lots. in a real sense, the rnoguls oversaw eveiy major
film that was made in Hollywood during the 1930s. Although those who controiied the money on
Wall Street were officidy in charge of the studios, they were too geographicaiiy distant ta impact
any real change in specific films. It was not who owned the film lots that mattered; it was who

managed the lots. Thisjob was entnined to the moguls. Those studio executives in New York were

able to make known theù displeasure and f m when they, or the censors, believed that a film was
tw controversial, but they were unable to react to the minute details of individual filmsas the moguls

could. Or at lest this was the kgend which was developed by Hoiiywood.

The original moguls have been (and in many ways, stiu are) viewed as the founding fathen
of Hoilywood. They were held in the same regard by many in Hollywood as the Arnerim m e r s of
the Constitution. The legend constmaed around the mation of this moMe village is that it was their
ingenuity which built the motion pcture industry into an American institution. By 1933 the rnoguls

included Jack Warner at Warner Brothers2,buis B. Mayer and M

g Thalberg at Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer (MGM).Carl LaemrnIe, Resident ofUniverd Films,Paramount's AdolphZukor, Harry Cohn
at Columbia and Darrel F. Zanuck. who moved âom Warwrs to Twentieth Century-Fox in 1935.)

Almost aii of the moguls m e d their movie careers as theatre owners, working their way up to the

20f the four Warner Brothers Albert, Sam (who died in f 92%). EWy and Jadc, only Jadr couid tnrly be
considered a mogd 'Jadc Warner was the most powerful of t
k farr, ninning the studio lmder t i g 4 emmmîcal
politia* C d k ü S. Stankrg, Fdm F a i s (New York, Facts on F i inc., L980), p.81.

positions of power in the fdm industry.' Before films, many of them had been in sales,

nemes

for themselves through theû ingenuity and talent. "Laemmle was a clothier. Goldwyn was a gloves
salesman; Adolph Zukor, in furs; Louis Selmick in the diamond business. [Consequently] they
approached the motion picture industry, . . . not fiom an engineering point of view, not fiom
technology or machinery, but k o a how they [could] distribute a product."' This understanding of
how to sell a product and how the market syaem worked explains why these men were able to

s u d in the film indu-.

The artists and inventors w ho began the movie business in upper-class

New York society were aot the type of men who could build an industry. It took businessmen who

understood sales to rnake movies work6

It is intereshg to note that the moguls were almost dl From the same 500 mile radius in
Eastern Europe, and aii, with the exception of Zanuck, were Jewish (Zanuck was the ody gentile

this
Harry Warner who,with three of his brothers, brought sound to the motion picture,
was born in Poland. Also from Poland was Samuel Goldwyn, born Golchh.
Althougb Goidwyn never ran a major studio, he was perhaps the biggest and best
known of the independent Hollywood producers. Universal founder, Cari Laemmie,
came Born a small town in Germany. Louis B.Mayer, who gave us the glory years
of the MGM Studio was born in a Russian Jewish village. Wfiam Fox [founder of
Fox Inc.,which merged into Twentieth Centuty-Fox] and Paramourst's Adolph Zukor
were both bom in ~ungary.'

'Andxm Sarris "YuuAin 't Heard Xothin ' Yet ":..imerîcan Talking Film History and Memury, 1927- 1949
(New York: Mord Unh.ersity Press 1998), p. 18.
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This cornmon origin for the moguls provides the basis for the argument that their filmscould be sxn
as originating from this single point, from an Eastern European Jewish sensibility. This is the

argument which guides Simcha lacobovici's documentary, H o l @ d . : Jews, Movies and the
Americun Lkeam (which was based on Neal Gabler's 1988 book, An Empire of lneir Own: How

Jews Imnted H o l t y ~ o d ) .Jacobovici, and the many historians and cntics he sites, beiieve that this

is the reason so many films appear to take Jewish themes.

Although the belief that Jewish themes were present shd not be the f m s of this thesis, it is
imponant to note the present day belief that these themes exists in almost ail film, especially those
of the thirties. It is argued in Jacobovici's documentary that these films were about Jewish ideas,
even though they did not state this outwardly. "Seldom making movies that were overtly about

Iewish concems or charmen, the early moguls instead ~ m e out
d nich films as 71ie G r a p s of
Wrath, YanAee DosdIe h m @ and Mr.Smith Goes to Wmhington, rnovies that depicted Arnerica as
a land ofboundless promise where the little guy w3.i always triumph agaiast injustice. 'Judaism equals

Hollywoodism equals Americanism,' goes the namition. "'
One of the problem with this theory is that the moguls were not the only men involved in the

production of h s . Many men and women had their hands in producing any given h.
And more

than a few f i .were made without the help of the moguls. Frank Capra, one of the most powerful
directors of the thirties, was able to make his films with virtudiy no interference âorn Columbia
Pichires president, Harry Cohng Capra's nIms were famous for th& focus on the downtrodden
M y People Go (To the Mwies)". Solon: LCfedia Ci'Joyce Millmap
www.salom~.~~m/~l99%/03/19mediabtml.

(March 19. 1998 ),

'lames Rirdy and Paer Rofhmas The HoIIywood SociaI Problem Film: M h e s . DeSpaVI dP01iticsjum
the Depresson to the I9SUs (Btoomhgton: InniarraUnivaSty Press, 1981), p. 1. Capra was respom'bleforMr.Smith

individual triurnpbg against injustice, a Jewish therne according to Jacobovici. The documentary
even lias Capra' s film, Mr. Smith Goes to Wmhingionas a shining example ofJewish themes.'O This
was a product of Capra's individual betiefs; however, he was not a Jew. Although the screenwriter,

Sidney Buchman may have been Jewish, it was Capra who shaped the film into its powertlll, and
controversial fom." Capra was a man who had felt the pain of being poor, he understood what
unemployed people were feeling and he translated that onto the screen. He begins his autobiography

by relating to this understanding:
t hated king poor. Hated being a peasant. Hated being a scrounging newskid
trapped in the sleary Sidian ghetto of Los Angeles. 1 wanted out. A quick out. I
looked for a device. a hancile, a pole to catapult myseif across the mcks fiom my
snirvy habitat of nobodies to the d u e n t world of somebodied2

The mogds were also from this economic background. They too were once poor, they too had
wanted out of the ghetto, except for hem the ghetto was nameci the shtetl. The Jewish themes that

are seen in films can also be viewed as themes of the poor, of the ghetto.

Goes ro Washington. noted abow as one of the 6ims which exemplined the Ieaish

tbcmsin Hoüywood î5hs.

'O.\fr. Snith Goes ro Wushingtonwas the taie of Jefferson Smith. the irJPalistic, naive yomg seaator, mamly
appointai as an iaterim xnator ta the Amencan Senate, replacing a recwtly deceud saaior util the ne- daxha
Unknmn to Smith. he was chosen by the State Govenior and a media magnate to be a ').es man" to the elder senator
Joseph
h m the Eame state and to aid these men in creating a bill for a useless dam disguûcd as a boys camp.
When with the aid of his 1gveteran Secretary, Smith dismers the piaq he spends î 3 hwrs on the senate f b r
atîemptingto amincehis feilow senatorsof t
h
e
His paformaa~aminces Pdine
ofhis~orruptwaysandhatcempllsuicide.AAertiilinginthisendeaYour,~Paincadmiabis~ntothesenate
and spares Smith's repntation gMng this fih a @kt "Capmesquenmiracle in the end Micrasoft, Cinemania '95
(United States of America: Microsoft Corporation, 1994), CineBooks'Motion Picme Gui& Review, Mr.W h Goes
to Wdingion.

llTbeAmriean senate was, for the most pan appalled by Capra's vision of American pIitics. It was even
report& tbat Columbia Sndios was On& two million dollan to shehe the film by the oihr studios bexxllse tby
feared the censorship w&ch d d corne as a result of nich a powerful film. Ibid.
'TraolrCapm The Name Above î l e l'hie:An Autobiography (NewYork: The MacMillan Company, 1971).
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There is yet another reason for films focussing on the lone hero fi-

agai.mt injustice. It

made for easy filrrting and marketing. Thomas Cripps points this out in his 1998 wo& Hollywood's
High N m :

Lone heroes allowed moviemakers to narrow their f m s to ccwrtrooms, submarine
passageways, cadres of contentious officers, and such, thereby amiag was wfüie
simultaneousiy tracing the trajeaory of the Ioner. cmsader, or winner to a pleasing
denouement founded on familiar fornulas. Fonnulas made for predictabiiity, which
made for ease of exploitation by the sales department.I3
These formulas were the Holywoodstyle. Though it is tme that there were many hands involved in
the creation of a film, and that each of these hands had a part in creating a film's style, during this
perioâ, it must be assated that the moguls were the leaders in creating the Hollywood style. These

men made the important decisions which created this style. This can be said not so much because
they were Jews, and this formula smacked of Jewishness, but because from a marketing and

production view it rnakes more sense to mate fiùns on a formula. The lone hero was easier for
audiences to relate to, and this was what moguls were trying to do. They were not attempting to
inform the world about the plight of th& people, in fact they hid their Jewishness fiom the world."
What the moguls were trying to do was make pictures that would make money, and the more money

the b e r . The values that they inserted into films may have had personal meanings, but they aiso had
popular appeal. This is why Hollywood is ncrt just a place in Southern California, "rather, it implies
a whole style of film, a particular approach to film narrative, a peculiar set of cultural and social

%ornas

Hollywotxi's High Noon: Moviemakmg and Society k f o n Television (Baltimore,

M m : The John HoQkins University Prirss, lm,p.153.

Audiences expected a certain style kom Hollywood, and more specificaily, from the individual
studios. The studios were known for their individual styles, their variations on the Holi'dgde.

In the popular media of the Depression, it was the moguls who were seen as being in control of the
styles of their studios. And, though it goes against the new interpretations of the Hollywood studios,
many documents stiU point to the moguls control over the styles of their studios. Some historians

rightly believe that it was not simply the power ofthe mogul that created the style of a studio. James
hrdy and Peter Rotfmah in their 1981 work The Hollywood k i a i Problem Film: Maicihes.
Deqmirv d Politicsfrom the Depression to the 1950s believed that their are:
.

. . an infrastructure was set up in each studio to supply ail the necessary ingrrdients

for an evening at the movies. A composer here, a set designer there, could go a long
way in imposing a particular motif on a studio. It is in the nature of sociologid
critickm to disregard these motifs as extramous omamentatioq but it is out of this
omamentation that the stylistic nuances of Hollywood movies began to emerge.l6
niou& it is tme that the moguls were not the only men who were able to assert theu personal

influences into the films, they were the final word in the style of a film. The moguls were known for
their "hands-on"work in their studios; they approved the music, the set design and the stoks of
rnany of the ijims produced on th& lots, especially the "A" pictures. It was not possible for them

to know al1 the details of every film produced on their lots. However, they were able to inauence the

direction of the films, the style of them. And it was this tone that was the style of a midio.
Louis B. Mayer, president of MGM, was one of the rnost farnousofthe moguls for his control
over the movie lot.

MGM was known as the prestige studio. They produced the big budget W,

'%mty and Rofhnan. p. 1.

I6lbid., p. 19.

tilms with a style that was set MGM apart fiom the other studios. They were also mponsible for
some of the biggest bits of the thirties. Mutiny on she Buunty ( 1935). 2 7 Good
~ Eonh ( 1937), and
Gone Wifh rite Wind(1939)were al1top box-office draws of the decade and all were created under

the close supervision of Mayer. MGM was also responsible for the 'classic" film The Wimd ofOs
(1939). Though this film was not the great box-office draw which we are today led to believe, it is

still important because it has becorne one of the most popular nIms in history. Television made this

film a classic."
It is important to note these films because they are regarded today es "classics", and Mayer's

permnality, as much as the production itseK made these films what they were. He is credited with
much of the production values which set MGM apart.

Mr. Mayer was very persuasive. It's about the only word I can use. He'd stand there
and watch what was going on and say, 'Wait a minute, stop that. That's not the way
to do it. Ili show you how it shouid be done.' They never knew when he was going
to wak in on them. They were very leery of him, the directors, because they never
knew when Louis would walk down there and say, 'that's not the way 1want it.' He
was a perfêctionist. He knew what he wanted and money was no object. At Metro
Goldwyn-Mayer, price was nothing. It was to be the bea."lS
Mayer was not the only man at MGM who believed that his studio had to look the best.
Irving Thalberg, who was in charge of the writing staff was also influentid in the creation of a style
at MGM. His "close s u p e ~ s i o n
of hters"

aliowed him to insen the polished gloss which made

MGM appear "classy" to audiences.lg He was also the force behind the making of many of the great
stage adaptations for which MGM was fmous. Thalberg was a new style of Hollywood mogul. He

"Sarris. p.M.
18Hol~w00dim.
ti. 0:09:37, ~uotedh m Irene Mayer Holt
'gSarris,p.24.
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was younger than the others, thirty-four in 1933, and wiîh this youth came di&rent expaieme. Born

at the turn of the centwy in the United States, Thalberg had no mernories of the shetl, nor of
vaudeville, the peep show or the nickelodeon he did not share the same history as the older moguls.
He and those movie executives that grew up with him were opportunists. They made filmsthai made
money, pure and simple. When the protests rose &om the Legion of Decency and the goverment,
Thaberg, and those like him, were more willing than most to align their films to the tune of the

popular voice. These men underaood that if sex and violence were taboo, then a change was in
order. Thalberg "had no difliculty in tuming away, in giving in w s ] own selfinter= fiom divisive
and controversial topics and giving new energy to old-fkshioned therne~."~
He believed that the
Literary and btorical classics would be safe topics for the Depression crowds. Pnor to his untimely

death in 1936, Thaiberg had successfully produced Mutiny on the Bmmty ( 1935) and had both 7 k
W E m i h ( 1937)and Romeo and Juliet (1 937) under production at MGM. All of these filmswere

popular with the public, proving that his belief in the classics was correct.
Mayer was not the only mogul who inserted a personal style into his studio. AU of the major

studios were led by charismatic men who inserted their own styles into their movies. No studio was
able to meet the consistently expensive look of the MGM films, but that dso was not the drem of
aii of the moguls. Paramount Pichirrs displayed a desire to create films with the wune expensive feel

to them, however these were not the main stay of the studio. This was not because Paramount's
Adolph Zukor was less persuasive then Mayer, nor be«uise he lacked the talent behind the scenes.
Zukor wanted to d

e filmswith the same are, the same gioss as Mayer, however, Paramount was

unable to do so. This was one of the unfortunate studios which was forced into bdcruptcy in 1933.
Though Paramount was the studio which gave audiences Mae West, the best of the Man< Brothers,

W.C.Fields, Bob Hope and Bing Crosby, it created Linle else *ch

is remembered. There were few

top ten pictures and fewer Academy Award winners, even though Paramount produced an average
of 59 movies a year, weii ahead of the closest rival, 20& Century-Fox, which produced an average of
54 movies a year." During the "silem days", before 1929, Paramount was one of the most powerful

midios, with strong links to the great ü F A studio in Germany, giving it a strong hold over the
international fiim market.
However, the depression hit Paramount harder than other studios because, arnong 0 t h
things, of a lack of strong leadershipP Zukor, who arrived on the scene in 1935 foUowing the

resmictu~gof 1933, was unable to build the power winch Mayer had. The prestige pictures ofJosef
von Sternberg, Cecil B. De MiUe and Ernst Lubitsch were ody rninor productions, and were unable
to support the studio. It was the low costnow brow pictures by Mae West and the Marx Brothers
in the early thirties and the 'road' pictures of Bing Crosby and Bob Hope later in the decade which
ailowed the studio to swvive.
2
0
' Century-Fox was another studio hit hard by the depression. Prior to the 1935 mergcx of
2Oh Centuiy Pictures and Fox Films the company did not even exia. Fox Films was a large company,

and in 1929 it was poised to take over MGM,which would have made it the largest film producer
in Hoiiywood. However, the federal government intervend and Waam Fox, founder of Fox Füms

was for& to lave his company &er the 1929 Crash. Sidney Kent, the new studio president merged
ZtCobbettS. Steinber& Film FW
nSarris, p.25.

(NewYork: Facts on Film k,
L980), p.83,

the studio With 20h C e ~ u r yPictwes, lead by Darryl Zanuck and Joseph Schenck. The new studio,
20' Century-Fox became much Wte the other major studios even with the Amerkm born g d e ,

Zanuciq at the heim. The major difference between Zanuck's studio and those of the other moguls
was Zanuck's choice of American composer John Phillip Sousa for many of his soundtracksover the

great composers of Europe. However, little else can be recalled about this studio in the thirties

because of a court ruhg which prevented the block sale of pre- 1948 Fox fihm to television? What

is remembered about Fox is that it was a directors' studio, with top of the l i e equiprnent and

management that was willuig to allow the director to direct. ''
Wamer Brothers Pictures was also one of the top studios of the thimes. Pnor to the
commercial use of recordeci dialogue in films, Waniers was a rninor studio,with few "dent fiims"
of note? However, this was the studio which introduced recordeci sound to the public, and this head

am propelleci the studio to the rank of major studio by the early thirties. The spin which the Wamer
Brothers placed on their films was one of fnigality. Warners' films were famous for their 'gritty' feel
and their ability to entertain. "Movie for movie, Wamers was the most reliable source of

entertainment through the thirties . . . ,even though it was the clearly the most budget-consciousof
them all."" The studio was also known for its alignment with the Roosevelt govemmmt. No other
studio placed as rnany blue eagles, the symbol of the NRA, one of the most popular segments of the

*It is *rian!
to note here that 6 . hwerr nevtr dent Rior to 1927 and the release ofJmr Singer (1927),
films were aiive with sound The organ p I a p or o~chestrawhich piayed dong with the "silent" film is only one
example of how the motion picture was always related COsotmd.
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New DA, on the screen as the Warners. Depression was a consistent theme at this studio. It was
used as the back drop for two of Warners' mosi popular musicals of the early thirties, JPStreet
( 1933) and 7ne M

d Diggers of 1933 ( 1933), displayhg to the audieace a Depression America

without depression. Many were unemployed or on the verge of unemployrnent in these films, but no

one was hungry. The dirt and grime of Wamen was only a surface gloss, just üke the poIish of
MGM. Undemeath, the core was jus the same as MGM, Radio-Keith-Orpheum (RKO) or
Paramount, conformist and cornplacent.

Warner Brothers Studios appeared to be unique in Hollywood, as it was a family business there were a

d Wamer brothers. Universal, however, was another Fdmiy nui studio. Suice

founding the studio in 1912. Carl Laern.deand his son Carl Laemmle ir. ran the studio. Dunng the

early thirties Universai led Hollywood in the creation of horror films. Dracula (193 l), Frankenriezn
(193 1) and Freakr (1932) were IabeUed as the beginning of horror films in the sound era. With

classic horror acton E e Lon Chaney, Boris Kaloff and Bela Lugosi and the director James Whale
(who direaedFrankemtein [193 11, Tïte Invisible Mm[193 31 and l3e Bride of Frcmkettstein [193 51)

this was the beginnllig of a long string of horror film. Also, with the release of AU Quiet on the
Western Front (1930) and Show Bmt (1936) (another Whale film) Universal displayed its abiiity to

create dramatic masterpieces on a grand scale with motion and class. However, in 1936 the

Laemmle's lost control of their studio to Cheever Cowdin and Nate B b b e r g , who directed the
studio into a new en of low-budget cornedies sîaring Abbott and Costeiio and Francis the Talking

Mule. Though the studio did m a t e the occasional box office hit, like De*
it never r@ed

Rides Again (1939).

the style of its eariy films.

Columbia Picmes was another studio with a mogul at the heacl who had a vision for his

studio. Harry Cohn, studio head at Columbia Pictures was known for his domineering leadership
style. He needed to be involved in every film produced on his lot, and many asserted that his taste
was lacking." Columbia was also known as the studio where the "majors"sent their problem stars.

Studios were able to lend acion out to other studios as part of their contract. And if an actor
misbehaved, they couid be punished by being sent to Columbia? However, Columbia was also the
studio where Frank Capra made his moa mernorable films. Because Columbia was a rninor studio
in Hollywood and because Cohn wieided so much cmtroi, he was able to allow the select few

directors and actors loose to aeate productions which were nearly impossible to complete in the
larger studios. Capra was given Eee reign over his productions at Columbia and was hence able to
rnake a fiim Ote It Hqpened One Nighr. MGM, Universal and Paramount put too much capital into

films to d o w this type of control and the Wamers were too cheap to allow this, Cohn was the only
rnogul who could let a director control the product. This gave Columbia the ability to mate
sleepers, films that displayed th\~tcertain something that touched audiences.
It Happened One N i g h (1933), Frank Capra's "bus-trip" füm was one of Columbia's

sleepem. It began its theatre runwith iittle fanfare:"It ope& quietly with no great k t i n g of dnims
or bating ofbreath."" However, within a rnonth of playing on the nation's screens, the movie became

popular, and within two months it becarne a bit. It H q p e n e d One Night swept the Academy Awards

of 1933 and made Frank Capra a famous director. C o h allowed this film to be made in a way that

Clarke Gable f
harrived on the lot loaned out (againa bis wiii) nOmMGM,to star in It Hoppened
One Mght (1933), be isquoted as say-ing, 7alwayswanted to see Sthria, but damn me 4 aever thuught it wwldsmell
like this,Blech-h-h!" Capra, p. 165.

no other mogul would have allowed. It was made with no interference from the studio. Capra was
given this ability and the studio was rmarded for it. Cohn learned f h m this experience and
throughout the thides and into the forties directors and acton who found themselves at Coiiimhia
pitched their pet projects to Cohn in hopes that they muld do for the studio (and for thernselves)
what Capra had done.

RKO was in many ways the same type of studio as Columbia. It was a minor studio which
had no real sense of style on the whole; however, it was able to mate the rare picture which turnecl
into an "immortalclassic". King Kong ( 1 933) and Citizen Kme (1941) were both made there. Fred
Astaire and Ginger Rogers were able to dance there, Katherine Hepburn was able to display herseif

"in her fennnist glory"there,and AEed Hitchcock began his historic American career at this studio.'0

M O was plagued by a lack of leadership however, depriving it of a unified &ion of what the studio
aood for.

It

did not have a Mayer or Warner who could guide the studio to create its own tone.

This was due mainly to financial problems at M O . The company was forced into receivership in
1934 with its main backer, RCA selling most of its holdings to Floyd Oldm, who was instrumental

in revitaiking the company in the mid-thirties. RKO was also the distributor of some of the greatest
Hollywood iY.mmakers who were without a studio. Wait Disney, David O.SelPiick and Samuel
Goldwyn ail were distriiuted fiorn RKO, because of its position as a minor studio with a coliection

of theatres. Larger studios codd not have wntemplated these moves, however, because the output

of RKO was so low, releasing independent producer's 6hm was adv8fxta8eous so as to fiU their
theatres.
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United Artists was the oniy studio of consequence in Hollywood not established by the
traditional studio businesmen. h 1919 D.W. Griffith, Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and Mary
Piclâord established this studio to "finance and distniute movies independently of the Hollywood
studio system in the hopes of creating quality films."" Though United Artists was considered a
studio of note in Hollywood, it had no lot and no theatres. It relied on renting land and distributing
their films through the other studios. United Anists was also different because of its belief in

distributhg foreign füms in Arnerica. Though many historians fail to mention this studio because of
its minor statu, it did hold an important position in Hollywood.
Due to its minor natus United Artists was able to release films slowiy, and because of its
aatus as a quality studio, its films were regarded at a higher inteiiecnial level than those of other

studios. Releasing only an average of 19 fiims a year, its volume was significantly less than any other
shidio, however. of those 19 films, at least one every year from 1934 to 1941 entered into the top
grossing films ofyear, even though the studio never posted a profit. Charlie Chaplin was perhaps the

studio's greatest asset. Kis tihs were the most anticipated of any year, and were also the most
controversial. Because there was no studio boss to m e r to, Chaplin and othen who worked for

United Artists were able to mate 6lms tbat were politicaüydriven. The fkct that he was able to poke

fun at industriakationin Modem Times (1 936). or at the Nazi Regime in The Greaî Dictatw (1 94 1)
proved that his was a unique position in HoUywood. No other personaiity in the film business was

able to mate such corrtroversial productions successfirily. Other film producers rnay have been able

to mate such projects, but none d

d do it with the success of Chaplin

Hollywood was dominateci by these eight studios. They were able to wntrol the production

of fdms in America. They also cuntroiled distribution in the nation. Control over distniution was
the greatest advantage which the studios possessed. Foilowing the economic troubles of the eady

thinies, the Hollywood studios were forced to reorganise the ways in which they dispiayed their
product. Pnor to 1933, al1 major midios in Hollywood owned large theatre chains, giMng them the
ability to maintain a fixed venue for theu W. When ticket sales lagged however, the studios fowid

that these theatres were one ofthe main reasons for their susceptibilityto the econornic troubles. The

theatres not only had mortgages which were due, they also had fixed operating costs, such as
property tax, staffug and stocking (mainly popcorn, the ody bumper crop of the Depression). This
meant that those studios which aquired huge theatre chains in the early a
d late 1920s were forced

to sell parts of them in the early thirties. The one studio which weathered the depression with the
least amount of dismption was MGM. In part, this was because Loew's Inc., the parent company
of MGM, did not believe in purchasing large theatre chains. Instead, MGM owned ody a srnall

nurnber (125) of first-run houses?

The other studios followed MGM's lead in their phases of

rebuilding. Ail ofthe Big Five studios - MGM,Warners, RKO,Paramount and 20' Century-Fox retained their first-nia houses bllowing their individuai troubles, ailowing thern to maintain control

over the exhi'bition of th& films.
The power ofthese fint-nin houses musi not be underestimateci. Fùst-run theaires were the
prestige rnovie houses, built to resemble opera houses or Broadway theatres, they were desjgned to

hold huge crowds, numbering in the thousands. These were the fih bouses that o&ed the most

%.no Balio, G m d design: Hollywood pr a modem business entetpse, 1930-1939 (Berkeiey,California:
University of California h s s , 19%). p. 17.

codonable seats, air conditioning, and central urban locations. They also charged the most money

for the privilege of seeing the films on the first m. The first-nin houses, or ''deluxers," as the
uidustry iasiders calleci them, were in key locations, over four hundred in the largest cities in the

United States, with populations exceeding 50,000. Thrty-five percent of the population of the
country lived in these cities which were situated mostly on the East coast or in California." The

mmrol of these theatres had major consequemes for Hollywood. "AU other Hollywood film
cornpanies had to accede to the dictaies of the Big Five in order to place films in vital first-run sites*

a neceçsity if profits were ever to be made?

However, first-nin theatres were not the only theatres

in t o m It was nearly impossible for Americans to live in a city, town, or county without a theatre,
be it a first-run palace with rustling of usher's uniforms and air conditioning or a fifth or sixth-run
house, with the sound of the projector in the air and the heat of the -mer

coming through the

doors. Those theatres which were lower in statu, the neighbourhood, small town and rural theatres
were moaly independently owned. Small businesses, usuaily farnily owned, controlled the majority

of theatres in the United States. However, they had litde power.
The system of nins for filmswas something which was refmed over the twenties and thirties.
The Hollywood studios, under the guidance of the Big Five and the Motion Picture Producers and
Distniuton of America (MPPDA)" had Mded the nation into thirty markets, wtiich were then sub-

%ou&
Gomery, Sihmed Plemres, A Histoty of.4lovie Presenrmanon
in the L'nited States (Madison,
Wisconsin: UnnterSity of W i i n s i n Fress, 1992), p.66-

%MPPDA was the oganisation ofsPimar and distn'butontbat was q m s i i l e for ovPseàng the entirr
motion pichm inhsûy. It was staffed by mai picked by the stndja and basicaüy was designeû as a seif-regulating
mechanian for Hollywood It was a h the organisarion which was in charge denforcingcensorship for the movis.
For more iaformation on the MPPDA set Chaptér II.

dividesi into zones. ïheatres in these zones were then classifieci into m. Films would traveI f?om
the first-run theatres down to the second, third and so on until it reached the end of its nin in seventh

or eighth-run theatres. The amount of nins a nIm had depended on the size of the zone. ui a large
zone, 6ims could nin though eight times or more, in srnalier zones, there rnight only be five or six.
At each successive run a nIm became l e s and less profitable, while the admission price was forced
d o m lower and lower. The rock bottom p i c e hovered around ten cents a show. Since the MPPDA

decided where zones were located and how long a film took to get fiom first to second and M n
(calleci "clearance" by insiders), the studios were able to keep some films in distribution in a single

zone for up to a year. Clearance periods were designed to d o w the higher p k e d theatres the ability
to charge higher amounts for new film. "Since the value of a motion picture to an exhibitor

depended on its novelty, the granting of excessive clearance to prior-nin houses had the eEect of
increasing their drawing power and keeping patronage in subsequent-run houses at the low lewl.""
Added to this systern of zones, which was created by the studios and enforced on the

independent theatres, was the system of block booking. Block booking was a system unique to the

business world. "This is the only industry in the world," stated a congressional investigative
wrnmittee on the indusüy, "in which the buyer, having no idea what he is buying, undennitesblindly

aU of the product offered to him."" What block booking meant was that a studio wouid offêr to
independent exhibiton the entire year's

nin of

pictures in one block. If a theatre wanted to stock

MGM pictures, for exampie, thqr would bave to purchase a block of films, often consisting of the

entire MGM catalogue for that year. They could wt pick oniy those thM they believed would be
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profitable. O f i e ~the exhfiiton had no idea what many of the films they were buying were about.
They only knew that it was an MGM, or Paramount film. They received the titles and a story
synopsis at a later date, if they were lucky. The main cornplaint which was given by the independent
exhibitors was not about this s'stem though. They undentood that they had to fiU their theatre for
365 days a year, often with double bills, so they were happy to take as many films as they could get.

The cornplaint which was heard most often was that the theatres owned by the studios did not get

the same ueatment." An MGM theatre could pick the films it wanted to show without buying the
entire block, and not just fiorn MGM,but from Warners, Pararnount, Columbia, and so on. The
studios created a diierent set of niles for themselves when it came to distribution.

This systern of control over which films the audience could see, made Hollywood the envy
of the world. No where else could the film industry, or any indu-,

didate to the audience what

they could and could not see. Other nations were forced to display Hollywood h,
due mostly to
public demand. However, they wuld not distribute their own films in Amenca. Hollywood argueci
that they were gMng the audiences what they wanted. They provideci quality and quantity
entertainment, f i g theatres 365 days a year with pictures that the audience could not stay away

Eorn. Many midios producd at least one new film every week. However, the audience had no
choice in the films it saw. With the exception on United Artists, studios were extremely reluctant to
promote foreig films, nor did many studios distribute independent productioos. By cootrolling al1
of the fint-nrn theaires, non-HoUywood films had Lttle, or no chance ofbeing successfùl without the

cooperation of a Hofiywood studio, preferably a major studio.

Audiences were not given a choice as to the films they could see. It was either Hollywood

or the occasional British h.
B y monopolizing the exhibition of films, Hollywood made it impossi'bte
for altemate styles of film to become popular. "Audiences could only popularke the films that played

in the theaters and those theaters played only HoUywood movies."" It is me that Hollywood films
were not the only types of films being produced in Arnerica. Blacks, Jews, immigrant groups, and
others, had their own movie industries. However, these were extremely minor on a national or even

a regional seale. A black movie house would show the occasiod black film but the mainstay ofthe
theatre was still Hoilywood. Also, the number of"Negro theatres" was so few, about one for every
twentysne thousand blacks, that it was insignificantto Holly~ood.~
The studios in HoUywOOd were
in complete conuol of the film industry in America.

Nothing could compete with the quaiity of a Hoilywood picture either. Production values,

talent, and writing aii combhed to make even the B movies, according to one contempomy, "show
a verve, pace, and vital*,

a aisp professiondm . . .."" The Hollywoad style was the only game

in town, and Hollywood played it well. The studios undentood that their audience was quite
sophisticated, and even though they were the ody producen of films, they had continuaUy to strive

to maintain their power over the audierm. The studios were trying to d e as much monq as they
could, and the only way they knew to do this was to create polished products.
The populanty of American films was not due entirely to the production values, the stars or
the stories, however. HoUywood controllai the market, mslang odier f h s muginai. This d e s
Eh@,
pp.8-9.
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it difEicult to argue that the popularity of a film was a subscription by the audience to a certain view

point. Peter Roffiman and Jim Purdy argue that it is impossible to meanire an audience's response
to a 61mthrough its box-office receipts because of the monopoly of H ~ l l y w o o dThis
. ~ ~ argument may
work for nIms that were ody margdly successful. However, those films that made it to the top ten
List for their year or for the decade obviously had something which attraaed the audience. For a film
to make the top ten List of a year means that the audience had to see it multiple times, and mcouraged

ûiends to see it. The film had to be enjoyed. To argue that rnovie-going was a desire simply to go
out of the house is valid. However, for the audience to see a rnovie multiple times, to make it one

of the moa popular 6lms of the year, it rnust speak to the audience on some level.
It must dso be remembered that in the thirties there were precious few diversions for the

mind. People went to the movies not so much as a conscious choice, but as a social habit.
Hollywood fihs were top in America because there were no other forms of entenainment to match
them. In the early thirties Hollywood became slightly concemed by the flourishing of sports such as
miniature golf and basebaii. Nevertheless nothing could compete with Hollywood on an equal

footing. F i s were simply too powerfil a medium for anything, iacluding radio, to compete with.

Though radio was popular in the thirties and radio showswere powerful in thek own way,they muid
not generate the huge following which Hoilywood could.

Movies were the moa exciting form of mass culture. Although many more people
listened to the radio, the experience of watching a movie was more intense. Waîching
and listening in the dark with strangen, ali eyes foaissed on the bright screen's
compelling images, was simuitaneously comd and isolating. The viewer's
reactions were reinforced by the laughter or grasps of others, while becould also thrill
to the depiaion of pnvate f d e s . Visually fieer and more accessible thanwhat was

%£€Înan and Purdy, p.8-9.

d e d "legitimate" theater, the talking movies amivedjust in tirne to lighten the h e s
of depression A m e r i d

Movies were not simply another form of entertainment to the audience. It was able to watch its own
dreams come tnie on the screen. Movies offered people the ability to lave their nuroundings, and
to enter into new nirrounduigs, diffwent, but familiar.

The radio was not &le to do this because it

was rrjainp the visual element. Live theatre failed this test also because it could not reach the

masses. Only films could be seen by the entire nation.

The Holiywood style was not entirely seen on the screens. It was not only the production
values and Pace of the films which made hem part of this style. The immigrant background of the
moguis, the impact of Uidusuialisation in the production of films, and the role of marketing and
distniution all combineci to make a style of film which was admûed by the audience. It was the

business side of Hollywood which made it the m j o r force in Amencan entertainment. The moguls
were businessmen, something which aided thern in creating their empires. They used the P

M C ~ ~ ~ S

of mass production and monopclistic distribution and marketing to make Hollywood the dominate

film rnaking centre in the world. Hoiiywood's innovations in the film business created a style of
which found an audience with a majority of Americans.

oliywood nIms from the thimes are famous for their escapia attitudes. Few films
appeared to deal with the realities of the average Arnericans. The studios were
constantly asserting that their films were entertainment, not public service

announcements. Those Li charge of rnovie-making were adarnant that their 6 . h ~
were pure entertainment and camied no propaganda style messages. However, if this were so,then

there would have been no need to create a document regarding the contents of tilms. The Production
Code administrators. the studios, and the advertisers all believed that film was a powerful medium
for messages, however, they constantly assened that they did not send messages. This chapter will
attempt to look at what messages the Production Code was censuring from the audience. WMe
looking at the Code and its irnplementation, this chapter will also investigate who was bebind the
creating of the Code, as weU as the make up of the groups which led the protests to enforce the
censorship of Hollywood. F i a k e r s were not only influenced by the Code, and these various

innuence will also be looked at. As weli, the audience shall be looked at in this chapter. Hollywood
appeared to speaking to a p a d d a r audience. It will be the goal of this chapter to discover who this

was and what Uinuence this had on h s made in HoUywood.
As discussed in Chapter One,the system of production in Hollywood was controiled by the
production heads: Louis B. Mayer, at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM), Jack Wamer at Wamer

Brother's Studios, Harry Cohn at Columbia Studios, Adolph Zukor at Paramount Pichires, and
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Darrel F. Zanuck at 20h Century-Fox. These men, the Hollywood moguls, were very nearly in
complete control of the picnires that were produced on their lots. They approved the cast, the
production crew. the &ter and director, and they controued the final prim. This system was by no
means absolute, however, and variations on the theme did occw. Frank Capra films,as mentioned

above, were popular enough that while he worked at Columbia he rarely had to look to Cohn for
permission on casting or scripts. A few acton and directors were Likewise successfid in creating their
own product, provided, of course, that their last picture made money. However, these were the
exceptions, not the nile.
Though it is true that the rnoguls were in charge of the films produced on their lots, they were
not, for the most part, in charge of the money which fiielled their lots. In the years between 1929 and
1933 the Hollywood studios became victims ofthe Depression. Though it is true that studios were

arnong the last Arnerican industries to feel the pinch of the Depression, it cannot be Wd that they
emerged unscathed, as is the popular myth. Nineteen thirty-one saw the beginning of dering on
the Hollywood lots. "RKO saw a 1930 surplus of 3-3 million tuni into a 5 -6 million deficit in 193 1;
Fox suffered a loss of 5.5 million d e r a 9.2 million profit the year before; Wamer Brotherswent fiom

profits of 17.2 million in 1929 and 7.0 million in 1930 to a loss of 7.9 million."' However,
notwithstanding the negative numbers of 1931, 1932 and 1933 turned out to be the worst years for

Hollywood. As ticket sales lagged to an ail-time low (forty per-cent of 1931 receipts), a decade of
success ûiught up with many Hollywood studios.2

'AndrewBergman We 're in the Money: Depression Americm and itsR1m.s (NewYork: New York University
Press,1971), p .a-.~.

During the 1920s the film business like many other sectors of the American economy

prospered. And with prosprous times cornes growth. It was not simply good economic times which

spurred the growth of Hollywood, however. The introduction of a pre-recorded dialogue and
soundtrack to popular films in 1927 caused a huge increase in ticket sales. So much so that it
launched the muior studio Warner Brothers to the rank of a major studio in one short year.' The
larger studios in Hollywood or the studios with the best financiai backing began to absorb smder
ones, with the help of some cash from investors in New York. By the 1929. this meant that ody four
major studios, together with two or three srnaller studios were lefl in California. The investment
h n s were more like silent partners in Hollywood duruig the 1920s. They were not interesteci in

meddling with a profit making venture. As long as films continued to generate retums on thek
investments, they were content to d o w Hollywood freedom to mate whatever films it wished.'

The film production industry, during the 1920s, also became the film distribution and
projection industry. Beginning in 1919the Hollywood studios which could afFord it (mainly the 'Big
Four': Loews, inc. [better known as MGM], Fox, Paramount, and Wamers [although Wamers did

not really begh buying theatres untii 19281) began purchashg theatres around the nation to secure
permanent venues for their produas. By the tm of the decade, nearly aîi fim nin and many second

run theatres were owned diredy by the Big Four. Though this did mate a guaranteed exhibition
space for the midios' films, it also tied the studio to the k e d msts of maintaining theatres, as weii
as the expense of converhg hem to sound, folowing the 1927release of TheJ a u Singer by Warner
%ht Sklar, .Uovie-Made America: A Culfural Histoty of Amencun Movies (New York: Randorn Houe,

1975), p. 152.

Zeonard J. LeB. and Jmld L. Simmons, The Dmne in the Kimono: Hol~vwood,C'rship, and f i e
Prorhrctian C d e j b m the l92ûs tu the 196ûs (Toronto: Anchor Books, 199l), p. 11.

Brothers. When ticket sales lagga studios were forced to absorb the cost of exhibiting the tilms as

weii as the cost of producing the films, which also became more expensive with the conversion to
sound. No studio was lefl unscathed by the Depression. RKO and Paramount both went into
receivership, Fox was absorbed by the much smaller Twentieth Century Pictures, and the other major
studios were forced to relinquish some, ifnot ail ~ n t r oof
l finances to backers in New York.

By 1937, two major financiai institutions were in almost complete control of the finances of
the film industry. The Morgans, in the guise of a few Wall Street banking firms, and the Rockefellers
ba& Chase Nationai, temporarily took control of severai studios through either receivership or

trusteeship. When the immediate crisis of the depression was over in Hollywood,these two financial
institutions still controiled much of the stock in those studios,allowing them to inauence decisions.'
Also, by the mid-thirties, Fox and Wamer Brothen, which controlled the patents over sound films,

were both forced by the federd governrnem to tum the patents over to non-Hollywood

communication cornpaies like Radio Corporation ofAmerica(through RCA-Photophone Company)
and Amencan Telephone and Telegraph (through Western Electnc). These two cornpanies were
linked heaviiy with the Rockefeller and Morgan families, re~pectively.~
To some observers, this

centralization of power caused fear. What would prevent the Morgans or the Rockefeilers from
producing ~e~SerYing
pictures that touted the company he or their personal views on American
democracy and f i d o m ?

These fears can be justihd, ifthey are specifidy looked for in many of the films. It wuld

be arguai that were Hollywood not under the thumb of Wall Street, it may have been able to m a t e

socially meaninfil films. However, the Rockefellers and Morgans were not looking to proclaim their
message, nor were they looking to control Hollywood. They were searching for what al1 capitalias
were searching for: a money making venture. Movies were one of Arnerica's fastest growing

industries, and it is no surprise that money interests wanted to share in its prosperity. It is also not
surprishg that the communicationsindustry wanted a share of one of the most popdar and powerful

means ofmodem communication. Wall Street had no interest in creating anything but popular movies
that created minimal protest frorn the nation. These were what made money, and that was what the
Morgans and Rockefellers were interested in, just as much as that was the interest of the Hollywood
studios.
This is why, in the fightened atmosphere which followed the Oaober 1929 crash, investon
were looking for a more secure investment, and when film ticket d e s began to dip, they became

alarmed. Wall Street allowed Hollywood to continue with its risque themes as long as the box-office
would support them However, by 1932-33, when the box-office receipts began to Ml, it looked as

if audiences had reached their limits for these themes. Along with this f a , hvestors were also
hearing the voices of protestors who womed about the moral standards in Hollywood. The
publication of the Payne Fund midies' and of Henry James Fomw's Olrr Movie Made Chiùzken
(1933) gave new ammunition to the battered censorship war. The self-proclaimed moral leaders of

the nation, including Catholic Church leaders, Progressive refonnen, various women's groups and

ail levels of governrnent used theses documents to let ail h o w th& concems over the morality of

Hoiiywood f b s (and over Hollywood itseif). These groups were almost exclusively made up of
*ThePayne Fund studîes regarding mmie content and morality, behaviour attitudes,emotions anci health in
jweniles, was pobiished in 1930. The conclusions it reacheü were not spcific e i k r for or againa the movies
however thue was enough oegative exidence to &te the enemies of Hollywood
and Simmons, p.37.

members of the upper and the "white coUar" rniddle classes, and originated fiom the large cities on
the east Coast (though Chicago was the centre of the Cathotic Church's mo~ement).~
A very few of
the investors. dong with the theatre managers and distributon began to pressure the filrnmakers to
censor themselves before more drastic meanires were taken. In ApriI 1930, a full two years before
the major drop in attendance, the Motion Picture Producers and Distributon of America's (MPPDA)
"Motion Picture Production Code" was adopted by the studio presidents on the East Coast9
The creation of the Production Code folowed yean of negotiation by the studios. It was also

not the first attempt at a national code for films. The MPPDA,which was founded in 1922, and led

fiom New York, had created a list of "Don'ts and Be Carefùls" in 1927 in an attempt to reflect
national tastes and mords. This list was meant to be used by 6lmmakers as a guide to taste, not as

a censorship guide, and was, for the rnost part, entirely ignored.'O Filmrnakers resented any atternpt
by New York financiers to control their "art", though they nilldid understand the need for a national

censorship guide.
The reasons for the creation of a national, sesimposed censorship board were many. S ~ d i o s
were not oniy fiightened of offending potentid audiences and the loss of revenue which would follow,

they were also hstrated by the cuts which local censorship boards made on their films. Before the
creation of the Production Code, American films were greeted in at least six states by different
censorship boards, none of which couid agree on what was immoral, obscene, or othenvise
objectionable. A h , over 60 percent of the nation's film-going audiences were in states or

municipaiities with censonhip boards. With the coming of sound in 1927, the cost which these
censonhip boards inflided upon the studios reached in excess of three million dollars a year.ll
"'Cutting has often resulted in the min of a picnire to an extent where grosses on these pictures. in

the s u censonhip states, have k e n negligible. A recent case was Hany Langdon's The Chaser, fiom
which five or six sequences were cut spoiiing the entire continuity."'12
The Production Code was designed to prevent any organised aiticism of movies by creating
a moral standard in movies which was designed to satisfy most of the protesten. However, the
debate over censonhip in HoUywood was not sirnply over the mords of movies. The debate was
over who was to controi the mords of the nation. Local govements and retigious groups believed
that Hollywood, and more specifically, the Hollywood Jews, presented a direct challenge to their role

as "moral

The man who was placed at the head ofthe MPPDA and the hoduction Code

was intended to defiea this vision of the Jewish Hollywood that was not interested in the mords of

the nation. William Hays, former Postmaster General of the United States, ex-Republican National

Chairman and elder of the Presbyterian Church, was hired in 1922 to guide Hoilywood away kom
immorality. By 1929 Hays saw that the "Don'ts and Be Careftls" List, which he had put in place, was
not working, and, under threats âom Washington, arrangeci for a new code to be written."
The Production Code of 1930 was developed by many hands, few of whom were actual

'%id.p.7, as quoted h m Vmlep.

%ornas Cripps, Holl'd's High Noon: Moviemakhg and Sxiety Be/m Television (Baltirnos
Maryland: The John H o p b University Press, 1997), p.72,
"t+eEandSimrnoos, p.4- 14. The threath m Washington was a senator f b m Iowa, Smitb W.BrodrhaR who
'introduçed a Bill to place the movie industry under the direct cuntrof ofthe FeQral Trade Commissionw Ibid, p. 8.

producers of movia. One of the principal writen of the Hays Code, as the Production Code was
won named, was Martin Quigley, publisher of the Motion Picme Herald. one of two major
Hollywood uade papas (the other paper was YMe&.). Quigley was a powefil man in the movie
business; it was his paper that the financiers in New York rad. Lh.fominately, it was Vmevwhich
was r a d

by the movie makas in Holljwood. Quigley's papa was sten by many as thc whistlc

blower on Hollywood's moral transgressions, which made hun a popular man in New York, but not

in ~ollywood."Qwgley also held the ears of those in control of the Catholic Church in h e n q
m a h g him not only popular to the E a s ~Coast studio presidents, but also valuable.

The Production Code was a political document, just as the "Don'tsand Be Carefuls"was, and
it was treated the sarne way in Hollywood. Though the Production Code was written in 193O, it was

not until 1933 that was adoptai. and not till 1934 that it was tnily enforced in Hollywood. During
those four years it was

business as unial for Hollyvood. Mones showed no noticeable changes

durhg these years because filmmakers saw no real n e d to change thek

films, nor did the rnoney

interests in New York. People were still corning to the theatres. It was not until 1933, and the

h a t i c drop m attendance, that filmmalien chose to Rûorce the Production Code. Even piith ail
the debates over film content, money was stiii the main focus of filmmaken and thek backen. R h

the drop in attendance, and the threats of nationwide boycotts of f%m, those involved in the movie
business were forced to make changes, and by 1934 the Code was in fidi effect.
It was the Cathoiic Church which caused Hollywood to rethink its moral stance in 1933. The

Cathoiic Church hierarchy was not the fïrst reiigious group to take on Hollywood, however their

-/ : 2
success stemmed from something that dl other groups appeared to lack-'iinity of ideology and
~r~anization."'~
Under the name The Legion of Decency, the Catholic Church leadership circulated
pledge forms throughout the Cathoiic dioceses. coilecting a reponed eleven million signatures in oniy
ten weeks in 1933 and 1934. These pledges asked sipers to boycott films which the Catholic Church
felt were vulgar in any way. The signatones were not simply Catholics who felt compeiled to reaa
to a request coming fiom the Church hierarchy. prominent Protestant and Jewish organizationssigned
up as well, proving that it was not purely a Catholic movement done.''
The Catholics were not the only threat to American films. International pressures were alsa
bearing down on Hoilywood. International ticket sales were an important part of a film's incorne,

and protecting this became as Unportant to film producers as protecting the national w k e t . In the
Production Code it was provided that "[tlhe just rights, history, and feeiings of any nation are entitled
to most carefùl consideration and respectfil treatment."" This section of the Code aemmed from
the cries of international representatives in HoUywwd. Almost every nation in which Hollywood

films were shown had a representative in Hollywood to make sure that their concerns were voiced.
M e r the enforcement of the Code Holiywood attempted to appease any local as well as
international protest regarding the contents of films. Many believe still that it was American interests
which forced rnarried couples to sleep in separate beds. However, it was in f a a an effort to appease

the objections of the British Board of Film cens or^.'^ It was not until the anti-Semitism in Germany

became undeniably noticeable to everyone in the late thirties that the studios began to stop
accommodating George Gysshg, the German consul in Los Angela even though Gennany was an
extremely minor market." What frightened the studio's most was the bad press which intemational
threats would cause. lf the Chinese did not like a film, they might be able to convince the Italians,
or the Russians, or the Japanese also to boycon, causing Hollywood not to jua lose one market, but
to lose two or perhaps three or more potential audiences for a Hm. The financial risk was too large.

In 1922. Hollywood leaxned a valuable lesson in the treatment of other nations. The Mexican
government, angry over the amount of Mexican villains in westerns placed an embargo on dl films
of the offendiig film cornpanies. To HoUywood in the days of"silent films", this was a major blow.
Mexico was a significant market. To promote a solution to the misis, the newly formed W P D A
resolved to "do everything possible to prevent the production of any new motion picture which
present the Mexican character in derogatory or objectionable marner.*" This was not the solution
to the Mexican p r o b l e ~nor did it end international pressures on Hollywood. What this did,
however, was provide precedefit for HoUywoodY
s foreign policy. Concession in representation was
now the nom for Hollywood's international policy."

From 1922 d the enforcement of the

Production code in late 1934 Hollywood used this incident as blueprint for ail interactions with

'%no M o Grand design: HoI~woodas a modem business enterprise, 1930-1939 (Berkeley. California:
University of California Press l!M), p.38.

"Rmh Vasy "ForeignParts: Hoiiywo&s Global Distnition and the Representation ofEthniaty."hnericm
Qumteriy. Volume 44. Nurnber 4 (Decxmk 1Wî),p.6 18.

international pressure groups.

The Production Code was another example of Hollywood's ability to adapt to pressure, be
it international or local. By 1934, it became necessary for the MPPDA to take steps towards strict
enforcement of the Code. New York needed a man on the West Coast who could deal diectly with
the studios and the moguls, pressuring them to obey the Code and the MPPDA Joseph Breen, a self-

made public relations man, was made Assistant to the President of the MPPDA,the West Coast boss
of the association and enforcer of the Production Code. "Joseph Ignatius Breen 'spoke Hoilywood.'
Tough and brash and larger t han life, he was 'just dumb enough, ' one associate recalled, and could
see clear through the the1 of the Tinseltown moguls."* Breen was sent in to prevent Hoflywood

corn creating another immoral picture, like the Mae West f h s .

He was also hired to appease the

many enemies of Hollywood. Breen was loved by the Catholic Church and respect& by many others,
he was the new order in Hollywood. "The Code was the Word. the gospel according to ~reen.""

Mae West was the syrnbol of dl that was wrong with Hollywood. in 1933 Paramount
Pictures premiered Mae West in her first film She Done Him Wrong,a sesexuaiiy charged comedy
which was greeted by huge ticket sales and equdy huge protests fkom both censors and moralists.
This was an unofficial screen adaptation of her popular stage play, Dimond Lil. Unofficial because
the MPPDA had placed strong objections to any tikn production of the play? She played a "bawdy,

%eff and Simmons. p.33.

241bid..p.57.

%id, p.23.

lusty woman who sailed through life with a quip and a srnile and no guilt," her specialty." Howewr,
it was not only the content of the film which upset the MPPDA, it was the faa that the film had ever
been made. Many studios were interesteci in making a film of the popular Dimond Li1 character.
Wamer Brothers had even attempted to develop a script without success. No one was willing to
attract the kind of attention which Mae West brought. However, Paramount was desperate, they

needed a hit. She Dom Him W m g was destuied to be a hit and ail in Hollywood knew it. Those
who watched the morals of movies were also not only upset about the content of the film. They saw
this fih as the beginning of the end. They saw the loose morals, loose wornen, and sexual i ~ u e n d o s

as only the firsi in what was sure to be a long line of films with the same basic themes. The problem
was not that this film had been made, it was that this film was successfui, and when Hollywood struck

on a successful formula it continueci in the same vein until something better came dong.

Protest grew as production began on another Mae West h.When lin no Angel opened
in 1934, and with plans afoot for a third MaeWest picture, those in the MPPDA knew it was time for

action. Throughout the nation calls were made for boycotts of Paramount and Holiywood. The
Cathotics were threatenuig to pressure the new federai goverment into forma1 actionn The Legion

of Decency coiiected its @natures. Joseph Breen was the MPPDA's answer to Mae West, and the
Catholic threat. AU scripts were now required to pass through the MPPDA to meet Production Code
approval. Breen was given the power to fine those who refùsed to comply with the Code. Also, films

that did not meet with MPPDA approvai would not be shown in any theatre in the United Sates. Ail

%crosofk. Cinemania '95 (United States of America: Micmsoft Corporation, 1994). CineBwks' Motion
Picture Guide Reyiew. She Done Him Wmng.

films required the approval of Breen and his office before they were sent out to audiences.
The Production Code, from its inception, had been about politics. It concemed preventing
American films nom bwrning subject to outside censonhip, preventing films from generating
organised protests. The enforcement of the Code was about money. F-rlmmakersdowed Breen md
his assistants to enforce the Code because they saw that attendance was dropping and they feared for
their jobs. Though Mae West's films were popular and they did draw crowds, they a h drew bad
publicity. Bad publicity has the power to last longer than profit. Filmmalcers were forced into
accepting censonhip because they believed that the nation had reached its limits. However the
Production Code did not mean an end to films, nor did it mean an end to socially or politically
relevant films, as some of its detractors believed.'"
The aory of the Production Code, and its creation helps to infom viewers of 1930s films on
the stylistic and thematic choies made by tilmmakers in this era. The Production Code, more than

any other document, shaped the ways in which filmmalcers dealt with the world around them. Films
did not become static in their subjects with the introduction of the Hays Code. Adaption was now
the norm, "new within the limits of convention," writes Thomas Cripps, "By this 1 mean that each

new movie was bound by conventions but was &ee to move within them and even to press against
them in ways mtually agreeableto budgeteers in search of the nsk-£ieeproduct and moviegoen who

knew what they ked."" The Code was also flexiile. Though it was not Breen who officially had
the final decision on most films (for he had to report to men in New York nameiy Wüliam Hays) on
occasion there were pictures which passed even though they were controversial in some way.

Although filmslike Sc-fae: Shame ofthe Nation ( 1 932)M or She Dune Him Wrong were not made,
h

s with nght or lefi wing political views were, as were films that dedt with the Depression in a new

way. Breen was able to let a film through the Code if he thought it was wonhy in some way.

The early-thirties films like Linle Caesar ( 193O)", AI1 Quiet on the Western Fr01 ( 193O)",

I m u Fugitive From a Chain Gang (1932)". and Gabriel fier the mite H a s e ( 1 9 3 3 ) d
~ deal
with the rniddle-class moods of the Depression in different ways, and al1 with an "energy" which is
not recaptured until the end of the decade. Once the Hays Code was enforceâ (for these filmswere

al1 made before the Code was in effect) film with this much "energy" could not be produced. Each
violateci the Code, be it for violence or for subject matter, mostly involving criminals in a glonous
light. However this did not mean that the Depression became a taboo subject in Hollywood, the

Code, and the audience. simply forced filmmalcers into dealing with the Depression in a difTerent
Produced More the
implementation ofthe Production Code. it uas deiayed a fidi year because of problems with censors. Cinemania '95,
'"ScarJace is knoan as one of the most raw and barsh of the gangster nIms of the 19305.

CineBooks. Scmface ( 1932).

''Much iike Scmface. Linte Caesmt a , was a gangster nlm in w hich the crimioals were giocûïed. lbid Linle
Caesor (1930).

?f ll Quiet on the Western Front mas the film vemon of the contmversial novel of the same nam. The novei
and the film f
d on the eqeriences of one German trwp in the trenches during the First World War. The story
was rnotr0,wsial b u s e of its pacifist message.

s is tbe nory of a veteran who is wrongiy cowicted of a crime and sentenad to work on a chain gang.
m the phjsical and emotioaal terror of the gang and becornes a marginal sucmss ody to fàii again back
to the chain gang because of hisjealous d e (whom he was bkdcmaiied into marrying) tums him in after he admitts
ta her that he wants a divorœ because he bas men in love with another woman He retunis to the chain gang where
he is miucedagain to the level of a subhuman, Again he escapes, ibis time to a darker future. The nImends with the
lead character. playedby Paul Muni. standing in the shadaws of an alley. He hcxs his love, who hadjust parked her
car, to teil ber thai he is ok but cdnaotstay, they are still chnRng him. When she asks him how he hes, he hisses h m
the shabws, "1W!". ibid, I am a FugitfvejFom a Chain Gang (1932).
m

He escapes h

YGa&rielOver the WhiteHouse is a fimîasy in which the president becomesa 'superpresided' wben a world
depression and the thteai of a world war force him to take extmordinary meanrres It is by fàr HoUpxd's most
fantastic solution to the threats of the depresioa When the presidenî rwohes the problems of the worid, be retires,
Ieaving tbe nation a M e r pIace- bid,Leonard MaZtin Review, Gabriel Over the WRîte Hoclse.

manner.
Hays was the head of the MPPDA and dl decisions were f u ~ e k through
d
him officially,
however, it was Breen who held the real power, due moaly to his geographic location. The British
trade paper Film Weekly called Hays "'a mere Hindenbers'" labelling Breen as "'the Hitler of

Hoilywood,'" insinuating that it was Breen who really controlled the MPPDA, while Hays was in

place as a mere figurehead." Being in Hollywood not only meant that Breen was the fint to see the
movies, but dso that he was involveci with them from the beginning to the end. This meant that

h a k e n were in constant contact with B r e a and not only d

d he duence them, but they too

couid influence his decisions. They were able to bargain with Breen to create h s that pressed the

boundaries of the Production Code. Hays, on the other hand, was influenced by "the Manhattan
distributors and theater owners, the locus of power within the industry," who were more cautious and

less forgiving."
The money interests in New York were womed about the types of filmsthat could corne out
of Hollywood,especially in a time of economic turmoil. The Depression fostered a fear of political

films &om Hollywood. Political films covered a broad spectrum of films. This did not sirnply mean

films with political motives or plots, but also topical h s ,

&~EC

that dealt with reality. AIthough

politicai films did not Wghten many in Hoilywood, in New York they saw political films as the

beginnings of trouble. It was best not to give the population ideas of revolution. Ifa film was deemed
to go agaiDn the grain of the nation, it might gamer an udavourable respome fiom any number of

protest groups. This is one of the reasons why many ofthose noth historians and journatins) lookmg

back at films in the 1930s see them as escapist, and cornplain that the films did not deal with the

Depression.

Hollywood appeared escapist because this is what it felt that the audience wanted. Ln the
early thirties studios produced films with anger, which dealt with the Depression in an active way.

M e r the backlash against movies in 1933and 1934, the studios were forced to rethink their approach
to the Depression. They no longer believed that the American audience wanted to see real Life on the
screen. The assertion was that Ame~canswere no?intereaed in seing breadlines, that they needed

to escape their every day existence. Whether or not this assertion on the part of Hollywood was
correct, this was how it dealt with the crisis. It avoided the pain of the Depression as much as

possible. Audiences were not seing the real Me of the Depressioq instead they were offered an
escapist dream of middle-class life in a perfect world.
By not showing the Depressio~Hollywood was not asserthg that it did not exist. What it
was doing was attempting to ident* with its audience and give the movie goers what they wanted.

The average audience for a HoUywood film was midde ciass whites, aged 1445.

The man [the Hollywood producer] mes most greatly to please, the man whose
tastes and prqudices he pays most deferential attention, is the ciwith an average
incorne of more than $1500 a year who iives in a city with a population somewhere
above '50,000.' He, within those wide boundaries, is the rnovies' average man. From
his pockets cornes more than haif the industries revenue?
Assuming that the average audience was male is perhaps the greatest failing of many histories of
HoUywood. As Margaret Thorp conectly pointeci out in her 1939 work, h e r i c a at the MoMes, t&e
most sought after audience of filmmaicers was the adult fernale.* Women were in control of the
%argmt Farrand Thorp, America at the Movies (New Havai: Yale UaRxrsQ press. 1939). p.4-5.

%id.

purchasing power of the nation, acwrding to nidies carried out in the late twenties and early thirties.
Women were in charge of 80 to 90 percent of all family purchases. "They bought 48 percent of
drugs, 96 percent of dry goods. 87 percent of raw products. [and] 98 percent of automobile^."'^
These statistics are not so important when only the movies are in question, however movies were not
the only concern in Hollywood.

American movies, beginning inthe twenties, were not simply for entertainment of the masses.
Many Hollywood films were a h filied with produa tie-ins. By placing commerciaiiy available
produas iike clothing, make-up, washing machines, refirigerators, automobiles and the like into
movies, manufacturers received an immense amount of exposure for their products. And not only
were manufacturen gaining, studios also received benefits from the system.Companies payed studios
to place their produas in movie star's hands, and, if the movie seemed wonh it, payed for some ot'
the film's advertising. This not only brought direct revenue Uito a studio. but also reduced the cost

of the prop and art departments. "Add to all this a star system dominated by women

- at MGM

Shearer, Loy, Harlow, Garbo, Russell, Crawford, Goddard, Lombard, Turner, Lamarr; at Warner 's

Davis, Francis, Stenwyck, Young, Chatterton, and so on - hundreds of women stars and stariets

available to the studio publicity, sales tie-in departments as

- to

use the favoured phrase

-

merchandihg a ~ s e t s . " ~

With aiI of these interests involved in Hollywood it is no wonder that they were unable to
display an accurate depiction of the Depression. A film with a Depression theme, where aU of the

RJohnBeltoq lCi~ies
and .C~C~STCdture. (New Bninsriiia New krsqr Rutgers University Ress,
19%). p.99.

characten were poor with few personal items would simply not produce the sarne amount of incorne
for a studio. This,however, was not the chef concern of studios. The fear of political backiash was
one of the greatest fears of Hollywood. It is no wonder that Hollywood walked in the middle of the
politifal specmun Studiosdid not want to anger any portion of the potential viewing audience, least
of ali that immensely important middle class American. Class contlia, racial tensions, political unrest,

al1 of these topics were taboo in Hollywood. Movies embraced an "Americanist" liberalism which
dlowed them to avoid offendhg the majority of their audience."
"Amencanid' liberalism is a term which Thomas Cnpps used in his 1998 work, Hollywood's
High N

m ,to descni the style of politics which was irnbedded in dmon al1 ofthe fümswhich were

produced in Hollywood. Movies were attempting to display to the public a politics of the centre:
the ''basic moral, social and economic tenets of traditional Arnerican culture."" This was necessary
to the nation because of the Depression. What Hollywood's moguls and film producers believed

Arnerica needed and what the audience received, was an affirmation of traditional, long-held beliefs:
that hard work would pay off, that individuals were in charge of their own destiny, and that simple

good neighbourhess would see America through the crisis. The audience had to know that Amenca
would be alright, and that there was hope in their world.

Hollywood was farnous for their afhnation during the thhies that the films it created had

no message. Traditionally, the argument has been that Hollywood was not interested in sending
messages over the screens because this was not their job. Theirjob was to entertain, nothing more,

?'tichard S U as quoted in Susan Ware. Holding Their Own: American Women in
Tnqm Publishers, 1982) p..wi,

the 1930s (Boston:

nothing less. Also, it was believed that films with messages did not sel. Propaganda nIms which
promoted a specifx way of Ke were not popular, according to those who produced the tüms (the

same argument was used in Nazi G e m y ) . However, the Production Code, the studios, the
investors, and the advertisers ail had certain political views that were placed in films. The Code States
in its supporthg preamble:
I.

Theauid motion pictures, that is, pictures intended for the theatre as distinct
Born pictures intended for churches, schwls, lecture halls, educational
movements, social reform movements, etc., are pnmmily to be regarded as

ENTERTAINMENT.
Mankind has always recognized the importance of
entertainment and its value in rebuildingthe bodies and
sods of human beings. But it has always reco@ed
that entertainmentcan be a character either HJXPFLJL
or
to the human race, and in consequence
has clearly distinguished between:
A.

B.

Entertainment which tends to improve the race. or at
least to re-create and rebuild human beings exhausied
with the realities of life; and
Entertainrnent which tends to degrade human beings,
or to lower thek standards of lXe and living.

Hence the MORAL IMPORTANCE of entertainment is something
which has been u n i v d y recognized. It enten intimately into the
lives of men and women and affects them closely; it occupies their
minds and affections during leisure hours; and ultimately touches the
whole of their tives. A man may be judged by his standard of
entertainment as easily as by the standard of his work.
So correct enteminment raises the whole standard of a nationu

Entertainment in the Code is not simply entertainment. The writers of the Code. and the supporters

of it recognised that filmswere not simple pleasures. They were in fàctdocuments which could uplift

hurnans, improve society and "reneate or re-build human beings exhausteci with the realities of

Life?

Film has power, and its creators knew this. However, it was to their advantage not to say it

aloud. Even the Naris, rnasters of the propaganda art, underawd that propaganda did not sel1udess
it was packaged as entertainment. The Production Code enforced the fact that HoUywood was not

merely entertaining the nation, it was offenng it a fom of propaganda, where they prornoted a single
way of life to the nation.

The Amencan midde-class values of "home. motherhood, and comrnunity, puritan love and
work et hic" were at the centre of Hollywood

The good and e 4 boundaries were clearly

marked so that the audience could easily ident- who the villain was and who would be the hero.
Heroes fought for Amencan values, fought with honour and valour, and if necessary died for their
convictions. The villain was the person (or organisation) who fought against these "American"

values, searching for ways to capitalize f?om or destroy the hero.
Frank Capra is known for bang arnong the greatest in setting clear these boundaries between
good and evil. In Mr. Deedr Goes io T m i ( 1936),Mr. Smith Goes ro Warhngron (1939) and Meet
John Doe (1941), the so-cailed populist trilogy, Capra defines the American populia values and

mates the perfect heroes to defend them. They are pure, innocent men of classic Amencan middleclass beliefs. ïhey beiïeve in goodness and respect everyone. The viliains are rich and power-hungry

corporate men (usually media moguls) who wish to enlarge their hold on the worid through the

populia hero. The filmsthemselves looked at America in a different way. Capra a p p a s to mode1

*P- R o f f h . and
~ Jim Pudy, The HolfywoodSociai PtobIem Film: .U&ess, Despair, and Politicsfiom
the Depression to fhe Fifies (Bloomington, Lndiana: Indiana Unkersity Press, 1981). p.6-

the themes of his films on a Jeffersonian model of Amena while modelling the heroes on Abraham
Lincoln. The Jeffenonian model was one of s d , pre-urban areas, where life revolved around the
land. Capra adapted this by removing the agrarian economic qualities of Jefferson and inserthg small

town beliefs.
Capra was not the or@ filmmakm to use Jeffersonian beliefs or the image of Lincoln. The
retreat into a version of the past was a key focus of Depression films. The populist film theones all
harkened back to a nipposed simpler age. Hisonan John Belton, in his work Movies rmd M m
Culture described the populia ideology which was imposed €rom Hollywood as:

[looking] back with nostalgia to the "lost Eden" of preindustnal agrarian America, to
the nation of shopkeepers, artisans, f m e r s , and srnail towns that existed "kfore the
development of industriaiism and the commercialization of agriculture." AF, a refonn
movement,populism' s response t O industrializationand mass d t u r e was reactionary
rather than revolutionary. "Arnerica [did] not need a revolution," writes George
McKema, "for the simple reason that it [had] already had one. What it [did] need
[was] a restoration."*
It is argued by Belton and other authors, like P.H. Melling, that these populist ideas were not a

response to the Depression. These ideas developed first in Amencan films in the "classical period",
between 1896 and 1917 and continue in them today." What was different about the Depression films
and their use of the poputist ideology was that many saw that retreating back to the land and

agrarianism w u not the solution. hie to the huge amount offarm bankruptcies and the drought in
the mid-west, America was disillusioned by the agrarian paradise which was central to Jeffersonian

beliefs. Instead it focussed on the past, retreating into nostalgia for security. And Hollywood was

%id,p.34, andPbilip Davies and Brïan Neve. &, Cinemu, Politics and M e # inrime~ca(Manchester
Manchester University Press, 1% l), p.24.
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right there with Arnericans, looking into the past for film ideas. This is not to mean that historiai
&amas were the main staple of the Arnerican cinerna during the Depression. What a retreat into

nostalgia means in this instance is a retreat into the ideas of an idealised pst. A p s t w h "everyone
loved his neighbour and where Good tnumphed over e ~ i l . " ~
The Depression caused Amencan 6imrnakers and their investors to resvaluate th& role in
society. They were no longer able to hide themselves under the title of guardians of popular
entertainment. Movies were recognised as one of the most powerful medium of communication, and

with this came responsibilities. The Code's supporters, the capital hterests and the pressure groups
were not incompatible. In fact, these groups were both looking for the same final product, a film
industry which produced a produa that wried the5 message of a rniddleclass American Me. Rior
to the introduction of the Production Code, Hollywood was able to produce films without messages,

füms that catered to the desires of what it perceived to be its audience. The Code changed this.

Films were now bound to act responsibly, to comain redeeming qualities. Prior to the Code films
were not necessarily all violent and immoral; however, they couid be. The Depression forced
Hollywood to becorne wary of controversy and to create 6 h s which promoted a prosperous, f i e ,
and clan America. This was a fom of propaganda. The groups which forcd Hollywood to
conform to their wishes only wanted to reinforce their version of Amena. The Production Code

dowed the screens to be dominated by middle-class messages, givïng Little or no voice to cornpethg
interestS.

sl&ry Richards, Pisions of Yesterdq (London: Rouîledge & K Paul, 1973). p.23 1.

Hollqwood, Çscapism a n d iCle

O u t side 'U'arld

he Production Code and the studio system were among the most important factors
in making the Hollywood films of the thirties. However, Hollywood did not exist

in a vacuum, though many times it appeared to. Situations outside of the

dreamland in Southeni California were destined to influence fiîmmakers and their

films. The Depression, labour movements, the changing federal government, and international
ciimates affected the films created. However, the most powerful influence for a Hoilywood film was
the intended audience. Those who were believed to be the audiences heiped to shape the films. In

the case of Hollywood, this audience was the white middle-class. This chapter wili look into what
influence this audience had on the films. not only in the subject matter, but also in class and race
relations. It will investigate what influence the audience had in enablishg n o m in Hollywood

f h s , a s well as looking at what role film had in shaping its audience. This chapter wili also look into
what influence the national and international political and social climates had on films.

The films that corne out of the Depression, especially those created d e r the implementation
of the Production Code, rarely dealt directly with the pain of the economic climate in the United

States. Hollywood was not interesteci in displaying the pain and dering of the worid because it

believed that audiences had seen enough of this in real We. They came to the movies to escape their
lives, to enter into a dream world where happy endings were the norm and the bad guys were easy
to pick out of a crowd. The movies were beiieved to be an escape fiom reality, ifonly for 90 minutes.

However, what was this the reality from which the audience was escaping?
The Depression was not only an era of bread lines and Hoovervilles. Iwenty-four percent

of the work force was unemployed at the depths of the Depression in 1932-33. These statistics are
staggering, especiaiiy when it is taken into account that these figures could not have been entirely
accurate. Many more were underemployed, living marginaily. watching every penny. Walker Evens'
phoiographs, John Steinbeck's novels and the govemment-produced documenîaries cruited images
of men, women and children, scraping out an existence on charity and goverment handouts. This
24 percent is what people think of today when they think of the Depression. The other side of this

picture though, the side which is rarely mentioned, is the 76 percent who were employed, and rnany

of these people were Living well despite the Depression.' These were the audiences who saw the
movies. This is not to argue that the unemployed and underemployed did not go to the movies.
Indeed they did, much to the airprise of rnany who have discussed the Depression. They were most
definitely a portion of the 40 percent of adults who went to the movies at least once a week.'
However, HoUywood was an industry which catered to the largest, mon vocal group. This group
was the employed middle-class of America. These men and women made up the largest part of the
Arnerican 6lm-going audience3

in Andrew Sams' s work Ym Ain '1 H e d Nothin ' Yer, he argues that these middle-class
workers survived the Depression with little or no direct damage. He also argues that, of the 76

'Andrew Sarris, "l'ou-4in 't Head .Vorhin ' Yet ":
.-imerican Tuking Film Histoty and Mernory, 1927-1949
(New York: Mord University Ress 19%). p. 15.

b r e n Ban= The G u d Life: nte Meuning of Successfir the Americm Middle C h (New York: Harper
& Row,1990),p. 160. This statistic is h m a 1936 pole.
>SeeCbapter II for a througb e.&tion

of the audience and its middle-cfass origios.

percent ofpeople employed in America, a considerable number ofthern "derived a cenain satisfaction
fiom the pli@ of the 24 percent."' Though this may have been true from his personal perspective
as "a child of the dispossessed 24 percent," it may not be entirely famal. The middle class did not
wMve the Depression with little, or no direct ill effats. ùifact, the Depression constituted a direct,
and in many ways intangible attack on Americans of al1 c!asses. Al1 were witness to the plight of the
unernployed and though they themselves were not joining them in the bread lines and soup kitchens,
they understood the fear and pain in these people's eyes. They knew that the Depression was not
simply a dom-turn in the economy of the nation; it was a direct assault on the national dream. For
those who survived the Depression, the Arnerican dream that hard work equalied success came into
doubt. Capitalism, that most sacred of ali middle-class Arnencan beliefs was seemingly under attack.
However. the middle class did not see it this way. It was not an attack on the capitaiism upon which
the nation was built, but the ~apitalists.~
This is why there was no major attacks on Amencan
govemmental institutions lie the presidency. Many Americans did not believe that their national
govenunent was fading, only that the national economy was in trouble.
The employed of the nation were not ignorant of the ravages of the Depression, however.
They saw the images created by the news media and the govemment. They were fnghtened by the

Crash of 1929 and the economic turmoil that followed. Those who were nwiving the Depression

with gainfui employment understood that their h e s were uncomfortably close to the lives of the
unemployed. The people of Amexka, empioyed or not, were shaken by the crash of the economy.

The unemployment statistics did not reflect the number of workers who were for& to work with

reduced pay, of those skiUed workers who took the place of the unskilled workers (who were fired

fin).
Hollywood was not ignorant of these reports on the nation's economy. It undentood that
Americans were hun by the Depression. The studios were ais0 frightened by the instability of not
just the econorny but also of the perceived instability of the Amencan public. Because of this
insecuity, they assumed that the nation was uninterested in paying theatre admissions to see tilmsthat

ponrayed their nation as being in tumoil; they could see this for themselves in the streets. They
recoiled from viewing anything that was too close to reality, or at least this was the view in
Hollywood. Amencans were not given many opportunities to see real lifè on the screen because the
studios were unwilling to show it.

The logic behind Hollywood's not showing the Depression was simple. Edward Campbell.
in his 1981 work The CeIldoid South: HoZ~Oodmxi fhe Southern M)?h states that:
The people in the decade beginning with the Great Crash of 1929 expenenced terriiïc
shocks to past perceptions of dturai stability. including long-held beliefi that hard
work and continued industrial growth would bring eventual success. Moral was
abysmal and mistrations severe. Movies did much to recognize the disheartened
attitude and bolstered the public's sagging spirits. The productions had to appeal to
both the audience's ideai and its problans. To do so was to support a faith in
eventual recovery and in the immutability of at least the viewer's ambitions ifoot his
job. . .. It was important that the Depression be considered as oniy an interrupti~n.~
According to Hollywooà, and many present day observers, Amerka in the 1930s was not ready yet
to see the Depression in their entertainment. A n b Sarris argues that it is not und foilowiag the

Second World War that Amencan cinema could look senously at the Depression. Audiences prior

6E&ard Campbell. The Ceiluioid South: Hollywood and the Suthem h&th (Knoxi-ille: Unh-erSîy of
Tennessee PressI981). p.734.

to this did not want to see the nation in trouble, just as they did not want to see violence or sex on
the screen. Although Hollywood assumed that al1of this was mie, the audience did not always agree.
Sex and violence always sold tickets to movies. Even when sex was banned from the xreens,

it still proved to be one of the biggest draws for fiims. For proof, one must only look at the large

number of blond. well-built starlets who populated the B-movie world, iike Glenda Farrell, the star
of the Torchy Blane films.' Even 'A' pictures like .lzd Street (1933)' or Tne Women (1939) used

large fernale casts in revealing or fashionable outfits to draw crowds. Violence too was a huge draw.
Films iike King Kong (1 933)', Cqtain Blood (1935)", or Gunga Din (1939)" u d violence to sell
tickets. Even the title Captain Blood was designed to b ~ ingaudiences with the idea of violence

on their Rands. However, even though violence and sex were still used to attract audiences, the
Depression was not used. The studios rnay have believed that the Depression was not a topic which

-Torchy Blane vas the lead charader of a series of nine Warner Brothers 'B.üîms released between 1937 to
1939. BIane was an imestigative reporter who aiways m e d to get into trouble. ody to be savd ùy her bayfiiend.
the tough Irish cop. F m l i starred in the f
h
tfour nIms and l i h s six through eigbl Honard Good Girl Reporfer:
Gender, Joumalism and the Movies (Lanham. Maryland: Scarecniw Press. 1998). p. 184,fdSlreet is one of Hoil>wood'sfamous musical films which took place khind the scenes at a B
w
play. The musical is a last hurrah for a veteran direaor. it is also a iast ditch &on u> remain employexi by many of
the est members. The phy is a huge niccess, despite the iast minute replacement of the I d actress by a nobody.

'King Kong is the immonal story of the primai ap king captured Erom his islaodjungle, lured out by the
beautifid Ana Darrow (Faye Wray). He is taken to the city only to be paraded in £hmof a m w d of reporters. Kong
goes mad. takes D m w , and ciimbs to the top of the Empire State Building. He is killed ôy biplanes as îhey -pt
tosuWuetheptunalape.

l b ~ m lF1p.n'~
]
fïrst SwaShbudder, based on R h 1 Sabatîni's mi,sates a broadgde. He plays irish
physician Peter Bi& who is for& to becorne a pirate, teaming for short speii with French euahmat Rathbone, but
payhgmare attention to pmper yamg lady De Havillaod VMd ambination of maring ua battles, fencingdock and
tempeshrous romance pmMdes
with a iiteraiiy star-makingvehide." Micros& Cinemunia '95 (United Stata
of America: M i m e Corporation 1994). LeonardMaItin Review, Captain BId
"Gunga Din is the story of British soldius in india fightiog a myaeriais hcüan cuit which is out to k t m y
the B r i W Siaringsuch powerful male mors as Cary Grmi, Douglas F a i d m h Ir. and Victor McLagien, Gunga Din
*as West guaranteed to be succeshi,

the Arnerican public would flock to. Or were they may simply have been too fnghtened to take the
chance in offenng the audience a view of the depression.

The fiim industry in America consistently asserted that it was in the business of rnaking films
which pleared the public. Ifthe public wanted violence, that was what they got. The same went with

sex. However. when the public outcry from the churches and reform groups began to speak louder
than the box-office receipts, the buriers went up, and the public was ody dowed to see as much as
those with the loudest voices would allow. The same was true when the Depression was the subject.
Only in this instance those with the loudest voices were not the audiences or even the moral watchers
from religious groups.

The audiences never redy showeci any fear of viewing the Depression. n e

Gropes o j Wrath( 1939)" was a huge box-office draw, as was Modem Times ( 1936)The GoodEmlh
( L937)13,and Meet

J o h Doe ( 194 1). al1 of which used the Depression and its consequences as a

major focus of the plot. Those who feared the Depression were the money interests in New York,
who were wamed of the dangers of these types of films fkom the exhibitors.

Those involved in the distribution and exhibition of filmsthat had lived through the lean years
of the early M i e s were ûightened of any produa which could be deemed risky.

Filmmaker Richard de Rochemont called the average exhibitor a coward. He '%anteci
to hear only laughter-and none of that 'political' laughter either-and applause. A
'boo' wodd send him q u a v e ~ gto the booth to s
e what was being proteste4 three

12Gropesof Frath Ïs the 61m adapiation of John Steinbeck's poumfui nooel about the "Okieswand their flight
from the dust bowl of the American mid-west. It chroniclesthe trek of the Joad fkdy h m Okaiahomato the promise
land of California Unlike the book the f i h ends with some hope for the hrture.

cornplaints from patrons would make him talk of pdling out the reel.""
These fears were not as irrationai as Richard de Rochemont suggests, however. Theatres were in a

savage business which lefi no room for error. Already independent theatres were given no choice as

to the films which they ran. Block booking made it nearly impossible for exhibiton to choose films
which wouid appeai to their customers. The films which they were given were not screened by them
for offending themes. Since the nationalisationof film censorship through the Roduction Code, local
cerwrs had lost theû power,

way to a national censure on morals. Ifa film drew protest over

its content ffom locals who did not agree with the nationai morals. a thatre could loose revenue, and
a loss in revenue to many small theatres could Iead to losing the bushess. Also, after the amount of

suppon Eom the middleîlass which the m o n of Decency had garnered when it proteded sex and

violence. the financial backers of the studios worried that a film with a politid or social message
would arouse a similar level of protest, renewing the calls for tougher censorship of the rnovies.
Escapisrn was one ofthe ' d e ' routes whjch Hollywood could go. This is the route, however,
which has caused Hollywood the moa problems fiom historians and critics of Arnerican film. By

choosing to rernain distant fkom the ' r d ' problems of the ers. by displaykg fantastic stories with
unbelievably happy endings, with

ciean streets, cities and people, Hollywood has been

accused of avoiding the problems of the nation and allowing the nation to avoid them as weii.

The

Depression was never displayed accurately on the screen, even in such filmsas n e G r q s of Wmh,
where the Depression was promlliently in the foreground, showed none of the starvation and

hopelesmess. It is doubtfui that fhmakers could have placed the Depression in a prominent place

'2eonard J. LeE and Jerold L, Simmonn The D m in the Kimono: Hol!vwood, Censorship, and rhe
Rmhction Code From the 1920s to the 1960s (Toronto: Anchor Bodrs. 1991), p-65.
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on the screen. Not becaux Film as a medium could not display the realim of the Depression. Film
was able to convey these images quite well. Redisrn, however, was not a profitable risk.

The choice to remain distant 6om reality was one grounded in an assumption of what the
Amencan public wanted to see. The studios asumed that the nation did not need to be depressed in

the theatre; what they needed was to be enteriained. This was the purpose of escapism. It was not
to avoid the problerns of reality specifically. It was to entenain the people, and if avoiding r&ty did
this, then that was the way Hollywood would go. Studios produced what the audience wanted to see,
Hollywood, &er aii, was a business, and businesses need to produce a produa which the buying
public wanted. "American and international audiences expected HoUywood ~heen."'~
However, the
studios also understood that social drarnas and films which calied for national unrest would be
popular. They knew that a film which called for a revolution of some kind. preferably violent, would
make rnoney, ifnot because of the subject matter then because of the controversy which it codd
create. They refused to produce these types of films because the studios understood who their

audience was and feared them. The audience of a film was not only the person who purchased the
ticket. The special interests also held the attention ofthose in charge of tilm production. It was the

Legion of Decency, the money lenden in New York and the politicians in Washington that held the
aîtention of those in charge of film production dong with the audience.
Hollywood was not unable to produce socially relevant tilms. As union troubles came to
HoUywood in the mid-thirties, so to did an increase in social-problem films. Films such as BlacR Fury
(1935)

and BZack Legion (1936) were famous for their realistic looks on labour in America, the

former film for its pro-organised labour views, and the latter for dealing with racism and hate in
American industries. However. when these filmswere released, censon and opponents to Hollywood
cried foul. They feared the backlash of these types of films, just as they feared theb'threatsto national
mores" which came from the Mae West films.l6 Escapism was not only profitable for Hollywood,
it was the path of least resistance. It was really not the audiences of America which were to be
pleased by a fdm. The censors and the speciai interest groups were simply more powerfùi than the
average film-goer because they camied infiuence. A film which offended any major group could end
up as the target of a boycott, leading to a loss in profits. Anythg which threatened profits was
avoided. especially following the box-office drought of the early thirties.
The motion pichire indunry was very cautious about appealing to their audiences. However,
when films were in production the audience was not the chief concem of the producers. The audience
bought the tickets to a film, but the censon aiiowed the film to be made. Hollywood could please

the audience, but only w i t h the fknework of the Production Code. Escapism was the easiest way
to avoid the anger of Joseph Breen and behind him the influentid moral and money powers of the
nation. Breen wanted to see socially relevant films, but he also wanted to avoid controversy.

Luckily, escapism was a popular means of avoiding controversy.
Escapism in the films, as defineci by historians, was an inability to "deai with pressing politid

or social issues in an honea and t m W fashion."17 However, movies were not the only portion of
mass communication which provideci the public with an escape. Some of the Depression's most
popular books. plays. and radio ciramas alço displayed this inability to deal with the present. Gone

With the W i ~ (d1939)" was not only the mon popular film of the decade, it was also one of the best

selling books. The Amencan public was searching for an escape. However, escapism was not ody

a means to avoid the present; it was also an "expression of relief "19
The 'screwball' comedy was one of the most popular examples of this expression of relief.
These were the most escapist of films, concerning the falling in love of two completely ditferent
people, often of differing classes. Since these films never redy attempted to deal with socially
relevant topics, critics attacked thern for their lack of reaiism. In the 1957 picture book Thc Movies,
the summation of the section on "Screwbail Comedy" argues that these 6lms:
. . . f m e d something new to movies-the private fun a man and a women could have

in a private world of their own making. A new image of courtsbip and marriage
began to appear, with man and wife no longer expecting ecstatic bliss, but treating
daily experiences as a crazy adventure sufficient to what sense could be found in the
geat world outside, where econornic crisis and the threat ofapproaching war barreci
ail the conventional roads to achievement and happiness? It is hard to describe today
what these films meant to a depression-bred generation, and it is not avprising that
the *screwbail comedies,"as they came to be d e d , u s d y ended in slapstick or
violence. They mirrored a world of fhstration?
The hstration was not necessady the result of the econornic pressures of the Depression. Andrew
Sarris, argues this hstration was the result of the heavy censonhip ofthe Depression era films.The

"Gone With the Wind is arguably one of the most pquiar nIms of the thirties. It coacerns the rise and fall
of the Awricaa South as told through the s t o q of Scariett O'Hara. the heads&ong fanale 1ead. The hlm follows
O'Hara throughber triais of love and war. watching her trmifionn b m the childish giri chasîngb o p on the plantation
to a powerfal and strong business women in the p s t war South. ïhc trrw power dibe nIm is in its assertion that land
is the most important love as it is the only thing that las&. Gone Fîth the Knd has proven to be one of the most
pontrful films of the Deprrssion with its powerfid attachmenî to tbe iand ami its finai message that "Mer ail.
tomomw is anotbier day!"

"Jean Meilen Big Bad Woives:.I.fasctclinipin the American Film (Toronto: Random Houe of Canada Lt&,
1977) p.%.

guotd in AI&W Sams. YouAin 'tKeordiVorhin ' Yet: me h e r i c m i T ' g Film History andMemory
(New York: Mord University fress. 1998), p.94.

"econornic crisis" and the "approaching war" was not mentioned in any of the films labelleci as
screwball comedies. These were themes which meant to be lefi to other. more serious genre, or other
medium. It was the elimination of sex from the sex comedies of the menties and early thirties that
rquired that direxton and writers find something else for these beautifid people to do. Comedy and

slapstick were the among the few options left. These were, Sarris argues, substitutes for sex."

The most famous of the screwbail genre is It Happened One Nighr (1934), Frank Capra's first
commercially successful tilm, which launched him on the road to success. Staring Claudia Colbert

and Clark Gable, this film concemeci the ninaway heiress Colbert, and the unemployed reporter,
Gable. The two meet on a bus as she flees 6om a loveless rnarriage and he from hisjob as a reporter.
They fd in love as the two flee aaoss the country, though, not without a few good laughs. The

comedy in this film cornes fiom the constant role reversal. Colbert is not aiways the picture of

helpless beauîy, and Gable is not dways "supermanly." "Each possesses qualities that should by
convention belong to the other."" This was the power of Capra's screwbd comeûy. He could
create an Amenca where aii class differences were idevant (or at least not noticeable), where aii
were qua1 when the waiis of rnoney and society were destroyed.

Frank Capra's film was the fint of a line of similar films which questioned a portion of the
Amerkm class a n i m e in the same irreverent rnanner. The sciewball comedy was a successful

zlComedywas not the ody rrsponse io the [osof ux as a Nbject in fifms- The large numkr of dance films
producd ciurï~~g
the thirties may ais h z had theh mt in the M o n Code. Just as stapsticck was a release of
hstmtions so to, perhaps. was dance. Fred Astaire and Giger Rogers are arguably the most famous dance team to
corne h m Hollywod Their seductive dances may also bave been a rtsponse to the "ueed to discmzr a language of
motion and gestare* that awld diow them to avoid the topic of sex Sanis., p.95.

genre in American films during the thirties, and the reasons for this were many. If Sanis is correct,
and these films were simply the result of censorship, that their hstration was because of the lack of
sex, the audiences had to be aîtracted to some other quality. The first and foremost quality which

attracted audiences to ii Htppened One Nigh and sirnilar films, was the comedy. When the film

prerniered in Berlin, in October 1935, it opened to
great accolades and took other big cities by storm. Spectators in Hamburg,
known for their reserve, burst out in spontaneous applause, movhg the Hamburger
Tagebfuttto cal1 the film "as invigorating as champagne," "as refieshing as a moming
bath." . . . The director, it was said, irnbued the spectacle "with an effervescent
vitality, so that you have no time to refiect, you are puiled dong by one humorous
scene after another and in the end are so out ofbreath and excited that di you can do
is clap 10udly."~
. . .

Amencan audiences greeted the film with an equal amount of enthusiasm. The humour expressed

by this and the other screwbail comedies was a fonn of relief to audiences. They recognised that

these films were escapisrn and revelled in this.
According to historian Andrew Bergman, the Screwball comedies also breached a divide in
white American classes." These films strove to "unite al classes as one," to breach the "rural-urban

divide?

They used comic techniques to puil together the fractured fabrics of white American

society. He rejects the idea proposed by other hinorians, that "the 'screwball' quality is taken as a

kind of veneer, a desperate cover for Depression-bred dienation."26 Instead he assefis that these films
%rit Rentschler. The Mini*
University Press 1996), p. 110.

of ilfusion:.Vazi Cinemo und irsAfterf*

(Harvarb Massachusetts: Hanard

2SIackswere wt incIuded in the class &ides in the smmbaii comedy. Like most nIm styles. the screddl
comedy featured a distiacî lack of black cbaracters, instead fatirring ahost exciusively white casts.
U~ndrew
Bergman nére in the Monty DepressionAmencan und iisF?Ims(NewYork:New York UnivedQ
Press,1971), p. 133.

were unifjmg Amencan groups. He believes that the early thirties cornedies (before the Production

Code was enforced) were "explosive," a quality which allowed them to attack society and its
problerns. However, d e r the Code was in place, comedy becornes "implosive," ofFeMg solutions
and unity to white Amencan society'' What Bergman fails to take note of is the faa that the Code
and the political and social clirnate also helped shape these themes. The screwball cornedy was more

a produa of the attack on Hollywood's rnorals than an attempt to unite Amenca. Ifaudiences came
away with the beiief that this was so, then Hollywood was happy, however, fiimmakers were not
attempting to "pull things together," they were attempting to sell tickets in an era of intense control?

Nevertheless the problem rernains of what the audience took away 6-omthese films. Bergman
rnay be correct: audiences may have seen the unity on the screen and becarne motivated by it. They

also may have seen Clark Gable and Claudia Colben fdl in love, against al1 odds, and dreamed that
the sarne could happen to them. To assen that these films carried with them sub-texts on American
society is possible. But to aSSeR that these themes were read by audiences is difficult to assess. The
screwball comedy was just one of many film genres, and it is difncult to assert that these films, and
no others, offered audiences W n g visions. It is important to look at ali popular genres of filmsto

understand what Amencan audiences were looking for in 6lms.
The historical romance was another of the more popular genres of the thirties. The rmeat
h o the idealised past was a popular panime among cultural producers during times of stress in

America. As noted in the previous chapter, the idealised past was usuaily an agrarïan past, where

people made their living off of the land and econoMc problems were hard to h d . However, there

was a h , iri Hollywood, a search for an alternate idealised past. Early urban Amenca was another

topic favoured by Hollywood. This was a past that some audience memben might even be able to
remember. Chicago before the fire of 1871 was the setting for In Old Chicago (1938); S<m
Francisco (1936)uses 1906 San Francisco as a backdrop. The western too was popular historical

genres of the t hirties. Though Stagecwch ( 1939) marked the reintroduction of this American movie
staple to the A movie circuit, westerns were among the moa popular B movies and senals." Pre-

Civil War Amenca, especidy stories of the South, also figured hi& among Hollywood 6ims. Gone
With the Wind (1939), The Linlest Rebe1( 1936) and Jezebel(1938) were the among the most

popular films of pre-Word War Two Hollywood. And films with comparably marginal success, like
Dixiano ( 193O), Mississippi ( 1935) and So Red the Rose ( 193S), proved to Hollywood that the 'Old

South' was not a subject to be avoided.
The success of these hiaorical films was based on the belief that al1 was well in the world

before the mechanized age of the twentieth century. Life in these films seemed less cornplicated.
ïhere was order to the nation, everyone knew theû place in it, especidy when the Old South was
the subject of f h s . This is not to say that the majority of Americans desired a retum to slavery
conditions. What they desired was a return to the simple times of the pre-industrial, pre-urban past,
"in which the old ideals were stiU possible and still practised, where everyone loved [or at least knew]

his neighbour and where Good tnumphed over Evil. . .."M Southem America was simply the easiest

%ou& B maies and serials nrrr not huge money makers. they were watcbed by millions of Americans,
d
y children gMng them a din't position in the memones of audknœs. For more information on these films
and their iduabx sec Thomas CriHoltyuOOd's High Noon: AumieAhking and Sociefy Bejore Televinon (The
John Hopkins University Ress: Baltimore, hhqland, 1998).

30J&ery Richards, Visionsof Tester&

(London: Routledge & K.PauL1973), p.23 1.

way to access this past because of the pre-existing beliefs which the public held about it, which

Edward Campbell outlines in his work, nie CelfuIoidSbuth: Hotljwood mid the Smtkm Myh.
By World War II the cinematic South had emerged as a pristine society, secure in its
class and economic syaem. In fact, the Confederacy's fdure and the accornpanying
destruction of the plantation system served to keep the regions image intact, relieved
tiom any exposure to economic blight. Responding to such flms as So Red Tne R m ,
the South took pride in those remaining vestiges of its uniquene-its class, raciai, and
agrarian wnsciousness. Audiences could marvel at a cuhure so reliant on the land
and the seasons rather than on the city and business trends."

The Southem image appeared to dEerent areas of the nation in différent ways. in the South, this was

a look back at the glorious past before the f d . The south was romanticised because there was no
gentle deciine of order. There was no coilapse of the Society. The Southern antebellm world was
crushed by the North, giving it the appearance of a martyred society. This martyrdom was what
appealed to southem audiences as well as many in other areas of the nation. Audiences appeared to
want to believe that were it not for the C i d War. Southem society. and aU it represented, wuld have
wnived. Few acknowledged that slavery was a integral aspect of the Old South, and many in the

audience and in Holiywood may have believed that with time it would have passed way.

The giory of the Hollywood South to audiences outside of the southem States was the order
of society. Gentlemen knew how ro be gentlemm women were ladies, and blacks were separate.

This appealed to a society in which an increasing amount of m i d d l d a s men were becoming unable
to provide for th& families and occasiody women were taking the place of some men as the bread

winner~.~'Hollywood capitaliseci on these themes by creating films where the sexes, classes and
colours were separated, operathg in what many perceiveci to be traditional roles. Unlike the

screwball cornedies, which calleci al1 classes together and mixed up gender roles, these fiims restored
order to the world by retreating to a past where the order was enforced.
The racial themes of these flms cannot be denied. Films which were set in the Old South
were the most powerful statements regarding the popular perceptions of blacks in Arnerica because
these tilms contained the most exposure for black aaors in Hollywood films. Frank Capra, the great
humanist filmmaker, rarely placed blacks in his films,and w hen he did, he followed the mould set by

nIms like Dixicaza ( 1930) or later by Gorie With the Whd ( 1939). In t hese films, blacks were &en

the roles which were, according to Hoilyvood, histoncally accurate. They were the happy slaves,
and devoted servants, and on occasion, bmtai savages." Blacks appeared always to be mentally

idenor to white slave owners and it was only in the rarest of occasions that there was a free black

on the streets. Even in historical dramas which took place in the post-civil was south, blacks
continueci to play these roles. Hattie McDaniel, who was awarded the fist Academy Award to a
black for her portrayal of "Mammy" in Gone With the Wind stated that: "The only choice permitteci

us is either to be servants for seven dollars a week or portray them for seven hundred douars a
~eek."~
Hollywood was not ignorant of the fm that they were aereotyping blacks in these roles.
McDaniel made her aaternents weil known as did other black acton. However, the studios and the

MPPDA

were not interested in Uistigating the dismption which would be created if blacks were

portrayeci in a disparaging manner. When Lionel Banymore in Carolina (1934) uttered the word

'nigger," blacks in Chicago, Los Angeles, Washington, BaItimore and New York displayed their

anger by throwuig bricks at movie screens.' The studios knew that they were misrepresenting blacks

on the screens. but Hoilywood was not in the business of creating trail bhing interraciai füms at this
tirne. Society did not appear to be ready for this. The margindy popular 1939 film Way Uown South
was Witten by two well known blacks, Clarence Muse and Langston Hughes, and it containeci the
same roles for black actors as Gone With ihe Wind. "Regardless of insight or talent, while on the

payroli, one wrote what the studio wanted, i.e., what was p ~ p u l a r . " ~
Hollywood walked a fine line in these movies. They did not want to anger or fighten whites

by displaying blacks in too positive a role. Conversely. they did not want to anger blacks, or more

specificdy, the whites who were sympathetic to the blacks, by displaying them as lazy or ignorant.

However, they were bound by tradition and history to portray black characten in a certain marner.
Studios would argue that it was history which they were bound to. but it was not so much 'reai'
history as it was cinematic tradition. In Gone With the Wind the blacks appear to have a good Me
as slaves, a theme which is echoed in other similar films.
[n the fields, the blacks plow unsupe~sedby any white. in fact, the slave Big Sam
claimai "Ah's de foahmann and "de one dat sez when it's quinia' tirne at Tara." Like
its many forebean, the scene upheld the myth thar the Negroes were not ody well
aeated but had important responsibilities. Viewen di~coveredlata in the rnovie how
grateful and attached to the system the black was when in Atlanta Big Sam proudy
tells Swlett that he and his feiiows were to dig trenches for the Conf'ederates, '?O
help 'em win de ~ a r . " ~ ~

This role was not meant to insult blacks. David Selmick, the producer of Gone Wirh the Wind, did
not want to offend blacks as seen in the note he gave to his writers on the film to insure that "the
YLPffand Simmons. p.95.
Tampbell, p. I 14.
J71bid,,p. 128-9.

See clip &ne Wirh the Wind 1
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Negro cornes out on the nght side of the ledger. . . "" Indeed Gone With the W i d was not meant
to antagonise any of the major groups in Arnenca or abroad. What the role of blacks in this film
displays is that Selniick and other producen in Ammica were attempting to show blacks and whites
together in the bea Light possible. Making Big Sam the "foahman" on Tara provided the producm

with the ability to say that they gave blacks a responsible role in the films while also arguing that
whites were not as tyrannid as some historiaru would say they were.
Histoncal drarnas were not popular jus because they could portray blacks in disparaging

roles. Nor did they make money because of their historical acmracies. These filmsmade people feel
good. They allowed people to believe in the future. The audience couid watch people survive

situations worse then their own. watch beautifid people overcome farniliar obstacles in a familiar, but
at the sarne tirne alien envitonment. However. the romantic plots of these films were their greatest
draws. These films were romances at hem. Behind the hiaory, the slaves and the south, historical

filmswere romantic escape. The success of these flms "provided hard commercial evidence that the
money was in romance, not realism."" People were not paying for a hinory lesson, just as they were
not paying to be lectureci on how to treat blacks. Audiences responded to the Old South as a theme
which they could iden@ with because of the romantic ingredients, and they were familiar with the

plot devices offered. Campbell notes that audiences found these films harmiess because the themes

in them had been repeated so often that "they becarne perfectly believable and acceptable?" Films

were d
iechoingthe 'Wulent racism" of BRlh of a Notion ( 1915), and audiences were SU attending
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hem because there was a lacking of any orpanU:ed protests, like those organized by the Legion of
Decency. Ifblacks and their supporters did protest, they were not loud enough to effect any major
changes in Hollywood. They lacked the economic clout for Hollywood and its backen to take real
notice. Because of the minimal protest elicited by these films,and the apparent innocence of their

romantic story lines, the Hollywood versions of the Old South had becorne accepted assumptions,

"al1 the more unshakeable because of their facile presentation in escapist films.""
Escapism relied on romance as Hollywood's greatest tool for entertaining the masses.
Women responded to romantic plots, and women were the rnost important audience for Hollywood.
The screwball comedy was a romantic comedy, with the main goal of the characters to find and
capture their tme loves. Historical films were simply romantic tales p l a d in a historical setthg. The

musicals as weii were simple romantic tales with dancing and music inserted to entertain the audience
and occupy the loven. Romance was inserted into almon every film which Hollywood produd.

The midios could make powerful statements by placing love as the main plot device. A Star is Born
(1937) was an honea giimpse at the Hollywood star system; however, its main power was in

reafbning a d e ' s love for her husband. True love, not how to becorne a star in Hoiiywood, was
the main plot of this 61m. Though the main f d e character, Esther Blodgett, (renarned Viclci Lester

in a t e h g scene about Hoiiywood's ability to transfonn stars) and her rise to nardom is the main

focus of the plot, her marriage to faihg actor Norman Maine (also not his real m e ) is arguably the
mom powerfiil portion of the h.Though the statements on Hoilywood and its power are many and

very important, Vcki and Norman's love is the main focus.

Romance was the main focus of escapist films, as it was of socially relevant pictures. A Star
is Born, however, was not simply a romance, nor was it only an exposé of Hollywood's star systm.

This film was aiso an affhution of the Arnerican dream. If the Depression was a direct assault on
the American beliefsystem, Hollywood spent the Depression atternpring tu reassure the middle-class

nation that everything would be alnght. This was the message which Hollywood proclaimeci across
the screen in many of the films of the thirties, be they dramas, cornedies or aime films. Even in

Chariie Chaplin's classic comedy M d e m Times (1936). where modern industrial Me is the enemy
of the "Little Tramp's" happiness, the final message is that al1 will be fine. Even though Chaplin ends

his film without a job or a home, two things which Americans hold dear, especially those in the
embattled middle ciass, the final message is that everything will be fine. "Buck up - never say die.
We'U get along."" These are Chaplin's words to his love when she exclaims despair at their

situation. These words are read4' while the tune "Srnile,"written by Chaplin, is heard on the sound
track? Chaplin's film is famous for its attack on the modem Me, on the dnidgery of rnechanized

labour and the lack of emotion in the modem work place.

Comedy, however, was not perceived to be the most powerful vehicle for thex messages.

This role was given to drama by those in Hollywood. Whether they were period pieces like &ne
With the Wind, or nie G d W h (1937) or contemporary nIms nich as The Grapes of Wrah
(1939) or Meer John Due (1941) the message was unmistakably powenul. Though the nation was

under siege, everythhg would work out, if only people wodd rekindle their belief in the goodness
u.Uodern Times (United Artists. 1935). ti.1130:19,

aChaplin's film is a 'silmf" picture, one of th:lan so callai sileni nIms produccd in H o ~ O o d

Usee clip Modem Times 1.
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of Arnericans. It was in these films that Hollywood offered solutions to current problems. The
Grapes of Wrath, often considerd one of Hollywood's most powerful aaacks on the Depression,
offers a solution as simple good neighbourliness, as experienced by Pa when he enters a truck stop

to purchase bread for the fa mil^.'^ Mer leaving the mck stop with the loaf of ten cent bread and
two five cent candies, which he purchased for a penny, the waitress is conûonted by two tnick drivers

who question her about her kindness. The drivers at fira appear to be harsh towards the "Okies"and
the waitress's kindness, but as they leave they place their change on the cash register to make up for
the shortage which result &omher kind act. The message in this scene is that everyooe needs to take

an interest in the health of the nation. It also insinuates that the government need not interfere with
the econorny, if only Arnencans would help each other. 7he G r p s of Wrath was one of
Hollywood's mon controversial films taken fiom a book. The film lacks the power and despair of
John Steinbeck's novel. The book ends with the birth of a baby in a dark barn on a rainy Nght
without a resolution to the Joad family problems, where as the £ümends with the farnily on the road

towards their next day's work. The film baiks at the social criticism which is found in the novel,
instead offering the audience the belief that if the nation works together, helping their feiiow
Americans, they can get out of the Depression.

This message of hope is also found in the vast majority of Frank Capra's films. Meer John
Due, the 1st of Capra's humanist filmson the pain of the Depression, bases its entire plot on the idea
that an ordhary man can be the nation's saviour. in a famous speech by the title chaniaer, John

WJloughby, the main theme of the movie is spelled out clearly.

dip. Gropes of Wrath 1.

To most of you, your neighbour is a siranger, a guy with a barking dog and a fence
around him. Now you can't be a stranger to any guy who's on your own team. So tea.
down the fence that separates you. You'U tear down a lot of bate and prejudices. 1
know a lot of you are saying to yourself: 'He's asking for a miracle.' Weil, you're
wrong. It's no miracle. 1 see it happen once every year at Christmas t h e . Why can't
that spirit last the h o l e year round? Gosh, if it ever did, we'd develop such a s&ength
that no human force could stand against us."

This speech not only argues that Arnericans can beat the Depression by standing together as Wends
and neighbours, it also sates that Amenca can defeat its enemies by sirnply defeating its intenial
enemies of "hate and prej~dice.''~'This film was not only attacking the Depression though. Capra
saw that in 1940, when the film was in production, that the pro-Nazi elememt in America was growing

in strength. He used this fdm to warn the nation of the dangers of this threat.,as weIl as to offer them

the Hollywood solution to the Depression."
Movies of the Depression were attempting to offèr solutions for the nation. Whether it were
good neighbourlinessor touting the m e s of the New Deal. Hollywood was deterniined to offer its
assistance to reaiigning the nation's econornic and m ' a l order. The New Deal was perhaps the most
powerful of al1 American responses to the Depression. President Roosevelt was elected and remained

in power through the Depression on the belief that this was the policy which would hed the nation.
However, the New Deal was sornething which was diflicult to label. it couid be classified either as
national policy, or as natiod feeling, a problem which Peter R o h a n and Im Purdy look to in th&

J6Micmoft. Cinernmiu '95 (United States of America: Microsoft Corporatioa, 1994), CineBooh' Motion
Picme Guide Review, Meet John Doe.

"Capra aar mt oniy attempthg to maLe a natcmem about the Depressioa k was also anaclàng p101Nazi
p u p s in Ammica Frank Capra The Ahne Above the 7We (New York: Tùe MacMüan Company, 1971), p.297.
%Crosoft

Cineiùwks'LMOrianPicwe Guide Review, Meet John Dw.

Depression to the Ftjhes:
Since the New Deal was more a matter of mood than policies, Hollywood, by simply
promoting confidence. could appear New Dealish without endoning any of its
programs. For the rest of the decade the movies offered the familiar reassurances of
the pre-FDR film-stay calrn and the system wili right itself-but those platitudes now
sounded viable because they seerned to echo the govemment."
Accordhg to these authon, Hollywood was able to echo the sentiments of the liberal fderal

govemment while rernaining conservative at heart. They argue that the populia sentiment,which was

at the heart of many Hollywood films,was b a s i d y placing the blarne and responsibility of m a s
unemployrnent on the unemployed. The govenunent was rareiy the hero in these b,
it was "either
the love of a good wornen or the beneficenceof a sociaily conscious philanthropist/good neighbour

would help get the unemployed victim back on his feet again . . .."" The government was not
responsible for the unemployed, nor could it be expected to aid them. It was the individual's
responsibility to find aid, be it from neighboun or strangers.

In Angels With Dirty Faces ( 1938), the only salvation for the Dead End Kids t hat the priest,
played by Pat O'Brien, can think of is basketbail. By placing these boys m a local basketbail league,

the priest hopes to win the heans of these boys fkom his boyhood fiîend tumed gangster, played by

James Cagney. By placing these troubled boys in sports, Hollywood appeared to be sanctionhg a
1936 study which argued that "ifchildren had oppomuiities . . . of using th& pent-up energies in

playgrounds and in 0 t h wholesome ways, they would not insist on cornmithg acts that jeopardite

m.
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The Holiywood Social Probfem film: iCf&ess, Despcrir, and PoliticsjFom
the Depression to the Fifies (Btoûmington, Indiana: lndianaUniversity Press, Iisl). p.91.
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the publi~."~'
Angels wiih Dirty Faces uses basketball to keep the cMdren off of the Street, but this
could only be a temporary solution. They lived in the slums, and, as the movie stated, they had liale
or no opporiunity for advancement. Their only role models were the social worker, the priest or the
gangster, none of which could give them an acceptable escape from the gutter. Hoüywood's answer
to this was to insert the dream of the rich man. This hero wmes to Drina, the social workedlove

interest, in a dream to whisk ha away fiom the gheno. There was great detail in the set design and
realism ofthis film. However, when the movie is pressed for a way to escape the misery of the m e r ,

dreams of benevolent nch men who camed people away was the proffered ~olution.'~

ïhis idea of the rich individual puhg the poor out oftheir position was diametricallyopposed
to the spirit of the federal goverment's New Deal policies. The New Deal was based on a series of

laws which prompted Amencan business and individu& to work with the federd "alphabet" agencies
(SOnamed because of the amount of abbreviated titles) to promote industry and the economy. It

included legislaiion for mortgage reliec unemployrnent relief contained a pro-union stance (which
went diredy aga& the Hoilywood studios who were battling to keep unions oEof their lots) and

make-work projects, al1 of which were designed to help individuals and familes survive the
Depression." However, the New Deal was more then the nim of its policies. FDR's penona and
stage presence was as rnuch a part of the New Deal as was the NRA The New Deal was not simply

goverment policy, it was confidence, both in the sound of Roosevelt's voice and in his actions.
Hollywood's Depression was aided not by federai assistance but by public benevolence and
''Social Detenninants in Jwenile Delinquency. as qtmted in Betgman, p. 152.
Tbid. p. 161-2.

%IL Palmer and Jaei Cotton, A History of Yie Mo&m World flmnto: McGraw-Hill, 1992), p.806410.
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good neighbourliness, a belief which was supported by the Roosevelr Qoi-emment. However, by
giving assurances that good neighboun would help the d o m troddm that the kindness of strangers
would lead the nation back into prospenty, and that everything would worL out in the end, the movies

appeared to be following the doctrine ofthe New Deal. Since Rooswek and his perwnality were as
much a part of the New Deai as the legislation he enacted, it was possible for Hoiiywood to act

against the New Deal's policies while remaining true to its spirit. As Rofhxm and Purdy argue, "the
aura around the New Deal helped make the movies appear socially progressive even as they clung
to their basic conservatism."" Hollywood was at heart a city k e any otber in America. There was

no ovenidimg political belief which al1 in the city held. Above ail, moiie rmdios believed in money,
and money could not be had by preaching one particular politicai view to the entire nation.

Hollywood was able to subsume so many separate politid vieas because of the amount of
money which was made by films.'5 Filrxunakers did not want to risk prûducing the 6lms that might
excite the nation in a political way. The pro-union film Black Fury (1935) made a modes profit;
however, it did not compare to Gone With the Wind or even Love F M Am& Hmdy (1938).
Holiywood made its profits from encouraging the public to forget th& troubles. And the public was
not scrarnbling to see the Depression on the xreen either.

ui Philip Dakies and Bnan Neve's volume

Cinema, Politics and Society in America, contniutor P.H.MeIlkg nates that "[the] idea of
discovering a simple escape route, a way of evading the problerns oflMng m a static community was

-

%fhan and

v.
p.9 1-2.

5%df
and Simon$ p.77.

a favourite preoccupation with Americans in the 1930s."" Promises of a new life, escape fiorn the
mundane existence of Life was a common theme given by Hollywood and al1 other means of mass

"

communication. This was not only because the produced of mass culture were fnghtened of failure.
it was also because the consumers desired it.
As James Rorty wnfinned, in the preface of Where Lije is Better, some Arnericans
remaineci resiaant not jus to politics but to any serious consideration of the problems
facing them: "1 encountered in 15,000 miles of traveis aothing that disgusted and
appalled me so much as this American addiction to make-believe. Apparently, not
even empty bellies can cure it."18

Arnericans appeared to want to avoid the problems of the day, and the popular media was more then

Hollywood of the Depression appeared in ail genres to be unable to tmtffilly attack the
problerns which faced ail hericans. Instead. it offered the middle-class belief that everything would
be alright ûthe nation only learned to help one another. The majority of whites were middle-class,
giWig Hollywood the oppominity to argue that they were speaking to the majority. However, it was

the rninorities who were tmly suffering in the Depression. Because the blacks were socially and
economidy marginalid by the white middle-ciass miajority, they were also marginalisai by
Hollywood. The same could be said for those poor whites who were not inciuded in the middle-class

anangement. Minorities were not only M e ~ ingthe streets of Amenw they were also niffering

9hilip Davies and Brim Neve. Eds.. Cinemu, Politics und Sosefy in America (Manchester Manchester
University Press. 198l)p.26.
rYF'irston the non-fiction list in 1933 and second in 1931 was Lifë Begim as Forfy, with its promises of a
'second start ' A hourite 1937 work nas another seIf-heip m a n d K m to Win Friends and Influence People.
echoing again Haover's innstence that through self-rehœ alone the hibiduai couid overcome the DepressioaW
MeUq p.%.
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on the screens. Rarely were blacks or poor whites ponrayed at al1 on the screens, and if they were

they were seen through the eyes of the majonty.

he Amencan &II industry relieci heavily on women. Not only has it been asserted
that they made up the majority of the fdm audience, they also made up the majority

of the stars that filleci the xreens.' Though men were very important to films, as
audience members, as stars, and as crews, it was women that Hollywood redy
wanted. both to star on the screen and to pay for the tickets. They held the purse s t ~ g sin many
middle-class families, controlling the purchases of household items both large and smd.'
Nevertheless Hollywood, like many American institutions of this era, was male dominated. AU major

decisions on tilms. from h

g to production to lighting to camera positions was made by men. This

was not a unique situation in Arnerica, nor the rest of the world. What was unique about Hollywood
was the large nurnber o f wornen who earned their iivings t h e .

Some of the highest paid stars in film

were women. However, there were no female moguls, there were no female directors, and there were

no female producers. Women were excluded 6om the upper echelons of this billion dollar industry
which was, in large part, built on their bodies.

Women were the main attraction to many of the films produced in the thhies. Gone Withihe
W i d (1939) created huge amounts of publicity by "sea.chingwfor the actress who wouid play

'Margaret Fanand Thorp. Amerka cit the .biovies (NewHaven: Yaie University press. 19391, p.4-5. In this
pioneering work on 6 . h midies, Thorp asserts t h .women were the main customets of most tiims during this time
perid

Scarlett O'Hara. Shirley Temple, a symbol for Arnerica's search for a vanished past, an innocence

which the Depression had crushed, was the number one box-office star fiom 1935 to 1938.' ;Many
Americans flocked to hear Greta Garbo's first words spoken on the meen in the 1930 MGM pichire

Anm Christine and expressed deep sorrow at her decision to lave public Me in 1941.' The
Production Code of 1930 was enacted as a direct result to Mae West's films and the depidon of
women in film.' Women were not merely movie stars either. They were icons, role models for
d o n s , they were the "uitimate embodiments of ferninine beauty.'"

Women were used to sel1

everything from the rnovies to appliances to clothing. People were "encouraged to copy theu

appearance."' W o r n e ~and the image of women was a chief concern of the men in Hollywood and
New York, those power centres of film.
Mae West was perhaps the moa liberated of film's women in the thirties. She not ody wrote

her own films, she was hired because of the Broadway shows which she had directed, written and
stared in.
West skirted the delicate sensibilities of Hollywood censon with sexual innuendo and
double entendre and her witty observations were as widely quoted as Ben Franklin
bromides: "It's better to be looked over than overlwked; "1 used to be Snow White
but it drifted," etc. Although she cultivated the image of the "tough broad," West
always conveyed a nirious Victorian innocence coupled with a winking, seIf-effacing
'An&
Bergman We Ze in rheMoney: Depression.lmerican and iîs films (New York: New York University
Ress. 197 1). p.72. Cob*1 S. Stnober& Film Face (NewYork Facts on File Inc.. 198û), p.57.

'Micro&. .Llicrosojt 's CinemmQ '95.(United Statesof Amena: M i c ~ s o fCorporation
t
1994), Greta Garbo
biography.

Woward Good Girl Reporter: Gender. JmrnaIism and the I \ f ~ i e s (Lanbam.
.
Marylaod: Sçancrow Rcsg
1998), p.22.

amusement at her own preposterous creation. Her popularity reached such peaks that
sailors were inspired to name their inflatable life jackets after her overemphasized
43-inch "assets." ensunng West a place, Iike no other adress to date, in Webster's
~ictionary.'
West's ability to combine undeniable semalit. with the image of the "tough broad" and the illusion

of a "heart of gola' shocked censors and morals watchen in Aïmerka. TNs v a s both because ofthe
subject matter of her films and because of the attack which she made on the image of the Arnerican
woman. Mae West was perceived as a threat to the morals of women across the nation because of
her attack on "civilized society.'"

What Gightnied morals watchers moa however, was Mae West's popularity. In a review of
one ofher Broadway show, Co,utanf h e r , Joseph Wood Knitch concluded with this commentary

on the audience:
It is difficult to imagine just where its members wme from, but 1 have a theory. Ail
the Little boys who, in the early days of the movies, used to emit Ioud "smacks" when
the hero kissed the heroine, must have grown up and gathered at the Royale just for
the sake of king chiidren a g d 0

West's films were undeniably popular, making her, and her stage persona, a valuable cornmodity to

Hollywood. Hollywood studios were desperate for income at the tirne she tirst arrived in California.
She Dotie Him W m g ( 1933) rescued Paramount Pictures fiom being swallowed by MGM in those

dangerous days after the stock market crash, or more specifically, Hollywood's crash. Those who
watched HoiIywood's morals feared what this might do for the statu of women in Hollywood. If

%ficfosoft

Mae West biography.

briard I. Le& and Jmld L. Simmons. The ûame in the Kimono: NoI[ywood, Censorship, and the
P d i c t i o n Code From the I92Os to the i96fl.s.(Tomnto: Anchor Books 1991), p 19.

Mae West was able to pack houses with this lund film, then other studios could do the same, and if
this happened, women throughout the nation would suffer.
This theory. which was in many ways the basis for censoring al1 American films, assumes
something which appeared to nin throughout Hollywood. Middle&ss women rnay have been a
majority of the film-going audience, but, they were not the perceived audience of a film. Art critic
John Berger stated thaî "women are depicteci in quite a dflerent way frorn men-not because the
ferninine is different from the masculin&ut because the 'ideaï spectator is always assumed to be
male and the image of women is designed to flatter h"
He went on to comment that this ''unequa1

relationship is so deeply embedded in our culture that it ni11 aniaures the consciousness of many
women. They do to themselves what men do to them.

They nirvey. like men, their own

femininity." 'l Berger was diswssing European nude oil paintings when he made these comments, but
they apply equdy well to films." Hollywood rnay have known that the average audience for a fikm

was fernale, however, it often did not act in this fashion. The male audience was the target of many

films produced by HoUywood. This was because of a cornplicated reiation which women have with
images of their own sex. Berger stated in his influentid 1972 work, Wqs ofseeing, that:

Men act and Women uppear. . . Men look at women. Women watch themselves
king looked at. This determines not only most relationships between men and
women but also the relation of women to themselves. The surveyor of women in
herseif is male: the ainteyed female. Thus she tums herselfinto an object-and most
particul.arlyan object of vision: a sight."

"As quotexi in Good, p.13.
Ivredit for appwg thae words to nIm is given to Laura Muhey in her 1975 essay, "ViacalPleasure and
Narrative Cinema"which culbe found in kr 1989 work, C ï s d and Other Plemres ( B l o o ~ c mhdiaax
,
indiana
UniversïtpPress), p.19. Ibi.p.13. n4.

It was not just that women were able to watch the screen and "sethemselves being looked at," they
could also attempt to copy the look s h o w to them. The cycle ended with women attempting to
become what they saw on the screen." If women were able to view the filmsproduced in Hollywood
without protest. then it was because they were accepting the images ponrayed.
The images these rniddle-class women were accepting were not entirely reaiistic. This was

to be expected. however. People did not go to the movies to see exact copies of thernselves on the
screens. ïhey wanted to lave their ordinêry existence and enter into a fantasy world, but nothhg

too fzncifùl. Audiences wanted illusion but at the same time they wanted realisrn too. They needed
to understand that they were in a dserent world, but that this different world was not ail that
different. There were similadies that could be drawn between the film world and the teal world, be
it clothing displayed on the screens that they could buy in the stores, or the aspirations and dreams

of the heroines. This was the power of movies. They could draw you from your Iife, take you to
worlds and situations siightly beyond yow imagination, and yet never take you too far fi-om home.
Women were Qiven different characters to relate to, with roles that were onlyjus beyond their reach.
One way in w hich the screen gave women a diierent role than that of reality was in the realm
of female employment. hiring the Depression women were entering the workforce in noticeable

numben because they were cheaper to employ than men and hence more likely to get a job.

"Women,Eequently forced into the iabor market by the unemployment of their fathen or husbands,
often had better chances for employment than men, and were jobless for shoner periods."" The

%ren Bari% TIle Good Life: The Meaning of Succesfir the Amencm Middle Cfass (New York: Haxper
& hw.1990), p. 115.
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percentage of rnarried women in the workforce rose during the thirties, fiom 1 1.7 at the opening of
the decade to 15 -3 by 1939.l6 However, these incrûases were not in professional positions, as they
had been in the teens and twenties. Of the 15.3 percent of women who were employed, only 12.3
percent were in the positions considered "professional" (Le. law, medicine. or higher education). By
1940 it could be d e l y said that only one woman in ten was in a position which was considered

professional." This was mainly due to a drop in the number of women who were entering the
nation's universities and colleges. Enrohent for women dropped from a hi& of nearly 44 percent
in 1929 to a low of 40.2 in 1939.'' The majority of those women employai, worked jobs considered

traditional; clerical, sales, manufacturhg. and domestic services.
These working women were portrayed in films, though, in Hollywood women did not work
in faaones, or fields (unless of course, they were wives of f m e n ) , nor were these working women
married. The flm A Star is Bon?(1937) displayed to audiences what could happen to a man when

his M e became the main bread wimer in his home. Even though this film relates the taie of a

women's rise to the top of the rnovie business, it also offers a glimpse b t o the world of Amencan
f a d e s where the wife is the only adult employed. h this t e h g scene (clip A Sfar is Born 2) where
the studio head, Oliver Niles, is teiiing the star Norman Maine that his aireer is over while his new
d e ' s career is just beginning, the pain on the actor's fàce is obvious. [n later scenes he attempts to

"Michad E. Parrish. ..Im.uus Decades: America in Prosperip and Depression, 1920 - 1941 (New York:

W.W.Norton& Company. 1992). p.401.

cook and keep house, but fails and fds into a tife of dnnking and embarrassing his wife in public.19
N o m goes on to commit suicide in this film both because he redises that his life without a career
is useless and because he c m o t live with the shame of having a wife who is more successful. His
suicide cornes following his wife uiforming him that she would lave HoUywood and the movies to
save him and his pnde. He cannot live with the pain of knowing that she gave up her dreams to
support hm, that he has been displaced as the head of the home.

This f h displays one of the ways in which people could relate to HoUywood stories. It is
not the surface of the film. the gloss of the rise to fame and the drama of the Hollywood life that
audiences could identify with. It was the nory of the women overiaking the man in the role of
breadwinner, which was never displayed as a positive image. This was a theme that people in
America were farniliar with. Because of the ùicreased arnount of women in the woridorce. and also

the increased amount of married women being employed. opinion polis were comrnissioned to gauge
the public's response. Not surprisingly, "three-quarters of the wornen and eighty percent of the men
did not approve of employment for a married woman whose husband was capable of supporting her,

for fear that she would displace a man and because, of course, her place was in the home?

The

govemment too reacted to the increasing amount of m h e d women entering the workforce by
enaaing laws to Limit the amount of federd jobs available to women. Many States foilowed suit,

preventing marrieci women-ded "undesewing parasites" by one nate officiai-fiom public jobs?

fàmous m e . Maine imerrupts his d e ' s accqtance speech at th Oscar œremonia to beg for
'% a
a job from an Mcanng audience. What makes this -ne important is not oniy the content, but it is perhaps the fint
time tbat ho^^ dramatised its most fimm a
hthe Academy Awards

Hollywood displayed this fear in A Stm is Born. while creating one of the most mernorable films of
the decade.
The topic of women in the work place was not confined to A Star is Born. though. Women
worked a variety of positions in Hollywood films-"detectives, spies, con artists, secretanes,
stenographers. chorus girls, and especiaily reporter^."^ They were not confined to the role of
Hollywood stariets, actresses-to-be and chorus girls, though these were the most comrnon roles for
wornen. Howard Good. in his 1998 work Girl Reporter: Ge~derJounmIzsm a d the Movies,
believes that this was due partly to the Production Code and partly to the economic conditions of the
tirne. Good states, by quoting Molly Haskell, that "Women were no longer able to languish in satin
on a chaise lounge and subsist on passion; they were forced to do something, and a whole generation
of working women came into being?

By showing working women on the screen, a generation of

viewers were empowered, in a strange way. They were able to see these women in glarnorous and
not-so-glamorous jobs and think that they too could have the same. Lf these women could succeed,

so could anyone - "thou& of course, it never hun to be weli built and blonde.""
These working women al= gave audiences valuable information. Because wornen on the
screen were expanding into roles beyond the chorus h e and the bar rooms, audiences were able to
gain insight about what it was Iike to work in a office as a secretary, or in the news room as a

reporter? Women were given glimpses of what heretofore was a man's domain. In increasing

numbers, these male dominated positions, in politicai offices and newsrooms, were being obtained
by high profile wornen in the real world. Led by the First Lady, Eleanor Roosevelt, women were

getting more and more influentid positions in the New Deal government. Although the New Deal
discriminated against them in many ways,a few women were afTorded opportunities to increase their
profile in the public eye. Fiorence Allen, the fin women to be appointed to the federal circuit court
of appeals, was given the position in 1934, Hallie Flanagan headed the Federal Theatre for four years
in the Thirties, and Daisy Hanhan was named minister to Nonvay in 1937, another first for

women?
Working women rnay have been the new fad in Hollywood, but they did not dominate the

screen, as Good appears to believe. There were stiIl plenty of lounging wornen, just as there had been
before the Depression and the Production Code. It Hqpenied

@le

Nrgh! (1933),

ne niin Man

( 1934). Anm Kmenin ( 1935 ) , and 7ne Women ( 1939). arejun a few examples where women appear

to have no means of nippon other than the men that they attach themselves ta. Only single women

were allowed to work. To do otherwise would give Hollywood the image of backing those
'unfortunate' women who were forced to nippori their families.
The working wornan was also not the rnost important role given to tilm women during the

Depression. The mother figure was the most essential fernale chamter in ~ o I l y w o o dShe
. ~ was the
backbone of the fâmily, holding thern together though her wisdom and "moral strength."" In Gone

Zhiother figure is used because the mother is not always the characier referred to, At times it is the
grandmother. or an aunt However. the characteristicsare always the same.

With the W i d (1939), Scarlett's mother was the force which brought her back to Tara; in Grapes
of Wrath (1939). Ma was responsible for holding the family together. Mothers were not ody

important because of their ability to hold families together though. The mother figure in film was also
an important symbol for films. This was the r d link to the past and the future. Mothen were the

characters who could spout wiçdom about how to hold onto the past while oEering some hope for
the future, something which Depression audiences seemed to need. These characters were tough
because they had to be, there was no other option. In the final scene from Grclpes of Wrath, Ma

conveys her strength to the family though an inspirational speech about how women were better able
to adapt to change and how the "Okies" and those like them were "the people that l i ~ e . " ~
This idea of the arong mother was based in the popular symbols of the era. Loren Bari& in
his 1989 work The G d Life: The Memling of Sirccessfor ~ h Americm
e
hiidde Clars states t hat :

Cheap sentimentdity aside, some mothers did hold their families t ogether,
economically and psychologicdy . Their heroic stmggles redefined ideal wornanhood
as a parti& kind ofmord strength. Throughout the culture of the depression, this
rediscovered symbol of strong woman. also a feature of eariier pioneers as w e l as
immigrants, helped people to think about the depression, find an emotional anchor and
grouads for hope. Her radiance would warm the cold, protect the weak, and guard
the only sphere that now truly mattered-the home?

This quote cornes to the screen through hundreds of characters. Mother figures like the grandmother
in A Stnr ts Born (L937), who gives a lecture on how "today's kids" have no ideas of what real
hardships are, give credence to the power of the mother figure." She also provides a Depression
audience with the belief that things in the past were tougher and people SUrYived, and Survived not
% a d F.Zanuck Grapesof Wrath. ti., 2:07:32. See clip, Grapesof Wra~h2.
p.41-2,

31Seeclip. d Star is Born 1.

on govemment handouts, but on the land, and through hard work ("Don't you think for one minute
~
were also the dispensers of homespun wisdom. A mother was able to
that it was e a ~ y " ) . 'Mothers

tell the heroheroin that what they were doing was not going to please any of the average people. In

a scene from Meet John Doe (194 l)", the mother of Ann Mitchell, the reportedspeech writer for
John Doe, tells her that her speeches will not reach her perspective audience, the middle class,
because they are too depressing. What the world needs, according to Mn. Mitchell, is to becorne
more hopefbl, Wre her long depated husband, who would know what to say to make everything
better.
Emplopent and motherhood were two minor roles held by women in HoUpiood in relation
to that oflove interest. Neariy every film which came boom Southem California had romance as either
the main plot focus or as a secondary plot device. in King Kong ( 1933), the focus of the
directodadvennirer, Car1 Denharn is to find and film the great ape. However, in an important =ne
from early in the movie, he explained that this was not what the audience wants, what they want is

a love interest? This scene could be interpreted as an explanation as to the purpose of the love
interest in the film Denham could be giving these h e s to explain why this monster picture n d e d

a women at ail, or the scene could be an explanation as to the use of these plots in any fih. Women
were what sold a picture, according to Denham. The love story was what made the money, and this
was because people wanted the romance in theû films, even when it appeared to be tacked ou

The love themes were essentid to many film's populanty. What brought people to see II
%d
%e

O. Selznick A Star is Born, ti, ûû:05:28.
clip Meet John Doe 1

%ee clip King Kong 1

Hqpened One Night (1934) was not so much the comedy, as it was the love story, the tale of two
opposites attraaing. This was the puU of many of Frank Capra's films. Audiences did not so much
react to the populist plots as they did to the romantic stories. Gone With the Wind will not be
remembered as one of the greatest films of al1 tirne because of its ability to display the reality of the
pre and post Civil War South; it will be remembered because of the tempestuous romance b ~ e e n
Rhett and Scarlett. Romance was an essential part of any 6hq and women were the reason for this.

It was the beautifid women on the screens who were the object of the romance and it was the
ordinary women in the audience who were the targets of the romance.
The romance of these filmsdid not simply mean love hterests though. A film was much more
than its plots and lines. Adresses were role models for millions of Amencan women and ideals for

millions of Amencan men. Audiences were encouraged to irnitate their every actioh every word, and
every style. Hollywood's romance embraced the entire spectmm of American ideais. Middle-class
women were not only asked to watch and believe in these films, they were dso encouraged to copy
them." Lnstead of o f f e ~ gthese women real and obtainable goals, both in romance and beauty,
Hoilywood gave them a fantasy ideal that was always just out of reach. This was not only in films,
but also in the lives of the stars.

In a 1936 issue of Gocd Housekeeping, an amcle suggests that

women should attempt to copy the haintyles of film stars.
"For example, Ginger Rogers sometimes arranges her rd-goid locks in a f l u e long
bob that aimost touches her shoulders, a style whicti is not practical for you or me. .
. . But you might start with the basic idea of this arrangement. . . . If your face is
thin, try the center part so attractive in the aatural, unstudied coiffiires of Eleanor
Powell and Gladys Swanh~ut."~

By offering ordinary women the opportunity to look like the stars. GoodHmsekeeping was allowing
them the ability to enter the worid of glamour and romance that was Hollywood.
Romance was a commodity in Hollywood. It was sold, dong with the @amourof the stars,

in soap, make-up, clothing, e l h c a l appliances and automobiles. Every item which the consumer
mciety wanted was for sale in Hollywood, and the romance of Hollywood was what sold it.
Arnerican women purchased Max Factor make-up in part, because it was endorsed by Ginger
~ogen." If she could look good in their Pan-Cakemake-up and attract the romantic attention of a
charming man like Fred Astaire, then so too could the average women. By fostering the belief that
women could. with the nght help, attain the same result as those stars on the screen, Hoilyood was
able to promote the idea that their 6ims were refiections of society. Women who attempted to look
tike movie stars were identifjing with these stars and believed, in some smail way, that what they saw

on the screen couid occur in their own Me.
It was not just the screen personae that Hollywood was seiling either. Were this tnie, then
perhaps Hollywood romance would not have been as influentid as it was (and is). It was also the
personal lives of the stars. Following the debacle of the early twenties and the Fany Arbuckle &kir,
the studios learned that the movieswere not simply a form of mass entertainment that ended with the

f d of the curtain." Publicists began to spring up di over Hollywood to guide stars on what was
"proper" behaviour. Though s t a n were not given spedc niles to Iive by as films were given in the

Tatty ArbudcIe was a comfninn who was charged nith the murdet of mode1 V i i Rapp (though Iatter
acquitted) at a party in San Franaro in 1921. i'his cdse capmred the nation's attention both becatlse Arbuckle mas
a star and because of the sensational oibject rrclner (Ianky sex ami drugs). Foliowing closeiy on the heals o f t h stowas the sensational (and unsohzd) murder of director Wiam Désrnoai Taylor- Miaosoft, Muckle, "Fatty"and

Taylor. W

i Desmond biographies.
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hoduction Code, fiom the aories in the trade papers and fan magazines it appeared that stars
adhered to a similar code. In these articles. stars, especiaîiy femafe stars, were given a splendeur
which was impossible to duplicate in real life. Ifthey played a tough c b c t e r on the screen they

were given the appearance of king soft and quiet at home. Their Lives were filled with p d e s and
galas. However. when inte~ewedthey appeared to enjoy the quiet life much more.39 Hollywood
understood that stars had to appear wholesome and approachable, while at the same tirne appearing
giamourous. This was what the romance of the movies was built on.
Women were the basis for the Hollywood füm industry. They sold pictures better than any
other advertking technique. However, women's roles rarely signified their importance to the
industry, nor did the role reflect their importance in society. What was reflected in rnany films was
that women needed men to survive. Ferninias would argue that this was because filmmakers were

prejudiced about w o m believing what they put on the xreens." This, however, is not in keeping
with the HoUywood style. Filmmakers were often not able to let their own political feelings enter

films,both because of the Production Code and because ofthe studio system. lnstead they followed
the crowd, believing that ifthey swayed to far from the political centre Liw that they would incur the
wrath of that Iargest rninority, the middle class. To argue that filmmakers were holding women back

would ignore the history of Hollywood. HoUywood did not set trends it ody selected what its core
the audience wanted to see.

Women who were independent in films,who worked as the reporters or secretarieswere oniy

-rie
Rasen Popcorn Venus: Women, .Movies and the -4merican Dnmn (New York: Coward, McCann
and Geoghegan, 1973). p. 144-5.
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doing x,to achieve the ultimate goal, mamage. To Depression Arneriq this was in keeping with
society. It is tme that women were making some advances in the reaim of women's rights during the
Depression, but these women were not the nom; they were the exception? Were this othenuise,
films would have refiected it, not because films were the greatest barorneter of public sentiment, but
because films like King Kong ( 193 3) and 73e Women (1939) would have received some form of

public protest. Both these films contain disparaging views of women. In The Women, women are
viewed as catty. devious and obsessed with men. Though the film contained not a single man, male
animai or picnire of a male, the characters did nothing but talk about men. Ln fact, the fidi title of the
Eiim is fie Women (dndAIi 72.qTalk About is Men), which sets the tone of the h.In this scene
(clip, The Women 1) the supporthg cast is discussing the fact that Mary, the lead character, is happy
in her marriage, which makes her a woman, the rea are labelledfernales, as if it were a dirty word.

Penh labels herself as "an old maid a frozen asset" because she is the only women in the group who
is unmamed. In Kirtg Kong, the male lead goes so far as to say that women were Iittie more than
bothers to begin w i t i and had no place on such a dangerous mission or even aboard the ship." These
attitudes could be dismissed ifthe &ns were unpopular, or even Xthey were only marguially popular.
However, these û h s were top grossing tilms, 1933 for King Kong and 1939 for 7he Women.
Women were wishing to gain more fieedoms and equality, this was me, but it is not possible
to hope to see these ideas in film To assert that HoUywood was negligent in not profihg some

aspect of ferninism is to project toc much modem thought into a histoticd situation. Too many
women in the thirties were too busy attempting to hold thek tàmilies together to spend energy oa
%id, p. 172-3.
"Clip King Kong 3

wornen's rights. Although feminism was aili an active issue during the thirties, the Depression, as

many feminists have noted. was a setback to their cause." These groups appeared to lack the
economic and political clout because of the conditions of the Depression. Unattached womeq that
is women without a husband, were fiowned upon by society, especiaily by those in charge of the
income relief programs."

Middle-class married women who chose to gain employment were

considered social outcasts by many, accused of taking jobs From the nation's men. For the nation's

minority groups, especiaily the Hispanics and Blacks, many of these "non-traditional" jobs were not
even available.
Hollywood was merely giving the public what it appeared to want: the affirmation that a stable
farnily life was still desirable. Mothers were the most powerfùl figures in mon families. They were
also the most adrnired in many families." With unemployment and female employment placing

enormous stress on families, male self-esteem at an al1 time low, and viith the divorce rate inching
upward, is it any wonder that Hollywood and the investon wanted to display happy families" It was
to the advertisers' advantage to offer these scenes in motion pictures. Not only did they promote the
escapism which was so profitable, they also offered better opportunities to sell goods to the buying

public.

t goes without saying that men were essential to the

operation of the movie town that

was Hollywood. Like ail indusuies in Arnerica, Hollywood was male dominated.

Though there was a huge presence of women in Hollywood, and though they carried a
lot of power, men stiil controlled the images that were presented to the nation. The
e f k t this had on the portrayal of women tus already been noted above. This chapter wiU investigate
the effect it had on men in films. The Depression has been seen by many as an attack on the middleclass ideal of masculity in Arnenca, not w, much because of the slight advances made by some
women in the field of wornen's nghts, but because of the huge amounts of male unemployment.

Though Hollywood did not often display the plight of these unfortunate unemployed men in film,
filmmalcers were acutely aware of the problems regarding the nation's masculinity. Just as the mother

figure was essential to Arnerican cinema and the American psyche. so too was the father figure. The
mothers reflected w m t h and cordon, they were the links to the past while offering hope for the
future. Smce this was the role offered to the mothers in film this cbapter will investigate what roles
were offered to the fathen. As we& it wili attempt to discover what shape rnasdnity took in the

Hollywood films of the Depression.
Men in the Depression were under attack. Those who were unemployed felt this most
acutely, but ail men Wwed that this was true. For an American male to be useful in society, it was

essential for him to be employed. This was the standard by wbich a man was measu~ed.Without

employment, rnany men felt that they were no longer of any use to the family, particularly those of
the middle-class. Most unemployed men entered into a depression, sometimes leadhg to suicide, so
great was the pressure placed on them by Society.' Men who were unforninate enough to find
themselves in the ranks of the unemployed were pitied by society, yet the pressure was greater for
those with families. Middle-ciass men who were married with children were meant by society to be

the main bredwimers in their families.' He was brought up believing that his "major obligation . .
. was to

earn money to support his dependent loved ones, who would respond with respect ad, if

he had secondary Mrtues, love."' K a man was unable to bring home a payctieck,

if he could not

provide for his loved ones, he ran the danger of losing their respect, and perhaps, their love.

These were the beliefs which haunted many Arnencan males as they entered into the

Depression. The prospect that they could be layed off. which could in tum lead them to losing the
love and respect of their families, was one possible fear which the men of the Depression felt.

However, more pressing to about 75 percent of unemployed Amencan men was whaî to do with al1
those hours that he used to spend at work A study of unemployed men perfomed in 1940 found

that "drastically altered" personalities were found in ody about 25 percent of the unemployed
population.' The majority of these men were not ûightened that theu authonty in the home wwld
be affect&. This may have been due, in some mall part, to Hollywood.

me situationwas dE't for the working poor and for farrning families. As seen in The G w s of KWh
(the book no<tbe moiion picture), Ma along aith the 0 t h women in the h i l y worlred along side the men in the
fields on many occasions, John Steinbeck The Gmps of Wrath, (Penguin. 1980).

As noted above, the Arnerican film industry was always male dorninated, both in fiont ofand

behind the cameras. Although Hollywood undentood that the target viewer for many of the films
was female and that this was where the rnajority of the money came Eom, films remaineci in rnany

ways, masculine. Even am like Mae West and Katherine Hepbum, with their feminia attitudes and
incredible power in the studios, were reliant on the men in Hollywood to provide the means for film
production.' Pnor to the Production Code and the fdl in Amencan box-office returns, films were

displaying to Amencm a series of raw masculine images. It is obvious that Mae West and the
gangster films were not designed to apped to the female sector of the audience. Though Hollywood
did make films that were geared towards a female audience, they were still making films for men, and
rhese füms, like those for womeq were enomously popular.

This is not to assen that Amencan films cm be divided dong a line between the 'homen's
pictures" and "men's pictues." In fact, many &S.

like Gone With the Wind ( 1939). considered by

many to be a women's picture and Mutiny on the Bounty (1935). a 'man's' fih, appealed to both
sexes. Most films were wntten so that men and women would both enjoy them. To do othenMse
would dienate a segment of the population, bringing profits down. Even The Women (1939), a film

obviously designed for fernaie consuers, drew men in for the glimpse of how women acted without

men around. It offered men the ability to be a "fly on the wall" for those private moments of women.
There was a male lead in every picnire which came out of Hoilywood in the thirties, with the
only exception possibly being The Women. However, even in this film, with its entirely female cast,

ShiZae West ms able to gain artistic fiadom in HoLh.wood at a time when such acts were almost uuheard of
for wornen. From her kgîmiqp as a star in Hoiiywood,West wrote her own fiims. One of the top fïïms of 1933, and
the fïim which saved Paramonnt Pictures, S e Done Him Wmng (1933), was written by West, and was based on her
e'menieiy popular Broadway play, Dimnond Lii. MicfosoR Microsoj? 's Cinemania '95, (United States of America:
Microsoit Corporation, 1994), Mae West Biograpby.

the main focus of the plot was the relationship between men and women. This is not surprishg
however. because films were generally about hurnan relations, and it was alrnoa impossible to speak
of these without mentioning men. Nevertheless. as with the women discussed in the p e ~ o uchapter,
s

what is important about the representation of men in films, especially those men in lead roles, is how
these men were portrayed in relation to the men in the audience. And, as with women, the audience

for films was believed by many to be mainly the working middle class ~merican.~
What is essential
to note here, is that the audience for male representations in films was not only men. Women were
also influenced by the male characters on the screens. JUS like male members of the audience,
women also gained important insights into what it was to be male.
Masculinity was essential to the Hollywood image. As the title of Joe Fisher's article in the
1993 collection Y m Tmzn: Itîasculinity, M w i e s md Men asserts, "Clarke Gable's Bails: Real men

never lose their teeth."' The reference here is to when Gable's teeth began to rot in 1933 and he had

to have them repaireci, the publicists reported that the operation was an appendectomy.' Men fought,
they battled, they were strong, but they never lost their teeth. Clarke Gable makes a great starthg

point for a discussion of masculinity in thhies films. Dubbed the King of Hollywood by ûiends, he
was consiaently among the most popular male actors. Amrding

to Quigley Publications, his

populanty never dipped out of the top ten until he lefi Hoiiywood for the United States Air Force in

6Margaret Farrand Thorp. .4&ca

ar the .tlovies (NewHaven: Yale University press 1939)- p.4-5.

Pat I(irkham and Janet Thirmim eds., I'ou T m m : Lbfus~liniiy.
Movies midMen (NewYork: S t J v W h ' s
Press. 1993). p.35.

1942.' Victor Flemming, Gable's director in Red Dusr (1932), Test Pilot (1 937) and much of Gone

Wi~hethe Wind said of Gable in 1942: "when this present era becomes as remote as the stone age is

now. they'll still be talking about Gable . . . He's the representative man of Our time. No-one wiU
forget him."'O When Hollywood announceci plans to tum Margaret Mitchell's immensely popular
Civil War novel, Gotle Wirh the W i d , into a motion picture, there was little debate over who would

play the male lead, Men Butler." Gable had ail of the qualities needed to play the suave. strong,
dashing and masculine Butler. It was even hinted by some that Mitchell.had Gable in mind when she

wrote the book, even though it was written in 1925, long before Gable came to FIollywood.12 So
many beiieved that Gable fullilled this role perfktly because Brett was the ultirnate Southern man.

He was a fighter, though not boastful nor combative; he was a lover of many,though he desired and
loved only one; he was a dwoted father: and he was wealthy, though he did not appear to work.

These were the quahties which the book-buying (and also movie ticket buying) rniddle-class Amencan
women appeared to be looking for in men.
Hollywood was happy to offer the public h s in which the male leads were at the very least

part Rhrett Butler characters. Even though Butler did not appear in film until 1939,his qualities can
be seen in many of the films which proceeded Gme W i h the Wind. This was not because filmmaken

were copying Mitchell, but because Butler was the personification of an i d d male. His qualities

'OQuotedfiom L- Tomabene's Long Live the King: A Biography of CImke Gable.in Kirkham and Thiimim

p.38.

''MicrosoR Cinenzuniu '95 (United States of Amerka: Micmsoft Corporation 1994). Gone FFh
î the R.Tnd.
Cinebooks review.
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were in no way unique; indeed, he could be seen as an amalgarn of male charaders from the beginning
of the cinema and beyond. The male lads, iike Count Vronsky in A m b e n i n ( 193 5 ) were fighters
at hem. Vronsky leaves his love, Anna Karenin, when the Crimean War empts, in order to take the

opportunity to fight with his cornrades. He volunteers to fight because of adventure; he has becorne

bored living the romantic life with Anna. This is what real men do, according to Hollywood. Just

as they would assert in 1941, real men fought wats. The wars were not always bloody, nor were they
aiways violent. In Mr. Smith Goes to Woshingron (1 939),Mr. Smith's war was against c o m p t
forces in the American government. In Modem Times (19361,Charlie Chaplin fights the factory

system and modem industriaiised society. When, in Gone With the Wind, Rhett Butler questions the
South's decision to enter into a civil war with the Nonh, his masculinity is called Uito question. Any

man who refuses to fight for his country, his love, sr his ideals, was. obviously, a coward, and hence,
unmasculine.

The Depression brought about a new type of hero for Amencan film goers. The Crash of
1929 and the subsequent economic conditions were blamed on bankers, Wail Street and chies, people

who had lost touch with the land. Rural America was considered to be where the salvation of the
nation was to corne Eom. Those blarned for the Depression were considered eEete, the antithesis to
classical American masculinity. For Amencans to exit the Depression they needed to r e m to the

land. This is why, according to Joe Fisher, Clarke Gable was so popular. "Gable was arguably the

-

first leading man to bring ' r d ' masculine power the power to tame and control women and land

(and Iess masculine men)- into p i m e s which dealt with issues related to audiences' W y liws. He

injurecl." With new riches and news that the drought is over. Wang moves his family back to the
country to return to their f m . With the jewels and few good crop yean, he purchases more land,
eventually becoming the moa p o w e f i farmerAandowner in the province, and moves again to the
city, away from his land. At this point, Wang's rnasdnity cornes under attack. As he laves the
country to lord over it kom the city, he not only loses touch with his land, he also becomes compt
with the famiy's new found riches. Ignoring his faithful wife, Wang takes on a mistress, a tea dancer
he met in the city. He begins to lose the respect of bis fiiends and f d y , even to the point that his
youngest son begins to see his mistress behind his back. Upon discoverhg this, Wang mercilessly
beats his son, in an apparent atternpt to reestablish his manhood. The beating only makes him appear

weaker in the eyes of his f i l y however. and in tme HoUywood fashion, Wang mun retum back to
the land to save his fields from a locus attack in order to regain his masculinity. Ako, by retumhg
to the land, Wang is reunited with his sons, one of whom has gone io college to eam a degree in
agriculture. It is he who teaches his father to combat the locusts. The other son is manieci shortly

after the attack. Following the ceremony O-Landies, dowing Wang to h d y understand how
important she was to him. Standing next to the peach aee he planted on the &y of their wedding,

he cries out: *O-Lan, you are the ea.rWt6
Many critics of this film focus on the relation between the husband, Wang and his wife.17

This is an accurate way to interpret this tilm. and is moa iikely how the filmmakers intended it to he

'6Micros~RGood Earth, the, Cinebooks review.

seen. However. another. less taiked about focus of this film is the power the land has in creating a

man. It is when Wang enters the city, losing his connedon to the land, that he becomes lazy and
disrespected by his f d y . It was the rural Wang who tames the land and provided for his family.
In the city, other men work the land, while Wang,a landlord, got fat off of their work. This is a

powerful assertion about manhood in Amenca. It is only when Wang returns to the land that he
regains the respect of his sons and d e . The message here is that it is by working the land personally
that a man becomes a man. Those living in the cities, off of the ûuits of other's labour, are less

masculine.

The farmer was not the oniy syrnbol of masculinity to the Amencan movie audiences. In many
Hollywood b s , Abraham Lincoln was the ideal man. He was honen, with the ability to know the
tmth and to fight for the moral right. According to Hollywood, he was aiso of the middle class, or

at least was a hero of this class. This was especially tme of Frank Capra's films. As John Belton
notes in his introduction to the collection ilfoviesmuiblars Culture, "Capra's heroes. such as Peter
W m e (Clark Gable) in It Hqpened One Nighr ( 1934). and JeEermn Smith (James Steward) in Mr.
Smith Goes to Washington ( 1939), invoke Lincoln as the ideal figure and anempt to mode1 their own

behaviour on hi^."'^ Lincoln was envisioned as a geat father figure. Because he was imagined by
Hollywood to be a humble man, who built hirnselfup to becorne President of the United States, he
was a great hero for the Depression. Middle-class Amencans need to be reminded that the Iittle guy

could stdi tnumph.
As was mentioned above in Chapter Three, middlwlass Arnericans felt fiightened because

IBJohaBeiton,~tfoyiescmdLM&s Culture. (New Brunmi& New Jersey: Mgers UniversityPress, 19%). p. 11.

it no longer appeared that hard work would lead to advancement. Hollywood appeared to be taking
position to reafirm confidence in America, and the way they were doing this was to display strong

men alongside perfect women. Though men were not used to seil cosmetics, nor was the men's
apparel industry as lucrative as the women's apparel industry, men were stiU considered objects to
be imitatecl by the general public. When Clarke Gable removed his shirt in II Hqpened One Nighi
( 1934) to reveal

only his b u e chest, the undershin industry took a dive in sales. The efkct was so

devastating that the indunry sent representatives to Hollywood to negotiate with Columbia Pictwes
to remove the scene, or at least re-shoot

it.19

This is only one example of the power which male

aaors had on the population in regards to the masculine image. The movie men were believed to be
the images of what an Amencan man was meant to be. Uniike other subjects regarding films,
masculinity does not need to be subdivided into genres. The majonty of men containeci the same

basic elernents, no matter what type of tilm they acted in. Hollywood led a consensus on what
masculinity meant to be for rnovie going Amencans.

Hollywood needed their cinema men to remind people that America niU worked. This was

important not only because it prevented protest, but also because studios assumed that people were
nof for the most part, looking for unemployed heroes in the rnovies. However, just as with women,
the jobs these men worked were rare1y accurate depiaions of real employment. Even Charlie

Chaplin's Modem Times(1936),with its famous attacks on Amencan industry and the monotony of

factory work, never had any dia on the factory floor. Even the jail cells were sparkling clean. The

middle clw d e was the hero in many Hollywood films, however he did not h e in a working class

'%O
Balio. G m d design: Hollywood as a modem businesr enterprise, 1931F2939 (BdceIey, California:
University of California Press, lM), p.2.

world. Indeed, Hollywood rarely showed a man actually working. Hollywood was unable to display
this world accurately, for if it had it would have produced unknown reactions from the audience.

Joan Mellon, in her work Big Bad Woives: MaxulitNly in Amerzcmt Films offêrs another
explanation for Hollywood's inability to portray men accurately.

Almost never was a male ponrayed on the assembly line-let alone seiling apples on
the street corners, panhandling on Park Avenue, or languishing in a H o o v e d e . Had
the screen hero been of the working class, he would have had to partake of the pain
and suffering of the Depression; and given HoUywood's criteria for male sufficiency,
manifesting aich personal weakness would have cast doubt on his mascuiinity. Work
itseff was a forbidden subject, and neither daily life on the factory assembly line nor
the routines of office drudgery were accurately depicted on
Weakness was an important enemy to the American cinema. Weakness caused the Depression,
according to popular sentiment. It was the opulence of the twenties which caused the problems of
the thirties. To many Arnericans, this opulence was caused by failing mords and a loss of connedon
with the land. To others, the Depression was caused by the business men and faceless corporations

of John Steinbeck's nie Grapes of Wrazh ( 1939) (who. coincidentaiiy, were backing Hollywood).
However, it was never Amenca that was broken, nor was it capitalism." These Arnericans did not
blame the nation for their problerns, nor did Hollywood.
HoUywood' s heroes did not loose their confidence in Amerka. Those who were mpired by
plots to think about Arnenca critically, ended the film with their belief in the political and economic

system of Amenca intact. Violent uprishgs or challenges to the established order were not permitteci
in films. In Mr. Smith Goes to Wahington (1939), Mr. Smith reaffimis his patriotism in the "nick

PDJoan
M d l a Big Bad Wolves: ~Lf'linity in the ilmericm Film (Toronto:Random Hime of Canada Ltd.
1977). p.97,
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of themDin 7he G r p s of Wrath.the Okies did not blame capitalimi for the loss of their f a m , t h q

blarned capitalists. They were not violent towards the ide.of herica, they ody fought to continue
to work their farms.

This non-violent attitude was not a betrayal of the middle-class Amencan public or of the
ideas of these Amencans. The anger which many predicted would foiiow the collapse of the

herican economy did not happen. Violence occurred, and some Amencans did take up arms,
however, this was moaly in the small towns and on the country side. They did not banle the
govemment, they attacked the individuais who were perpetraùng the assadts on theu ways of Me.
Eviaions did spark some violence, but the targets were not governent officiais. They were the
sheriffs and the bankers. Most Amencans were not angry at the nation. They may have been angry
at the govemment, or the businesses, but they did not lose their faith in the American ideais?

Hollywood's heroes, espetially the populist heroes. appeared to reflect these feelings. Box-office

retums proved that Americans believed in these heroes. Few directors could seil a picture with only
their name Like Frank Capra, the originator of the populia hero.
Moral lessons were also learned from the masculine heroes of American &I.

in Angels Wîth

Diry Faces (1938), the gangster, played by lames Cagney, becornes an id01 to the Dead End Kids.
He was suave, rich, handsome, violent and a ladies man, al1 the amibutes that make a great man in
Hollywood. However,when convicted of murder and sent to the electric chair, his priest fnend pleas
with him to make his final act a positive one for the children The manly gangster submits at the last

moment to d o w his mascuiinity to die with him His cowardiy screams as he is led to the

executioner's chair are designed to prove to the Dead End Kids that the gangster life was not to be
emulated. The anack on this heroes masculùuty was dowed by Hoiiywood because it served a
greater purpose. The Production Code forced filrnrnakers to make films with wch morals. Prior to
the Code, the gangster rnight have gone to the chair with his masculinity intact. However, masculinity
and the male image were reigned in to prevent attacks on the morals of Hollywood films. The

criminal element was not allowed to appear sympathetic, according to the Code. This is why, in every
film produced after 1933134. the criminiils and enernies of the state were brought to justice. This is
also why the gangster films of the early part of the decade, tumed into G-menpictures. However,
the Code did not effect the portraits of masculinity. Law abiding or not, men were still men.

Crime and crime fighting was one way to dispiay masculinity. However, in Hollywood, there
were few better ways for portraying manhood than the ability to hold a drink. Alcohol was not
forbidden in films by the Code, and movie makers made the mon of this. In 7ïze Thin Mm (1934)
and its sequels (Bve films, from 1936 to 1947), detective Nick Charles takes drink afier drhk, without
any affect. In the Southern drama Jezabel(1938). the men "took pride in their drinking ability," jua

as the men in Antu Kmenin did." h an important scene in A m Kmenin, the male hero defeats his
comrades in a drinking garne, dispiaying his manhood to the audience. The same type of scene
occurred in Gunga Din (1938), where the men displayed their masculinity through drinlsng.

Clarke Gable was the exarnple given eariier as the ultimate male figure in the Depression.
This was both due to his on screen presence and his off screen legend. Like rnany of Hoiiywood's

stars, Gable was not so much an actor as he was a commodity. His image was sculpted f?om a

:%duad Campbeil, The Celluioid South: Hol[wood and the Southem .&@th (KM)de: University of

Teanewe Ris. l981), p. 11l
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middle-classmould by MGM, the studio which owned him, in more than just a figurative sense. Just

as the Frankenstein rnonster was given life by Dr.Frankenstein in lames Whale7sfarnous 193 1 film
(or Mary Shelley's famous book). Gable's masculinity was created by the studio which gave him

life? Hollywood men, just tike Hollywood women, were created personae, both on and off the
screen. Gable was displayed as a real man because Hollywood neeùed real men to sell their films.

His masculinity was not unique in Hollywood. Indeed, although he was the King he had princes who
were eager to take his place. Hollywood was filled with them.

"Kidrham and Thwim p.42.

Conclusion

1ritics have accused Hollywood of not showing the film audience the pain of the
Depression during the 1930s.' They have also claimed that an accurate depiction

of life in Amerka was not ofked to the audience. That Hollywood's f i s were.
for the mon part, escapist, is an undeniable fact. Those in cornrnand of the movies
argueci that this was because the audience wanted to escape life. Hollywood films were, however,

usuaily the only b

s avaiiable to the public at this tirne. Audiences were unable to choose whether

or not they wanted to see "an accurate depiction of their iives" in £ilm, because they were given only
the HoUywood version o f lie. Had they seen an alternative view on tife, perhaps audiences would

have chosen this view. Lnstead, HoUywood fed Amencans a barrage of rniddle-ciass, commercially
driven films that =ove never to challenge or offend.

Hollywood film producers were not consciously attempting to deceive the Amencan public
into believing that their version of life was accurate. Fihmakers undernood that they were in the
business of making middle class dreams appear real. They also undentood that this was a business.
They also were weli aware of their audience, the middle class with the purchashg power. The
majority of film producers made what was popular, with only a very smali minority attempting to
uphold certain philosophical ideais through their füms. By making only those films which would

appeal to the majority of the movie going public, Hollywood producen appeared to be purposefully

'Tbesecritics indude Andmv Bergrnaa. Ré 're in the 3foney Depre&n,4merican and ifsF i h ('NewYork:
New York UxhWSity Rws.1977. p .uü;Thomas Cripps, HoIh3yood's High itbon: OOdlfmiemukïng
and Sociep BejÔre
Telmision (Baltimore, Maryiand: The John Hopkins U n i v e Pres,1993, p.64-S) and Andrew Sa&, "YmAin 't
Hemd Nothin ' Yet *': Amerkm TaIkrng Film History undMemory, f 92%1949 (NewYork Mord University Ress,
1998). p. 15.

denying theK audience an accurate depiction life in the Depression.
This was not tme. Hollywood was not in the business of denying reality. it was simply in the
business to make money. The rnovie business was not wiiiingly denying reaiity. it was attempting to
build profits through the path of Ieast resistance. Motion pictures which had messages or offered
"accurate depictions"of life were viewed with fear from the majority of the film community. because
filmmaken believed that these types of füms were bound to be box-office failures. These films were
also not made because filmmakers feared the protest such films would bring. Escapia films were
chosen as an option because they offered the greatest profit for the least risk. Hollywood did not
have to worry if these films would create a nationwide protest. As long as they adhered to the
Production Code and avoided direct contact with unsavoury topics, mch as race relations or politics,
filmmakers couid avoid contlict and virnially guarantee a profit.
Avoiding conflict was a major occupation of Hollywood filmmakers. Proteas had once
crippled filmmakers, and they would not aiiow it to happen again. This is why Hollywood of the
Depression appears to many observers today as escapin.' It is also why some have accused the
audiences of being unable to deal with real He. The audiences who watched Hollywood füms
appeared to be ignoring the piight of the nation, hiding in the pretend world of the siiver screen.
However, it was not because the audience was unwilling to watch anything else, it was because there

was nothing else to watch. HoUywood was so intent on making profits and avoiding conflicts, that
many of the films produced avoided challenging topics. This was not because HoUywood believed
that the audience did not want to see chailenging films, it was because Hollywood did not want to

make them.
The relationship between the film producen and the audiences was complicated. Filmmalcers
were not able to judge immediately how the audience would reaa to a film. It could be months or
possibly years before an idea becomes reality on the screen. Filmma<ers had to almost predia what
would be in fashion when their films were to be released, meaning that in order to assure a popular

film it had to be almost timeless. Films that were topical were risky not only because they could be
controversid, but because the subject may also be out of favour when the £ilmwas released.

Film proved to be one of the moa powerfùl medium of the Arnencan Depression, even
though it was escapist. Those who worked in films were among the richest in A m e n stars
~ were

treated like royalty. and many Arnericans studied every published facet of their lives. Though it is
undeniable that film was a powefil medium, it was not a chronicle of Arnencan Iife in the
Depression. Unlike a newspaper or a radio news report, the audience was aware that what they were
seeing was unreal. What these films of the Depression did dispiay, however, is unexpected. These

films offer eiidence of the power of both the white middle class and of American business.
The white middle class were the main audience for films during the depression. These women

and men (there is evidence that it was mainly women3) were the focus of many films. They were the
intended audience for the advertisements imbedded in the text of the films. As wek these middle

class women and men were the audience listened to when H o i l y o d was assailed with compiaints

in the early part of the decade. In a real sense, the white middle class was the audience to
Hollywood.

'Sec pages 49-50. above.

t
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If the middle class was the main audience to Hollywood, business was the major influence.

The banks of New York, the stock market, the industrial heads of Arnerican corporations, and, of
course. the Arnerican government, were al1 essential to film production in Hollywood. Their opinions

could sink a film long before it was released to the middle class. Even while ail the above sectors of
Amenca were suffering fkom the effects of the Depression, they were able to exert their signifiant
influence on Hoiiywood. Because most of the studios were forced to relinquish some, if not ali
control of their füms to New York investors, the input of these investon became essentiai. Although
there is no evidence that these men ever directly prevented a film from king released, they were able
to direct their influence in other ways. The Production Code was one of the more obvious modes of

control placed on Hoilywood. This document was rneant to be about the films, however it was in fact
about the money. It was because the box office receipts were falling that the Code was enforced,

pnor to ihis, it sat on a shelf in the MMPDA's office. Those who controlled the money in New York
caused the Code to be enforced because they wanted to make the mon money fiom their investrnents.

These two groups narrowed Hollywood's view of what America w u . Hoiiywood's films
reflected an America where the minorities kept to the background, where the sexes were restricted
to their conventional roles and where the nation was whole. The film& version of America which
Hollywood offered was a middle class Amenca with happy endings. American f3m portrayed white
middle class America as the nation. Since there was no other voice cornpethg with Hollywood, it
is possible that these films wostituted a form of propaganda Hoilywood was offering a view of the
nation through the eyes of a distinct portion of the nation, while blocking alternative views.
The image of Hollywood in the thirties that emerges fiom this thesis is one of industrial

capitalists for whom money was the moa important issue, and of entertainers, who wished oniy to

'!7

make products that diverted the audience. This image failed to persist because the moguls and
filmmalcers were not happy with the two stereotypes and actively promoted thernselves as artists. The
production of prestige films nich as me Gropes of Wrath (1940) and Anm Karenin ( 1935). as well
as the promotion of the Academy Awards display the Hollywood desire to be perceiveci as more than

simple entertainers or grasping entrepreneurs. The Academy Awards, founded in 1927. was created
by HolIywood to provide evidence that they were artists. Their films were not meant to be seen as

mere entertainment; they were art. The fact that the Academy Awards has become a central part of
contemporary popular culture, is a testimony to the uiccess of the moguls' self-promotion. This
should not, however, deflect us fiom the r e a h t i o n that in the 1930s it was the business of motion
picnire entertainment, with its imperative to sel1 to the widen audience possible, that was largely

responsible for the shape of the films of that era.

('Le Mars Code)
A Code io (iowrn the MaRng o j Tufking,Synchronized and Silent Motion Pictures.
Fonntrlared mdjonnaIIy adopted by nie Association of Motion Pictrrre Prodieers. Inc. anà ihe
Motion Picme Probilcers and Disrributors of America. Inc. in M d 1930.

Motion picture producers recognire the high trust and confidence which have been placed in them
by die people of the worid and which have made motion pictures a universai fom of entertainment.
They recognize their responsiiility to the public because of this trust and because entertainment and
ait are important influences in the life of a nation.
Hence, though regardhg motion pictures primady as entertainment without any explicit purpose of
teaching or propaganda, they know that the motion picture within its own field of entertainment rnay
be directiy responsible for spintual or moral progrea, for higher types of social Ne, and for much
correct thinking.

Durhg the rapid ?ransition fiom silent to talking pictures they have r&ed the necessity and the
oppominity of subscribing to a Code to govem the production of talking pictures and of
re-acknowledging this responsibiiity.

On their part, they ask fiom the public and f?om public leaders a sympathetic understanding of their
purposes and problems and a spirit of cooperation that will d o w hem the k d o m and opportunity
necessary to bring the motion pictwe to a stiU higher level of whoiesome entertainment for al1 the
people.

II.

No pichne shall be produced that will lower the mord standards of those who see it. Hence
the sympathy of the audience shouid never be thrown to the side of crime, wrongdoing, ed
or sin.

m.

Correcî standards of life, subject ody to the requirements of cirama and entertainment, shall

be presented.

IV.

Law, naturai or human, shall not be ridiculeci, nor shall synpathy be created for its violation.

PutticuIm Applications
1.

Crimes Againsi the Lmv

These shall never be presented in such a way as to throw sympathy with the crime as againn law and
justice or to inspire othen with a desire for imitation.

1.

2.
3.

The technique of murder must be presented in a way that wili not inspire
imitation.
Brutai killings are not t o be presented in detail.
Revenge in modem times shall not be justified.

Meth& of C h e should not be expiicitly presented.
1.

.7
3.
4.

Thefi, robbery. safe-cracking, and dynamiting of trains. mines. buildings. etc..
should not be detailed in method.
Arson rnust subject to the sarne safeguards.
The use of f i r m s should be restricted to the essentials.
Methods of smugghg should not be presented.

IIIegal h g ~ r @ c rnust never be presented.

The use of Iiquor in Amencan life, when not requûed by the plot or for proper
characterïzation, will not be shown.
U.

Sex

The saoaity ofthe institution of mariage and the home shall be upheld. Pictures shall not infer that
low foms of sex relationship are the accepted or common thing.
A

Aduliery, sometimes necessary plot material, must not be explicitly treated, or
justified, or presented attractively.

B.

Scenes of Paaion
They should not be introduced when not essential to the plot.
1.
~ X ~ ~ Sand
S Nlustful
~
kissing, hstful ernbraces, suggestive postures and
2.
gestures, are not to be shown.

3.

in g e n d passion should so be treated that these scenes do not stimulate the
lower and baser elernent.

C.

S4cfuction or Rqpe
1.
They should never be more than suggested, and ody when essential for the
plot, and even then never show by explicit method.
They are never the proper subject for cornedy.
2.

D.

Sexperversion or any inference to it is forbidden.

E.

F.

Whileslmeyshallnotbetreated.
hfiscege~rion(sex relationships between the white and black races) is forbidden.

G.

Sex b e n e and venered diseases are not subjects for motion pictures.

H.

Scenes of aciual child birth, in fact or in silhouette, are never to be presented.

1.

Chil&en's sex o r g m are never to be exposed.

The treatment of low, disgusting, unpleasant, though not necessarily evil. subjects should always be
subject to the dictates of good taste and a regard for the sensibilities of the audience.
IV.

Obsceniry

Obscenity in word, geshire, reference, song, joke, or by suggestion
undentood only by part of the audience) is forbidden.

(even when likely to be

Pointed profanis, (this includes the words, God, Lord, Jesus, Christ - unless u s 4 reverently - Hel,
S.O.B.,damn, Gawd), or every other profane or vuigar expression however used, is forbidden.

A

B.
C.

Dancing or costumes intended to permit undue exposure or indecent movements in
the dance are fohidden.
Complete mrdzty is never permiaed. This includes nudity in faa or in silhouette, or
any lecherous or licentious notice thereof by other ctiaractefs in the picture.
Undressing m e s should be avoided, and never used Save where essentiai to the plot.

IX.

D.

Indecent or undue exposure is forbidden.

A

Dances suggesting or representing s e d actions or indecent passions are forbidden.

k

No film or episode may throw ridicule on any religious faith.

B.

~linistersofreli~onintheircharacterasministersofreligionshouldnotbeusedas
comic characters or as villains.

C.

Ceremot~iesof any definite religion should be carefully and respectfully handled.

Locations

The treatment of bedrooms must be govemed by good taste and delicacy.

X.

iVctio~tolFeelings

The use of the Flug shall be coosistently respeaful.

B.
XI.

The history, institutions, prominent people and citizenry of other nations shall be
represented fairiy.

Titles

SaIacious, indecent. or obscene titles SM
not be used.

The following abjects must be treated within the carefùl limits of good taste:
A.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Actuel h g i n g s or electrocutions as legai punishrnents for crime.
ntird degree methods.
BNtality and possible gruesomeness.
Brmding of people or animais.
Apparent cmelty to chitdren or animais.
me sole of women, or a woman selling her virtue.

Remom Suppwting the Preamble o j the Code
1.

Theatrical motion pictures, that is, pictures intended for the theatre as distinct from pictures
intended for churches, schools, lecture halls, educatiod movements, social reform
movements, etc.. are primarily to be regarded as ENTERTANMENT.

Mankind has always recognized the importance of entertainment and its value in
rebuilding the bodies and souls of human beings. But it has always recognized that
entertainment can be a character either HELPFUL or HARMFüL to the human race,
and in consequeme has clearly distinguished beîween:
A.

B.

Entertainment which tends to improve the race, or at least to re-create and rebuild
human beings exhausted with the realities of Me; and
Entertainment which tends to degrade hurnan beings, or to lower their standards of
iife and living.

Hence the MORAL IMPORTANCE of entenainment is something which has been universally
recowed. It enters htimately hto the lives of men and women and affects them closely; it occupies
their minds and affections during leisure houa; and ultunately touches the whole of th& lives. A man
may be judged by his standard of entertainment as easily as by the standard of his work.
So correct entertainment ruises the whole standard of a nation.

Wrottg entertui~imentlowers the whole living conditions and moral ideals of a race.

Note, for example, the hedthy reactions to heaithful sports, like basebail, golf;the unhea*
reactiom to sports like cockfïghting, bullfighting, bear baiting, etc.

Note, too, the effm on ancient nations of gladiatorial combats, the obxene plays of Roman
times, etc.

II.

Motion p i m e s are very important as ART.

Though a new art, possibly a combination art, it has the same object as the other arts, the presentation
of human thought, emotion, and arperience, in terms of an appeal to the sou1 through the senses.

Here, as in entertainment:
Art enters intimate& into the Iives of human belligs.
Art a n be mord& good, Lifting men to higher levels. This has been done through good

music, great painting, authentic fiction, poetry, drama.
Art can be rnoraily evsl it its effkts. This is the case cleariy aiough with unclean art, indecent
books, suggestive drama. The effect on the iives of men and wornen are obvious.

Note: It has often been argued that art itseif is unmoral, neither good nor bad. This is true
of the THMG which is music, painting, poeay, etc. But the THING is the PRODUCT of
some person's mind, and the intention of that mind was either gwd or bad m o d y d e n it
produced the thing. Besides, the thing has its EFFECT upon those who corne into contact
with it. in both these ways, that is, as a product of a mind and as the cause of definite &ects,
it has a deep moral significance and d s t a k a b l e moral quality.

Hence: The motion picturq which are the moa popular of modern arts for the masses, have
their mord quality from the intention of the minds which produce them and from their e f f i s
on the moral lives and reactions of their audiences. This gives them a most important
moraiity.
A.

They r e p r h c e the morality of the men who use the pictures as a medium for
the expression of their ideas and ideals.

B.

They M e c t the moral standards of those who, through the screen, take in
these ideas and idds.

In the case of motion pictures, the effkt may be particularly emphasized because no art has
so quick and so widespread an appeal to the masses. tt has becorne in an inaedibly shon
p e n d the art of the multitudes.

UI.

The motion picture, because of its importance as entertainment and because of the ma
placed in it by the peoples of the world, has special MORAL OBLIGATIONS:
A.

Most arts apped to the mature. This an appeals at once to every clas, mature,
immature, developeû, undeveloped, law abiding, criminal. Music has its grades for
Merent classes; so has fiterature and drama. This art of the motion picture,
combhing as it does the two h h e n t a l appds oflwking at apictwe and Iistening
to a stoty, at once reaches every class of society.

B.

By reason of the mobility of film and the ease of picture distriiution, and because the
possibility of duplicating positives in large quantities, this art reaches places
unpenetrated by other f o m of an.

C.

Because of these two fàcts, it is ciSicuit to produce films imended for only certain
classes of people. The exhibitors' theatres are built for the masses, for the CUEtiV8ted
and the rude, the mature and the immature, the ~e~respecting
and the criminal.

Films, unlike books and music, can with difficulty be confineci to certain selected
groups.

D.

The latitude givm to film materiai cannot, in consequace, be as wide as the latitude
given to book materiai- In addition:
1.

2.
3.

E.

A book describes; a film vividly presents. One presents on a cold page; the
other by apparently h g people.
A book reaches the mind through words merely; a &n reaches the eyes and
ears through the reproduction of achial events.
The readon of a reader to a book depcnds largely on the keenness of the
reader's imagination; the r a d o n to a film depends on the vividness of
presentation.
Hence many things which might be descnbed or suggested in a book could
not possibty be presented in a film.

This is alço tme when cornparhg the film with the newspaper.
Newspapers present by description, füms by actual presentation.
Newspapers are afler the faa and present things as having taken place; the film
2.
gives the events in the process of enactment and with apparent reality of We.
Everything possible Li a p l q is not possible in a film:
1.
Because of the lmger m~dienceof the film, and its consequential mixed
character. Psychologically, the larger the audience, the lower the moral mass
resistance to suggestion.
2.
Because through light, enlargement of charaaer, presentation, scenic emphasis,
etc., the screen story is brought closer to the audience than the play.
The enthusiasm for and interest in the film actors and acîresses, developed
3.
beyond anything of the sort in hinory, makes the audience largely sympathetic
toward the characters they portray and the stories in which they figure. Hence
the audience is more ready to confuse actor and actress and the characten they
portray, and it is mon receptive of the emotions and ideah presented by the
favorite stars.
S m a l l c m m i t i e s , remote fiom sophisUcation and fiorn the hardening process which
often takes place in the ethical and moral standards of larger d e s , are easily and
readily reached by any sort of film.
1.

F.

G.

H.

The grandeur of m a s settings, large action, spectacular fatures, etc., affkcts and
arouses more intensely the emotional side of the audience.

In generai, the mobility, popMty, accessiiility, emotional appeal, vividness, straightforward
presentation of tiia in the film make for more intimate contact with a larger audience and for greater
emotional appeai.

Hence the larger moral responsibilities of the motion pictures.
Reaom Uh&riying the General PnncipIes
No picture shall be produced which will lower the moral standards of those who see it. Hence
the sympathy of the audience should never be thrown to the side of crime, wrongdoing, evil
or sin.
This is done:

1.

A.

B.

When mil is made to appear utaactive and ahring, and good is made to appear
unattractive.
When the sympthy of the audience is thrown on the side of crime, wrongdoing, evii,
sin. The sarne is true ofa film that would thrown sympathy against goodness, honor,
innocence, purity or honesty.

Note: Sympathy with a penon who sins is not the rame as sympathy with the sin or crime of
which he is guiity. We may feeI sony for the plight of the murderer or even understand the
circumstances which Ied hirn to his crime: we may not feel syrnpathy with the wrong which
he has done.
The presentation ofevil is 0 t h essential for art or fiction or drama.
This in itself is not wrong provided:
1.
That evil is mr presented alluri~tgfy.Even if' Iater in the film the evii is
condemned or p u n i s h a it must not be allowed to appear so attractive that
the audience's emotions are drawn to desire or approve so strongly that later
the condemation is forgotten and oniy the apparentjoy of sin is remernbered.
That throughout, the audience feels sure that evil is wrong and good is righl.
2.
Correct standards of life s i d i , as far as possible, be presented.
A wi& kiowledge of life and of living is made possible through the film. When right standards are
consistently presented, the motion pictue exercisesthe most powerful influences. It builds character,
develops right ideds, inCuIcates cor~ectprinciples, and ail this in amactive aory fom.

U.

If motion pictues consistemly hold upfor &irution high types ofchacrers and present aories
that wili affect iives for the better, they can becorne the moa powerfùi force for the improvement of
mankind.

m.

Law, nahird or hurnan, shall not be ridided, nor shall syrnpathy be created for its violation.

By m r a i low is understood the Iaw which is written in the hearts of ail mankind, the greater
underiying p~ciplesof nght and justice dictated by consciace.
By human law is understood the law wrïtten by civiIized nations.
A

ne presentatron of crimes against the law is ofrn necesmy for the carrying out of

the plot. But the presentation must not throw sympathy with the crime as aga& the
law nor with the cruninal as against those who punish b.

B.

ntecm~softhelandshouldnotbepresentedasuajusi.ïhisdoesnotmeanthata
single court may not be presented as unjust, much less that a single court o f f i d must
not be presented this way. But the court system of the country mua not d e r as a
r d t of this presentation.

1.

Sin and evil enter into the story of human beings and hence in themselves me valid &matic
materid.

iI.

In the use of this material, it must be distinguished between sin which repels by it very nature,
and szns which open attracf.
In the first class corne murder, most thefi, many legal mimes, lyllig, hypocrisy.
1.
cnielty, etc.
In the second class corne sex sins. sins and crimes of apparent heroism, such
2.
as banditry, daring thefis, leadership in e d organized crime. revenge, etc.

The fird class ne&

less care in treatment, as suls and crimes of this class are
naturaily unamactive. The audience instinctively condemns al1 such and is repeiled.
Hence the important objective m u a be to avoid the hardening of the audience,
especiaily of those who are young and impressionable, to the
thought and f a t of crime. People can becorne accustomed even to murder, cnielty,
brutality, and repeilent crimes, if these are too fiequentiy repeated. The second class
needs great care in handling, as the respome of human nature to their appeal is
obvious. This is treated more fuUy below.

ID.

A careM distinction can be made between fihm intmded for generai dsWbirtion, and films

intended for use in theatres restncted to a Iimtted uudience. Themes and plots quite
appropriate for the latter would be aitogether out of place and dangerous in the former.
Note: The practice of using a general theatre and limiting its patronage to "Adults
M y " is not completely satisfactory and is ody partially effective.

However, maturer minds may easily understand and accept without harm subjea
matter in plots which do younger people positive h m .
Hence: Ifthere should be created a special type of W e , caterhg exclusively to an
aduit audience, for plays of this character (plays with problem themes, diflicult
d i s s i o n s and maturer treatment) t would seem to S o r d an outlet, which does not

now exist, for pichires unsuitable for general distribution but perrnissible for
exhibitions t O a restricted audience.

CRIMES AGALNST THE LAW
The treatment of crimes against the law mus- not:
1.

A.

B.
C.

Tenchmerhodsofcrime.
Irqirepotenrial~rtmi~lswithadesireforimitation.
M& crimimis seem heroic and justified.

Revenge in modem times shall not be justifieci. In lands and ages of less developed civilization and
moral principles, revenge rnay sornetimes be praented. This would be the case especiaily in places
where no law exists to cover the crime because of which revenge is committed.

Because of its e d consequences, the h g t r a c should not be presented in any form. The existence
of the tmde should not be brought to the attention of audiences.
The use of liquor should never be excessively presented. In scenes fiom Amencan He, the
necessities of plot and proper characterization alone jus* its use. And in this case, it should be
shown with moderation.
II.

SEX

Out of a regard for the sanctity of marriage and the home,the nimgle, that is, the love of a third
party for one aiready d e d , needs arefiil handling. The treatment shouid not throw syrnpathy
against marriage as an institution.
Scenes of @on
must be treated with an honest
ackmowledgement of human nature and its normal reactions. Many scenes cannot be presented
without arousing dangerous emotions on the part of the immaîure, the young or the mhzinalclaws.

Evm within the limits ofpure love,certain facts have been universally regarded by lawmakers as
outside the lllnits of d e presentation.

In the case of Nnpure low, the love which society has always regarded as wrong and which has been
law, the folIowing are important:

banned by di*

A

B.
C.
D.
E.

Impure love rnust not be presented as attractive and bemtijW.
It mua not be the subject of corne@ orf m e , or treated as materid for lougher.
It must not be presented in such a way to arouse passion or morbid airiosity on the
pan of the audience.
It must not be made to seem ri@ andpemissïble.
It generai, it mua not be detailed in method and mamer-

m.
V.

VULGARITY;
OBSCENiTYi
PROFANTTY; hardly need further explanation than is contained in the Code.

VI.

COSTUME

W.

A.

The effect of riudty or semi-nudity upon the nomial man or woman, and much more
upon the young and upon immature persons, has been honestly recognUed by ail
lamaken and moralistS.

B.

Hence the fact that the nude or semi-nude body may be beaufifil does not make its
use in the nIms moral. For, in addition to its beauty, the effect of the nude or
semi-nude body on the normal individual must be taken into consideration.

C.

Nudity or semi-nudity used simply to put a "punch" into a picture cornes under the
head of immoral actions. It is immoral in its effect on the average audience.

D.

Nudity can never be permiaed as being necessmy for the plot. Semi-nudity must
not result in undue or indecent exposures.

E.

Trcn~sparentor ~ d l u c e nmaterials
t
and silhouette are frequently more suggestive
than actual exposure.

Dancing in general is recognized as an art and as a beuutrjùf fonn of expressing human emotions.
But dances which mggest or represent sexual actions, whether performed solo or with two or more;
dances intended to excite the emotiond reaction of an audience; dances with movement of the
breasts, excessive body movements while the fèet are stationary, violate decency and are wrong.

The reason why mininers of religion may not be cornic characters or d a i m is simply because the
attitude taken toward them may easily becorne the attitude taken toward religion in general.
Religion is lowered in the minds of the audience because of the lowering of the audience's respect
for a rninister.

K. LOCATIONS
Certain places are so closely and thoroughly associateci with waial We or with semal sin t h their
use must be carefidly limiteci.

X.
NATIONAL FEELINGS
The just rights, hinory, and feelings of any nation are entitled to most careful consideration and
respecthl treatment.

XI.

TITLES

As the titie of a picture is the brand on that particular type of goods, it must c d o n n to the ethical
practices of ail nich honest business.

XU. REPELLENT SWBJECTS
Such subjects are occasiody necessary for the plot. Their treatment c T U t never ofend good taste
nor injure the sensibilities of an audience.

he top grossing movie lia below is given alphabebdy by year and was compiled

from the records of irhe Motion Picture HeraId, Motion Picture Dai& and Film
Daily. The list is found in The Arnerican Movies Reference Bwk: 7ne S

d Eru

(Paul Michael. editor-in-chief). Beginning in 1935-36the years are grouped into
Acaderny Award years, meanhg that the film year 1935 begins in mid January 1935 and ends in mid

January 1936. The list is given because of the influence these papers had on the New York end of

the moiie business. C'miery's top grossing films list follows the Motion P i c t m Herald, Motion
Piciure Daily and Film Daily lia. This has b e n taken h m GrandDes@: Hol/jwoodas a Modem

Business Enterprise. 1930-1 939 (Tino Balio) and is included because of t *m'ety's influence in

Hollywood itself. Unfomuiately, the List ends in 1939 and does not include the years 1940 to 194 1.

The Academy Award wimers for !933 through 1941 are also listed below. These have also been
taken from Tne A m e r k m Movies Reference Buuk. The ody awards listed are for best picture,
actor, actress and director. ïhese are widely acknowledged to be the most important and infiuential
Academy Awards given out. The Academy Awards themselves are important to note because they

indicate what the popular tastes were during that year. Though the awards were aven by
Hollywood to theû stars, rarely did a popular film not d

e it into the Academy's lias of the best

p i m e of the year. Even in the thirties, the Oscars were one of the most influentid awards given

to films and in many cases could m a t e increased revenue for a fdm The Annual Top Ten BoxOffice Stars, which cornes fiom Fihn Fucts (Cobbett S. Steinberg) and was compileci yearly by

Quigley Publications is iisted at last below. Steinberg wams readen that these lists are only

approximations of public tastes. as there is no r d way to ascertain which star was more popular.
This La
i has been achieved through surveys given by Quigley Publications to Amencan exhibiton
which asked them to name the top fiim stars.

List of Abbreviations
Col. - Columbia Pictures
Fox 20' Century-Fox
MGM Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Par. - Paramount Pictures
RKO - Radio-Keith-Orpheum
UA United Artists
Univ. - Universal Pictures
WB - W m e r Brothers

-

-

-

1933
-

Animal Kingdom (RKO)
Be Mine Tonight (Lrniversal)
Cavalcade (Fox)
42" Sîreet (WB)
Gdd Diggers of 1933 (WB)
I 'rn no Angel (Par.)
The Kid From Spain (UA)
Linle Women (RKO)
RaJputin md the Empress (MGM)
State Fair (FOX)
Tugbaut Amie (MGM)
1934
-

Barretts of Wimpole Street (MGM)
Belle of the Nineties (Par.)
Chnined (MGM)
It Hqpened One Night (Col.)
Judge Priest (Fox)
KentucRy Kemels (RICO)
n e Lost Palroi (RKO)
One Night of Love (Col.)
Queen Christirm (MGM)
Riptide (MGM)
Romun ScamhIs (UA)
She Loves Me Not (Par.)
Son of Kong (RKO)
Sons of the Desert (MGM)
Wonder Bar (WB)
1935
-

China Seas (MGM)
David Copperfield(MGM)
Forsaking Al[ Others (MGM)
Goin ' To T i (Par.)
Les Miserables (UA)
LNes of a Bengal h e r (Par.)
A Midstrmmer Night 's Dream (WE3)

Mutîny on the Bounty (MGM)
Robena (RKO)
She .Married Her Boss (Col.)
S t e m h t 'Round the Bend (
20')
Top Hot (MO)
1935-36

A m K'enin (MGM)
ï3e Bride Cornes Home (Par.)
BrOCIClktayMelody of 1936 (MGM)
Bulle& or Bailots (WB)
Cclpmi~tBlood (WB)
The Counny Doctor (Fox)
The C d e s par. )
Follow the Fket (RKO)
The Great Ziegfeld (WB)
Green Pustures (WB)
In Oid Kentuq (Fox)
Tne King Sfeps Out (Col.)
nie Littlest Rebel (Fox)
Mugnrficnt Obsession (Univ.)
Modem Times (UA)
Mr. Dceds Goes to T m (Col.)
A Night m the Opera (MGM)
Rhythm on the Range (Par.)
Rose Mm-e(MGM)
Sm Frcutctxo (MGM)
Shaw B a (Univ.)
n>e Stoty of Louis Pasteur (WB)
d Tale of Two C'Mes(MGM)
ïhanks a Million (Fox)
%se mec (UA)
193637

Afer the Thin M m (MGM)
AniAdverse (WB)
Am-- ami M&Is (Par.)
n e Big Brtaa&m of 193 7 (Par.)

Bont to Dance (MGM)
n>e Charge of the Light Brigcade (WB)
College Holiday (Par.)
Corne and Cet It (UA)
Dodnvorth WA)
The G d E a r t h (MGM)
nie Gorgems H u q (MGM)
Green Ltgh (WB)
1Met Him in Puris (Par.)
ne Lust of Mr.Cheyney (MGM)
Libelled Lady (MGM)
LI& of London (Fox)
Lost Horizon (Col.)
M i i n t e (MGM)
hiountuin Music (Par.)
My Man Godfev (Univ.)
One in A blillion (Fox)
On the Aveme (Fox)
Pigskn Parade (Fox)
The P l a i ~ m a n(Par.)
Rambow on the b e r OU(O)
ï k R d Black (Univ.)
Romro mut Juliet (MGM)
SM1 We Dance (RKO)
SI&? Ship (Fox)
A Star is Born (UA)
Swing Hi&, Swing Law (Par.)
Swing Time (RKO)
W h up rmd Live (Fox)
WcliRki Weddig (Par.)
Wee Wiliie Winkie (Fox)
Ym Cm *Z Haw Everytthng (FOX)
1937-3 8

The Adventures of Robin H d (WB)
Adwnîures of Tom Sawyer V A )
Aiexmider 's Ragtime &md(Fox )
7he Buccmer (Par.)
The FireB, (MGM)
Girl of the Golden West (MGM)
The G o l .Folles (UA)
m r ? Y -w
(Fox)
Hoïidoy (Col.)

nte Hurricane (üA)
In OH Chicago (Fox )
Rosarie (MGM)
S m mite und the Scven Dwarfs (RKO)
Test Piolet (MGM)
W e h Fargo (Par.)
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Angeis W i ~ Diny
h
Faces (WB)
Boys Town (MGM)
Dodge City (WB)
Goodbye. Mr. Chips ( M G M )
Gunga Din (RICO)
Hm$Ls Ride High (MGM)
Jesse Jàmes (Fox)
J u m (WB)
Our West With the Hmdys (MGM)
Pygmalion (MGM)
S t a g e c d (UA)
Sweethearts (MGM)
Tnot Certain Age (Univ.)
Three S m Girls Grow Up (Univ.)
Union Pacifc (Par.)
Y m C m 't Take It Wlth Ym (Co1.)

AlI ïhis m>d Heaven Too (WB)
Another lhin M m (MGM)
Babes in Anns (MGM)
Demy Rides Again (Univ.)
Dmms Along the Mohawk (Fox)
The Fighring 69th (WB)
Gone Wfththe Wimi (MGM)
Grqes of Wrath (Fox)
Guliiver 's TrowIs (Par.)
Hol&pd C a v a i d e (Fox)
ne Hmchbuck of None D m e (RKO)
LilIim &meIll (Fox)
Mr. Smith Gws to Washiqton (Col.)
MjF m n t e Wife (RKO)
Ninotchko (MGM)
Norihwest Passage (MGM)

n>e Old Muzd (WB)
The Rain Came (Fox)
Rebecca (UA)

R d to Singapore (Par.)
The Womm (MGM)

AIoma of the South Seas (Par.)
BI& md Scmd (Fox)
Boom T m (MGM)
The Bride Came C.O.D.(WB)
Cmght in the Dr@ (Par.)
C M e y 's Aunf (Fox)
Dive Boomber (WB)
The Great Diciutor (UA)
Hold 77x12 Ghost (Univ.)
I Wmtted Wings (Par.)
The L d y Eve (Par.)
Lije Begins for At+ Hm& (MGM)
Meet John Doe (WB)
North West himnted Police (Par.)
n e Philmkiphia Story (MGM)
7nr R d to Zmtribm (Par.)
The Sea Wolf(WB)
Strawbeny Blonde (WB)
l3at HamiIton Womm (UA)
7his Thhg CaIïed Love (Col.)
The Ziegfeld Girl (MGM)

1933
-

She Dom Him Wrong (Par.)
Tugbmt Annze (MGM)
Back Street (Univ )
Gold Diggers of 1933 (WB)
4P Street (WB)
Liltle Women (RKO)
Siaie Fair (Fox)
1934
-

I 'mNo Angel (Par.)
Judge Priest (Fox)
Dimer ai Eighi (MGM)
It Happerwd One Ni@ (Col.)
7he Buwery (UA)
1935
-

Mutiny on rhe Bounv (MGM)
Top Hat (RKO)
Liws of a Bengal h c e r (Par.)
China Sem (MGM)
Cur!v Top (Fox)
G-Men (WB)
David Copprjîeld V A )
1936
hldern Times (UA)
Smi Francisco (MGM)
Swing T h e (RKO)
The Great Ziegfeld (MGM)
7he Littlest Rebe l (Fox)
Rose Mmie (MGM)
Under Two Flags (Fox)
1937
-

Mqytime (MGM)
n>e G d M h (MGM)
Waikiki Wedch'ng (Par.)
Lost Horizon (Col.)

De Pn'soner of Zenda (UA)
Afer the Tnin M m (MGM)
7he PIail~~m~lll
(Par.)
A Stm is Born (UA)
1938
-

Snow White ond the Seven D w d s (RKO)
A fexcMcler T Ragtime Band (Fox)
Test Pilot (MGM)
In OU Chicago (Fox)
The Hum.cane N A )
nir Adrrntures of Robin Hood (WB)
Mmie Antoinette (MGM)
Love Findr Am& Hardy (MGM)
1939
-

Witard of Oz (MGM)
Goaû'bye Mr. Chips ( M G M )

Pygmalion (MGM)
Boys TM (MGM)
The Old Maid (WB)
Dark C'ictory (WB)

1932-33
Pichire
Actor
Aetm

Director

1934
Pictue
Actor
Actress

Director

(Tavacade (Fox), Wuifield Sheehan, studio head
Charles Laughton in The Private Life of Henry P7II (London Films, U A )
Katharine Hepbuni in M b n g Gfor).
Frank Lloyd for CauuIcade

It Hqpened Orle Nighr (Col.),produced by Harry Cohn
Clark Gable in It Happened One Night (Col.)
Claudette Colbert in I i Hqpened One Night (Col.)
Frank Capra for b Huppened One Night (Col.)

1935
Pichire
Actor

.4ctress
Director
1936
Picture
Actor
Actress

Director
1937
Picture
Actor
Actress

Director

Mufiny on the Bounty (MGM), produced by Irving Thalberg, with Albert Lewin
Victor McLaglen in 7%eIrfonner (RKO)
Bette Davis in Dangerous (WB)
John Ford for Ihe I)fonnnr ( K O )

The Great Ziegfeld (MGM), produced by Hwit Stromberg
Paul Muni in nie Smry of Louis P m m r (WB)
Luise Rainer in n e Great ZiegfeM (MGM)
Frank Capra for Mr.Deeds Gws to Town (Col.)

The Llfe of Enrile Zolo (WB),produced by Henry Blanke
Spencer Tracy in Cqioin Carrageour (MGM)
Luise Rainer in nK G d h t h (MGM)
Leo McCarey for nie Awful Tmth (Coi.)

1938

Picture
Actor
Actress

Director

Ym Cm 't Take It Wirh Ym (Col.), produced by Frank Capra
Spencer Tracy in Boys T m (MGM)
Bette Davis in Jezebel (WB)
Frank Capra for You Cm 't T i It With Ym (Col.)

1939

Picture
Actor
Act ress
Director
1930
Picture
Act or
Actress

Director

Gone With The Wind (Seiznick, MGM), produced by David O.Selmick
Robert Donat in Goodbye.Mr. Chips (MGM)
vivien Leigh in Gone With n e W i d (Selniick, MGM)
Victor Fleming for Gone With Ihe Wind (Selmick, MGM)

Rebecca (Selniick International, United h i a s ) , produced by David O.Selmick.
James Steward in The Philcdelphia Stoty (MGM)
Ginger Rogers in Kiny Foyle ( N O )
John Ford for The G r q s of Wrath (Fox)

1941

Picture
Actor
Actress

Director

How Green War M y Valley (Fox),produced by Darryl F.Zamick
Garry Cooper in Sergemr York (WB)
Joan Fontain in Suspicion (RKO)
John Ford for How Green W u hfy C'aley (Fox)
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1936

1939

Marie Dressler
Wd Rogers
Janet Gaynor
Eddie Cantor
Wallace Beery
Jean Hariow
Clark Gable
Mae West
N o m Shearer
Joan Crawford

Shirley Temple
Clark Gable
Fred AstaireiGinger Rogers
Robert Taylor
Joe E. Brown
Dick Powell
Joan Crawford
Claudette Colbert
Jeanette MacDonald
Gary Cooper

Mickey Rooney
Tyrone Power
Spencer Tracy
Clark Gable
Shirley Temple
Bette Davis
Alice Faye
Errol Flynn
James Cagney
Sonja Henie

1934

1937
SMey Temple
Clark Gable
Roberi Taylor
Bing Crosby
William Powell
Jane Withers
Fred AstairdGinger Rogen
Sonja Henie
Gary Cooper
Myrna Loy

Mickey Rooney
Spencer Tracy
Clark Gable
Gene Autry
Tyrone Power
James Cagney
Bing Crosby
Wallace Beery
Bette Davis
Judy Garland

Will Rogers
Clark Gable
Janet Gaynor
Wallace Beery
Mae West
Joan Crawford
Bing Crosby
Shirley Temple
Marie Dressler
Norma Shearer
1935

Shirley Temple

WU Rogers
Clark Gable
Fred AstairdGinger Rogen
Joan Crawford
Claudette Colbert
Dick Powell
Wdace Beery
Joe E. Brown
James Cagney

1938
Shiriey Temple
Clark Gable
Sonja Henie
Mickey Rooney
Spencer Tracy
Robert Taylor
MW LOY
Jane Withers
iUce Faye
Tyrone Power

1940

1941

Mickey Rooney
Clark Gable
Abbott & Costello
Bob Hope
Spencer Tracy

Gene Aiitry

Gasr Cooper
Bette Davis
James Cagney
Judy Garland

Caprq Frank. Meer John Dw. (Wamer Brothers, 194 1 )

Chaplin, Charles M d m T'mes. (United Artists, 1936).

Jacobovici, Simcha. H o ~ ~ d s Jws,
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1997).

Selmick, David O. A Star is Boni. (United Anists, 1937).
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